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MSU opens football practic
with new attitude
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LOCAL NEWS
jrning

'Springtime' postponed

s relax after
adding Memphis hotshot

Weather forces suspension
of'Springtime In The Park,'
events rescheduled April 20
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50-CENTS

Marijuana, possibly-stolen items
recovered after shooting incident
Staff Report

Smith's trailer near the Missing
Hills developments -south of New
Concord, police said.
Three Calloway County men
Perkins had reportedly purchased
were arrested and face various a large
quantity of marijuana from
charges — including drug traffick- Smith's broth
er, Timothy Cleve
ing — after a shooting incident Smith. of Rt.
3, Murray, at a TenThursday, according to a report nessee bar
earlier that night.
from the Calloway County Sher- according
to police.
iff's Department.
The pair then traveled to Timmy
A large quantity of marijuana Smith's home
where Smith appaand other items which may prove rently stole
a boat motor and gas
to be stolen were also confiscated tank from
a neighbor's shed,
during the arrests Thursday night. according
to reports.
police said.
The two then trave
Danny Smith, 28, of New Con- Smith's trailer wher led to Danny
e the brothers
cord, was arrested and charged attacked Perkins,
one
beating him
with first degree wanton endanger- while the
other held a gun, police
ment after he reportedly fired a said. Dann
y Smith reportedly fired
small caliber handgun at Jerry Per- at Perkins
as he fled the trailer and
kins, 31, of Rt. 1, Murray, at drove away
, according to reports.
Murray Ledgrar & Times

MURRAY. KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON -- Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney is
recommending the closure of 31
major domestic military bases
and 12 minor installations as
well as the realignment of 28
others.

STATE

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER

AP Economics Writer

WASHINGTON — Consumer prices fell
for the first time in almost five years. the last month
government
said today, a 0.1 percent decline that
analysts said
should give the Federal Reserve leeway to
push interest rates lower.
The Commerce Department said the rare
decline in
as Consumer Pnce Index followed a
0.2 percent,
February rise and a 0.4 percent advance
in Janua
It was the first decline in the index since ry.
April
1986, when it fell 0.4 percent. The March
drop was
attributed to another steep fall in gasoline
energy prices, which have now retreated and other
18 percent
from their November peak.

1
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BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Business
inventories edged down 0.2 percent in February while sales
picked up 0.5 percent, the government said today in a report
that could ease pressures on
businesses to lay off more
workers.

FORECAST
Showers and thunderstorms likely early tonight, then ending
before midnight. A 40 percent
chance of showers after midnight. Lows in the mid-50s.
South wind 10 to 15 mph. A 60
precent chance of showers and
thunderstorms Saturday. Highs
in the mid-70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.5, +0.2; below 312.1, -2.7
Barkley Lake
357.5, +0.2; below 318.7. +3.1

INI)EX
One Section - 18 Pages
Classifieds,
15 -17
Comics
14
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
14
Dr. Gott
6
Horoscope
5
Murray Today
5 -7
Obituaries
18
Perspective
4
Sports
8. 9
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Consumer prices fell last month

LOUISVILLE — An electrical
fire and explosions under a
downtown sidewalk sent manhole covers flying and disabled
a police cruiser but caused no
injuries or damage to buildings,
Louisville authorities said.

AUGUSTA, Ga. -- Frustrated
. Nick Faldo had to watch an
amateur hit shots he wished he
could in an uneertain start to his
quest for an unprecented third
consecutive Masters title.

Police were summoned after Perkins ran off the road and called
for
help after the incident, according
to
reports.
Perkins was charged with trafficking in marijuana over eight
ounces and possession of drug
paraphernalia, police said.
Timothy Smith was charged with
fourth degree assault, theft by
unlawful taking over $100 and second degree criminal mischief,
according to reports.
Over 100 marijuana plants of
different sizes and a generator and
lights used to help grow the plant
were confiscated as well as five s
rifles, a handgun and two VCRs
believed stolen, police said.
Other charges are pending,
police said.
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The Calloway County Sheriff's Department
confiscated over 100 marijuana plants and other items during the arres
ts.
Staff photo by Itiark Coope
r

Even more important to jittery financial
marke
was the fact that the so-called core rate of inflat ts
ion,
excluding the volatile energy and food sectors,
was
up
- only 0.1 percent in March', following worri
some
of 0.8 in January and 0.7 percent in Febru gains
ary.
A moderation in price inreases for such thing
s as
women's clothing, new cars and alcoholic
beverages
was credited for the big slowdown in the core inflat
ion
rate.
Many analysts said the good news on retail
inflation, following Thursday's report of a fourth
consecutive decline in wholesale prices, should provi
de the
Fed with the incentive to launch another
round of
interest rate reductions to fight the recession.
Such an action is being strongly pushed by the Bush
administration

Iraqi troops attack Kurds inside 'safe ha
ven'
By DONALD W. SWINTON
Associatod Press Writior

Fitzwater said Thursday that Iraq human
itarian assistance plan. Turk- many refugees have
died from illshould not carry out "any kind of ey
today urged Iraq to develop "a nesses aggravated
military activity" within the zone, const
by the lack of
ructive approach" to stem the food and shelter
from the nearwhere hundreds of thousands of tide
of refugees, and it rejected freezing, rainy weath
Kurdish refugees have fled Sad- Bagh
er. Some refudad's charges that it was gees have been
seen carrying the
dam's forces. The territory dec- inter
fering in Iraq's affairs.
blanket-covered bodies of relatives
lared off-limits to Iraqi military
The 32 deaths Thursday night at who died fleei
encompasses about 10 percent of a
makeshift Turkish camp in rugged, mount rg through in the
ainous terrain.
Iraq.
Cukurca township brought the toll
The U.S.-protected zone was
Fitzwater said the zone will be in that
needed for an undetermined num- days, camp alone to 86 in three designated Thursday as an attempt
Turkey's semi-official Anato- to shield
ber of months during which West- lia
Kurds from Saddam's
news agency reported.
ern nations would carry out a
The report did not elaborate, but (Cont'd on pace 2)

Iraqi troops have attacked Kurdish rebels inside a U.S.-protected
zone in northern Iraq, and refugees
in an American-occupied section of
the south threatened to sit in front
of tanks to prevent U.S. troops
from leaving.
The attack Thursday came hours
before a formal U.N. cease-fire in
the Persian Gulf War took effect.
The first of 1,440 U.N. peacekeeping troops were expected to
arrive in the gulf region today and
begin replacing allied forces in policing the 120-mile border between
Iraq and Kuwait.
The 32-nation force will maintain a demilitarized zone six miles
into Iraq and nearly four mites into
Kuwait, but many Iraqi refugees in
the south fear for their well-being
when U.S. forces depart.
In a Turkish refugee camp near
the Iraqi border, meanwhile, 32
more Kurdish refugees from Iraq
— 23 of them children — died,
Turkish media reported today.
Thousands of Kurds are believed to
have died from exposure and illness since they began fleeing Iraqi
troops.
The Iraqi attacks on Kurdish
rebels were north of the 36th parallel — 25 miles inside the informal
"safe haven" declared this week
New board members of the Economic Development Counc
il are (left to right) Gary Haverstock, Dr. Jim
by U.S. officials. AP correspondent Byrn
, EDC president Robert "Buddy" Buckingham, and Haro
Alex Efty, at the site of the battle
ld Doran.
near the town of Shaqlawa, said at
least 12 Iraqis were killed and two
tanks destroyed.
Staff Report
efforts are underway to dissolve the
Rebels said scores more Iraqi
Foundation are asked to respond as
Murray L•dger & Times
Industrial Foundation, which has
soldiers were lying dead on the
soon as possible. Attorney Gerald
been dormant since the Economic
mountain slopes on either side of
Bell is aiding in the reorganization.
The Murray-Calloway County Development Corporation
the road where the battle
which is set to be completed this
was
Economic Development Corpora- formed. The EDC seeks
developed.
year.
to take
tion
elected three new board mem- over the Foundation's assets
Three Iraqi soldiers said they
and
.Byrn. Harold Doran and Gary
bers, continued progress toward functions.
threw their weapons down and surHaver
absor
stock were named as new
bing
Indus
the
trial
Found
Many of the 300-plus original
ation
rendered to Kurdish rebels without
EDC boardmembers after balloting
a fight The soldiers, all Shiite and gave a financial report during Foundation members have either
by the EDC members.
Muslims from southern Iraq. said Thursday night's annual meeting. died or moved away from the area;
Rober
t
"Bud
Buck
dy"
those
ingham,
morale was low among President
who have shares of stock in
•An audit report was presented
EDC president, and Steve Zea, the Foundation have
Saddam Hussein's forces.
been asked to
to
the group for the non-profit cor"Finish," one said in English. Chamber of Commerce Executive turn them in to the EDC and more
potat
ion. Current assets are
Two others nodded in agreement. Director, also gave an update of than 51 percent of the shares have
$1,0
50,2
18; total operating
exist
ing industry progress and been received thus far.
"It is non-existent," one added in
expenses for the previous year
revie
wed
activi
ty concerning the
Any Foundation shareholder
Arabic.
were $83,202. A copy of the annuWhite House spokesman Marlin IndUstrial Park on Hwy. 641 north. receiving letters from the EDC
al report may be obtained at the
Dr. Jim Byrn reported that concerning the disso
lution of the
Chamber of Commerce office.

EDC seeking Foundation shares

Weaks agrees
to recommend,
finalize trade
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Anat. Editor

Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks has
reversed himself and will apparently sign — with approval
from the Calloway County Fiscal Court — an agreement finalizing a trade of MurrayCalloway County Park land to
local developers.
Weaks met with local developer Howard Brandon and city
officials Thursday to discuss
stipulations of the agreement,
which Weaks believed included
fencing and a bridge to be built
by the developers.
Brandon, however,"produced
documentation" during the
meeting that the fencing and
bridge was never part of the
agreement signed by city and
county officials, a fact which
convinced Weaks to change his
mind, he said.
"I don't understand (Weak's
hesitancy)," Brandon said after
the meeting. "I've lived up to
the contract (but) I feel like it
will go through now."
Weaks would not comment
on the meeting. He said he will
recommend to the Calloway
County Fiscal Court that the
trade be concluded at its April
23 meeting. Weaks cannot sign
the agreement until authorization from the court is granted.
but the court is expected to go
along with the recommendation,
he said.
An option for the deal held
by the Brandons would have
expired today without an agreement from Weaks. A new
option was signed that extended
the signing period until May 1
or after the court's next
meeting.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
and City Clerk Jo Crass, who
were present at the meeting,
concluded their portion of the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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City Council approves
members for Murray's
first Tree Board group
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodges & Timis Ass1

•

Early bird
Mayfield lawyer announces
plans for 1992 senate race

Electric System operating superintendent Richard Whited and city
planner Don Elias.
Beyond making recommendalions about tree placement. trimming procedures- and types.- the
board might also have the authorization to remove hazardous or diseased treeS without the council's
approval. Fitts said.
In other business, the council
approved a recommended bid of
S10.780 for the purchase of a satellite vehicle for the sanitation
department and a hid of 519,100
for the resurfacing of the Murray
High School Tennis Courts.
510.000 of which will he paid hy
the .Murray Independent School
System.
The council also passed a resolution honoring 6-year councilman
Mike Outland who will be leaving
the board soon for Ft. Smith 3,-;

Editor

The Murray City Council
approved members for the city's
first Tree Board, 3 group designed
to encourage the preservation and
protection of public trees in the
city.
The board will hammer out a
comprehensive tree program for
city streets and other public property and make recommendations to
the board on their findings, according to director of engineering Mac
Fitts, who was named an ex-officio
member of the board.
Also named (to one-year terms)
were Dr. Steve Trevathan, and Jo
Benson. (two-year terms) Alvis
Jones and Roger Machat and
ithree-year terms) Terry Isaacs.
Larry Krouse and Larry Doyle. Exofficio members are Fitts. Murray

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Timis Slat1 Writer

Jeff Green formally announced his campaign plans to
Calloway
Countians Thursday afternoon at the courthouse
. Pictured abose.
Green sisits with Donna Herndon, director of alumni
affairs, after
speaking to the crowd. He is the MSL. alumni associatio
n president
this year.

litiveaks agrees to recommend,finalize

;Cont'd from page 11
trade by signing the documents.
The documents now require the
signatures of Weaks, Calloway
County Clerk Teresa Rushing and
Howard and G.T. Brandon.
The trade involves a 12-acre
tract of park land located behind

JCPenney and a similar tra,::
located on the north bank of Bee
Creek at :he park's north end. The
trade will also net the nark 575.!lflfl
from the developers to he used
park improvements.
The Brandons and dexeop.'rs
from
had

trade...

intended to use the traded property
-- as well as adioming property
already owned - for the construct:on of a 59 million. 28-store shopp:ng orr.pley.
D..e to delays in the trade, as
as current econorr.ic condirs. however. the
ty for

that projei: now is -shaky." Brandon said.
"It's been delayed so long. I Just
don't know iabout the proje,t,."
Brandon sau
The new land wil; he core drilled
and tested
nos,: h :l.‘
constra tior

Calloway County names athletic facility afte

Calloway County's new athletic
facility will be named the Ann and
Chuck Hoke Athletic Complex, as
a result of action taken Wednesday
by the Calloway County School
Board.
The board also voted to name the
Laker Football Field and Track the
Jack D. Rose Stadium. These facilities will be dedicated at the first
home football game during the
:99i season.
In other business, the board
approved the continuation of the

At-Risk program and discussed inc.
Summer School Program and
The Fs tended School Program
Ungraded Primary Program.
S..
School plans to offer
The Ca..oway County Elemeh- •derga -ten through grade progLary Schools Will continue the -arn at Calo...:y County Nlidd
le
expansion
the KERA At-Risk
from
10 througn July
Program
the 1091-42 school 26.
year. Firs: 7The 7rogram will operate in two
to
four ytar , .h:ldreh
the :nree-Aeek segments Monday
"free :uh,h
,ugh Friday from 8-112‘0 a.m
and
four sear
'The:!rst segment will be from June
Addition. e
Lt.le
_and the second
accepted on an
:ht rithi Jul). 8 throu0 July
recognizing sta:
Thc program will he taking
S.,7".1Mer

schoo

and aids.
For Ine 19c/1-'-!2 school sear. Inc
ul-owary County Elementary
irrq.7.ement
)..ow ing Nee:Mt:711s k• the
aded Primary Program
•
A: Fast Lemerlary. the teachers
par. to 1-.4.in leveling
-:e academ..5 area of mathematics
k.ndergarten through grade 5. At
E;ernentary tne tea,ners and
:Ilan to egin piloting the
•••ng of rea:.rig in kindergarten
The'les.eis w::1 he
'!e-ed :07 a 'two-hoz hlocK of
he7s

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

-DINNER SPECIAL-S-

Lep -A

CbTh
'-

12th &
SN cam(ire

0P11-.•

S-..t

3.95
3..95
2.95
3.95
.3.95
3.95
1.95

Ca o

Count

.iy

[1001
A

The six:n grade p:ollow a more trad:::01-:a,
lor
sexen:;: and
eighth
tor son*: stUs:C7-1 ,
A
tO7 NeNL -.1'11 and
grade
den:s in‘ol‘ing an integrated ;r.:erdiseiplinary thernatie app-roach or
approximatelx 25n students. -X.l
academic su-l-i:ects will
series of top
-k.
traditional prozari:s.
he heterogene,,,,,:y n.
The school board. in olncr
aaero....2 letter, o!
from Rache; Johnson. Dan-let:a
Co,sey. Jar.: Pitt'..
F.
Ma Jane Kex.
Employ .'d
Sk:h001 yea- arc Geor,:e
ions Fran,- i in.
Duc.,
Clere. Velea
Walter
•••._S-7
P:::ma J. A7.7.
(..

4 p.m

Mon. Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Cho;Wed. - 1 1 oz Co Fried
Thurs.- Baked Va Ham
Fr - Countr‘ Ham.
Sat - Fred Chicken .
Sun - Chicken [ix er,

r Hokes

.•
•

Three injured
after 2-vehicle
wreck Thursday
(I

r.

c I ,
ory. 'was 7
1241
of v
left .
rearende•:. try
yen hy 38 scar
Rt. I Hickor:,
•police said.
Lvnin was 1•:at ahd
at Lht Ma\ f:eld
la: and ;a:er
with DU. p,,•:„..s.d A
in Lynch.
Scott Knight.
kt
11;ek ,
1A.is arrested 107 a.e ,r.
Lon and
Baptst
said.
Looper as taken :4, V.CH
later transported
B
tist, police said

Looking For An Alternative
to Public Schooling?
Come Join The Fun, Bring
Your Family and Learn About

Here are Thursday s
nmhers selected by the Ken•...„.•:y Lottery •Pick 3: ! -0-8
rem.

Christian Schooling!
%Or
It's
Christian Fellowship School's
picnic for people in the Murray area.

.31 - PicJcilY wiggly
•

4.45.

...I'

SE 13.1,4

1 44101-x-

-'11
'

OW?

Saturday, ApriL 13
Gather at 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
''Potluck' Meal 12:30 p.m.
Informational Meeting 1:30 p.m.

7.9

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR
APPLIANCES •
p.

30" SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE-TOP
••••
•n.

"

lokEvo

New Murray-Calloway
County Park
1st Pavilion on the right. I

•b
and oe.•-• ,

•L

4
1. :

• Lighted

Principal Donnie Peal will discuss the
school's goats
accomplishments. costs. etc
Gary Taylor will discuss transportation optio
ns
Come fellowship with one another and parti
cipate in family
softball, games, contests, etc
For more information contact Gary Taylor
at 753-0652

;

.4

stiaiiii

I I NDERWOOD
w APPLIANCE 759-1505
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North
WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR
APPUANCES

.

tok.7,

.

SWEDEN
STOCKHOLM — Iraq allowed Swedish
police and a protocol officer to enter
its
embassy today and remove an automatic
rifle fired during a Kurdish demonstratio
n
last week, the Foreign Ministry
said.
meeting the demands of the Swedish
govemnieht one-half hour before a deadline threatening the embassy with
closure The Swedish government gave the
Iraqi Embassy until 1 p m local time to
surrender the Kalashnikov automatic rifle
police say was used to fire 30 shots from
the embassy over the heads of Kurdish
protesters Sunday

NORTHERN IRELAND

BELFAST — The IRA claimed responsibility today for a bomb explosion that seriously wounded one man a day alter
an
IRA member died following a clash
with
--security forces, news reports said
The
bomb had been placed in or near a car
parked in Portadown, 25 miles southwest
of Belfast, a Royal Ulster Constabulary
spokesman said on condition of anonymity The wounded man was taken
to a
hospital where his condition was
reported to be serious, the constabulary
spokesman said He could not Immed
iately confirm whether the victim was
a
member of the security forces

SOUTH KOREA

SEOUL — The nationaJ news agenc
y
quoted the defense minister as saying
today that South Korea might launch
a
commando raid against North Korean
nuclear facilities But the government
quickly moved to suppress the report
.
calling it a misunderstanding The report
came as Seoul was trying to reschedule
Iligh.level talks toward easing tensio
ns
with its Communist northern rival,
and
wh,le the government prepared for a visit
next week by Soviet President Mikhai
lS
Gorbachev The South Korean
news
agency Yonhap reported that Defen
se
-Minister Lee Jong-koo told a meeting of
newspaper editors today that
an
Entebbe-style operation might be cared out against North Korean nuclear
'acilities if the North Korean government
in Pyongyang did not sign nuclea
r safeguard treaties which. call for inspections
North Korea has two nuclear
reactors
arid South Korean intelligence report
s
have said the North will have the capaci
ty to manufacture nuclear weapons
by
'1- e mid-1990s

the mostly Christian republic Georgians
themselves are seeking independence
from the Soviet Union

AUSTRALIA
CANBERRA — About 30 Kurdish Austra
lians threw rocks and broke windows
today at the Iraqi Embassy in Canberra
and later scuttled with police and security
guards, officials said An Iraqi Embassy
spokesman said 12 windows were
broken dunng the brawl None of the five
staffers inside the embassy was injured

ITALY
LEGHORN — Human error probably
caused the ferry Moby Prince to crash
into an oil tanker and explode into flames
Wednesday night As night fell Thursday
and with it nearly all hope to find
alive
any of the 139 people missing from
the
ferry, the question changed from
-Can
anyone have survived'?" to -Why did
they
die'?" By the time rescue efforts
were
halted at dusk en Thursday. only
one
survivor was rescued from the ferry
and
40 bodies had been recovered The
lank•
er crew survived

CYPRUS
NICOSIA — Musavi Koetniha a leading
Iranian hard-liner, says Iran could compromise its Muslim pnnciples by impro
ving ties with the United States, the
Islamic Republic News Agency report
ed
Thursday The report cameas President
Hashemi Rafsaniani appeared to be try
ing to end Iran s diplomatic isolation The
Tehran government renewed ties with
Saudi Arabia last month and its efforts to
help tree Western hostages in Lebanon
are seen as a way of building bridges to
the West

CANADA
OTTAWA — Prime Minister Brian Mulroney dropped broad hints Thursday that
he was preparing a mid-term shuffle
of
his Cabinet that might include replacing
his foreign minister Joe Clark Mulro
ney
said a Cabinet shuffle could take place
next week and he spoke about Clark
s
seven years as foreign minister in the
past tense

FRANCE
PARIS — The government Comfor
tably
survived a no-confidence motion Thurs
day over purported cover-ups in a finan
cal scandal linked to President Franco
is
Mitterrand s 1988 re-election campaign
The combined right-wing arid centris
t
opposition to Premier Michel . Rocar
ds
Socialist government mustered 261
goles
in favor of the no-confidence vole
— 28
short of the majority needed in
the
577-member National Assembly Deputies opposed to the motion did not
vote

SOUTH AFRICA
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LIMA — The government established a
task force drawn from various ministr
ies
Thursday to combat a cholera epidemic
that is killing an average of 15 people
a
day and showing no signs of abating
The Health Ministry will coordinate
the
previously independent efforts of all goy
ernment agencies. Health Minister Victor
Yamamoto told a news conference that
officials from six other ministries
attended But in a sign of the political
infighting that has hampered the fight
against the disease the Fishing and
Agriculture ministries did not attend
Thursday s -neefing
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government in 1983.
troops without giving the ethnic
group, which has battled for a
Iran's president, Hashemi Rafhomeland for more than 70 years, sanjani, today blamed the United
the basis for a territorial claim.
States for turmoil in Iraq and said
The Turkish Parliament today
the West feared a democratic govapproved a landmark bill allowing
ernment in Baghdad would jeoparlimited use of the Kurdish language
dize its interests.
in Turkey — the first step toward
Rafsanjani told Muslim worshiprecognizing the ethnic rights of the
estimated 12 million Kurds in ers gathered for Friday prayers in
Tehran that the United States is
Turkey. Use of Kurdish in Turkey
was banned by the former military responsible for "what happened
and is happening in the region."
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BRDO — The presidents of Yugoslavia s
six republics agreed Thursday to hold
referendums in each of their regions
by
the end of May to decide the future of
the
crumbling federation The tiny northe
rn
republic of Slovenia, however, said
it
would proclaim independence regard
less And Croatia. the other Westernleaning republic, appeared to be moving
toward forming its own army
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JOHANNESBURG — The government
and the African National Congress kept
up a war of words Thursday, but both
sides reiterated their belief in negotiating
an end to South Africa s racial segrega
lion system Zulu chief Mangosuthu
Butheiezi. leader of the Inkatha Freedom
Party the ANC s rival said in a TV interview Thursday he believed an ultimatum
issued by the ANC last week showed
Nelson Mandela s group had given up on
negotiations His remarks came as police
reported that four bodies were found
Thursday in in an area of Natal Provin
ce
wracked by chronic unrest A police
spokesman said the four were believed
to have been killed in black factional
fighting

Iraqi troops...
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By The Associated Press

MOSCOW — The Soviet press today
ma•ked the 30th anniversary of manne
d
space flight recalling Yuri Gagarin s orbit
of the earth in a Vostok spaceship on
Aprii 12, 1961 Cagarin who died
in a
plane crash in 1968, became a nation
al
hero and is remembered in statues and
memorials across the country On Wednesday in a ceremony setting the scene
for today s celebrations, President Mik
hail S Gorbachev stood beneath a banner bearing a portrait of Gagann and
sailed for a new push to develop the
space program
•MiNSK — Strike leaders today began
negotiations with the Byelorussian gove•nment. warning that a republic-wide
general strike would be called if worker
grievances are not resolved within
10
days The talks came one day after strike
leaders ended a 36-hour work stoppage
,n exchange for a government promis
e to
negotiate -If the negotiations fail a genera: political strike is to be called
th•oughout the republic on April 23.- Alexander Galkevah, chief of the strike committee s news service, told the independent Interfax news agency Workers are
demanding the resignation of Soviet
President Mikhail S Gorbachev and
other national and republic leaders as
• as salary increases commensurate
with sharp price increases instituted
nat-onwide on April 2
.MOSCOW — Georgia s president has
attacked . Kremlin leaders for failing to
recognize the republic's pro.
independence referendum and told Georgians to steel themselves for military
intervention "It looks like we should
expect a broad anti Georgian campaign
Zvad Gamsakhurdta said Thursday in
the capital Tbilisi. "We do not rule out the
possibility of intervention ' Gamsakhurdi
a said rail workers already have gone on
strike in the mountainous south
ern
republic of 5 3 million people demanding
that Soviet officials remove an estimated
1 500 new troops deployed there in
decent weeks Soviet officials say the
troops are helping transp
e ort food and
medicine to South 0 tia a predominantly Muslim region within Georgia that
has been fighting for independence from

!i•m•-•;•:-:r

Originally from Fulton, a graduate of Murray State University and
resident of Mayfield, Green said he
feels he has an understanding of
the district and its six counties.
"I graduated from Murray State
in 1976, and went to law school at
Northern Kentucky University. I
worked at MSU for three years and
I have practiced law in Mayfield
for nine years," Green said. He is
currently the president of the MSU
Alumni Association and president
of the Mayfield-Graves County
Chamber of Commerce.
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Jeff Green, 36, a Mayfield attorney and civic leader was in Calloway County Thursday afternoon to
formally announce, 13 and a half
months in advance, that he was
running for state senator.
Green said that he is announcing
his candidacy early for three reasons, "First I want to make certain
that everyone knows I am running
for office, and not just thinking
about running. And I want to have
the opportunity to meet and visit
the people in the district and finally. I want to learn their concerns
and wishes.

He said he has been interested in
running for state senator for about
10 years now.
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Proclamation

Williams set to speak at AMSUL
annual spring meeting April 16
Lowell Allen Williams of Cunningham, Kentucky Poet Laureate of
1956, will speak at the annual spring
meeting of the Associates of Murray
State University Libraries(AMSUL)
on the campus Tuesday evening.
April 16.
Open to the public at no admission
charge. the program by Williams will
begin at'•7 p.m. in the Pogue Special
Collections Library. An informal reception will follow.
His visit is co-sponsored by members of the faculty and staff of the
campus libraries.
A popular speaker in West Kentucky, Williams ha published several
collections of verse, including "This
Life We Live." "Home Is My Ken-

IIIIIIr"
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, seated at left,
and
Judge/Executive George Weaks proclaim the week Calloway County
of April 14-20 as
Preschool Child Find Awareness Week. Pictu
red, standing from left.
are Marilyn Hornback, chairperson-elect of
the
cy Planning Council and Judy Whitten, chairPreschool Interagenperson of PIPC.

MSU to host science fair
Students from 17 area counties will
compete for awards at the 15th annual
International Science and Engineering Fair at Murray State University
April 12-13.
The high school competition will
be held Friday. April 12, at 8 a.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom. This
competition will feature 67 projects
from students in six different categories. The top winner will be awarded
an all-expenses paid trip to the International Science Fair to be held next
month in Orlando, Fla. The runner-up
will also be given an invitation to the
fair, but v.ill be responsible for expenses. The overall winner will receive a S400 scholars,hip to Murray
State and the runner-up, a $300
scholarship. Various other science

awards will be given based on the
projects..
The participants will be given medallions for superior, excellent and
good projects. Participants not winning medallions will be given certificates. In addition, all participants will
he given a science fair T-shirt. Teachers will also be given a T-shirt and a
certificate.
The competition for students in
grades kindergarten through eight
v.illheheldonSaturday. April 13. at
a.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Over 400 projects in nine different
categories will be competing for
awards. Blue, red and white ribbons
will he given to the participants.
Participants and teachers will be given a science fair T-shirt.
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READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

tuck. . Poems for, Remembering'.
and "Across the Wide Green Valley..
He has also written numerous commemorative poems for special occasions
throughout Kentucky.
Kentucky Poet Laureates arc designated by the General Assembly.. Williams shares the distinction with other
popular writers such as Jesse Stuart.
Cotton Noe and Etlw in Carlile LitseN.
Robert Hendon, AMSUL president, said Williams has been.invited
to share some of his most memorable
experiences and to recite some of the
poems inspired by those experiences.
Anyone who would like more informiition about the program rna ca11
(502) 762-2291.

AMERICAN QUILTERS SOCIETY ANNUAL

LTSHOW
MUSEUM OF AMERICAN QUILTERS SOCIETY

GRAND OPENING
DOGWOOD TRAIL

CELEBRATION

MSU's department of graphic arts
offering two additional classes
The department of graphic arts 10:10 a.m., Monda
ys, Tuesday.s.
technology at Murray State Univer- Thursdays
and Fridays. GAT 250/
sity is offering two additional classes JRT 283 will meet
from 1 to 3 p.m..
during the summer term.
Mondays. Tuesdays. Thursdays and
The courses are GAT 150, Graphic Fridays.
Communications, and GAT 250/1RT
No pre-requisites are required for
283, Fundamentals of Black and
White Photography. Each course enrollment in the courses.
counts for three credit hours.
Pre-registration for the summer and
GAT 150 will meet from 8 a.m. to fall terms at MSU
begins April 15

et the credit
you want

Sec. Cheney recommends closure
of 31 major domestic military bases
WASHINGTON (AP) —
All are Army installations.
Defense.. Secretary Dick Cheney is
The
nine Navy bases slated for
recommending the closure of 31
closure are the Philadelphia Naval
major domestic military bases and
Shipyard in Pennsylvania; Naval
12 minor installations as well as
Statio
n Long Beach in California:
the realignment of 28 others,
Hunters Point Annex of Naval Staaccording to documents obtained
tion Treasure Island in San Francistoday by The Associated Press.
Calif.; Naval Air Station Mofco,
"By 1995, the number of people
fett
Field in Sunnyvale, Calif.; the
in the U.S. military will be about
Naval
Training Center in Orlando,
one-fourth smaller than it is today.
Fla.; the Naval Station in PhiladelSmaller forces need fewer bases.
phia; the Naval Air Station Chase
It's as simple as that." Cheney said
Field
in Beeville, Texas; Naval
in a statement.
Station Puget Sound in Seattle and
The estimated cost of closing the
the Whidbey Island Air Station in
facilities is 55.7 billion from fiscal
Oak
Harbor, Wash.
1992 to fiscal 1997 while the savAir Force bases for closure
ings will amount to about 56.5 billion. That means a net gain of S850 include Eaker Air Force Base in
Blytheville, Ark.; Lowry Air Force
million, the Pentagon said.
Base in Denver, Colo.; Grissom
Among the major facilities on
Air Force Base in Peru, Ind.; and
the list to be closed are Fort
Wurtsmith Air Force Base in OscoMcClellan in Anniston, Ala.: Fort
da, Mich.
Ord in Seaside, Calif.; Fort Benjamin Harrison in Indianapolis, Ind.;
The lone Marine Corps facility
Fort Devens in Ayer, Mass., and
slated for closure is the Air Station
Fort Dix in Wrightstown, N.J.
Tustin in El Toro, Calif.
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THERE'S•
REAT TV
UNDERTI-IE
SEA ON
THE DISNEY
CHANNE
FREE
PREVI

If you already have a JC ertney
account, you can still cash in on 25
savings throughout our store with your
shopping spree coupon. But hurry, offer
expires on April 20, 1991. Ask a sales
associate for details.

DIVE INTO FOUR FREI DAYS APRIL 11-14 OF GREAT VIEWING ON THE
DISNEY CHANNEL S SPRING PREVIEW. WHERE YOU LL SEE 'THE MAKING OF 'THE
LITTLE MERmAID, THE DISNEY CHANNEL PREMIERE FILM:PERFECT HARMONY,'

Saviyes on regular priced merchandise. This offer
does not include gift cercates,cosmetics,Catalog
merchandlark Styling Sidon services or merchandise.
Portrait Studios or Optical Deportment*.
Regular prices are offering prices only.
Sales may or may not have been at regular pdoe.

AND THE HIT SERIES, MICKEY MOUSE CLUB.' PLUS, WHEN YOU CALL THE DISNEY
CHANNEL S 800 NtloAlIER TO SUBSCRIBE DURING THIS PREVIEW, YOU IL RECEIV
EA
COUPON TO GET THE LITTLE MERMAID' SOUNDTRACK AUDIOCASSETTE FREE.
NEW SUCKRIIIIERS ONLY. SEE COUPON FOR DETAILS.

etismelp(11,,nnel

SAVE '10

Si. Bitty 1041 L.44
•T YauiNII SWIM.

Now Thru April 30
on "Installation to Disney"

SAT • API' II • 11144

Free Preview on Cable Channel 42

Call Murray Cablevision today!
Bel-Air Center

-

All regular
priced
merchandise

Offer expires April 20th.
Apply for a JCPenney
charge account and receive
your one day shopping
spree savings certificate.
Now through ril 20th.
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6: Sun. 1-5

L
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Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone.
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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PERSPECTIVE
For a change, the good stu

Report
to Kentucky

Most of the time, as you readers
of this column know, we study the
writing. art through Horrid Exam, pies. This is partly' because sin is
generally more interesting than virtue, but it is mainly- because you
send me a hundred citations of
By James J.
errors for every citation of the
Kilpa
trick
good stuff. For a pleasant change.
let me toss a few- bouquets.
Mix M. Freedman of The Wall
Street Journal turned in a delightful the exceptional level
. A guest conpiece two years ago on a pair of tributor to The
Oak Ridger in Tenhigh -rolling rogues who came out nessee remin
isced
of prison and resumed the social dent that occur about an accied when he was
whirl in New York. Freedman construction
manager on an industdescribed the two congenial felons rial project in
Kentucky. A worker
and continued: "These days, the was knocked
unconscious by an
\two are seen in up-to-the - elect
rical shock. The incident
nanosecond restaurants and are attracted
a small
immensely popular with people tors and co-wo crowd of spectarkers "all of whom
who blow kisses."
were standing bovinely in a large
Now, there. if I am any judge of circle." Bovin
ely! What a superlathese matters, was an altogether
tive
adver
b!
perfect sentence. In recent years all
The literary device of onomatoOf us have heard about the hot-tub
peia
has been generally: unemploycrowd, and the brie and chardonnay
ed since Poe wrote about the tintincrowd, but to be popular "with
people who blow- kisses" says it all. nabulation of the bells, bells. bells.
How about a nice tight meta- but it remains a useful little trick.
phor? Here is a beauty from a The device involves the imitation
novel. "Poverty Bay," by' Earl of sounds. In his spine-tingling sus- Emerson: "It took an hour for the pense story' "The Silence of the
choked freeway to cough itself Lambs." Thomas Harris used it
skillfully: "Ardelia) found Starling
clear."
in the warm laundry room, dozing
Sometimes a single word can lift
against the slow rump-rump of a
a sentence from the pedestrian to
washing machine."
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Kentueklans are settine an outstandin
g esample of teamwork in
a national et tort to implement the
amilk support i\(.1 ot
eontaining some ()I the 1110(1 important
weltaTe retorms e'er passed
bk the Congress.
This far-sighted legislaT on ts desig
ned To help millions ot
Imerieans be,:oine more produtike and
sell-stotk.iient etitiens. with
the ultimate ,2()al ot workinl:T Their kkak out
ot kkeltate and into :he kkolk
10f
ie. •

The 1
Support, Net otters F)asu. edu“cion,
lob training.
improked health care.
Care and ot he essential sok :ees
or tarnilies
in the proees, of breaking the welfa
re ek (le tor themselk es and their
ehildren. IT also strengthens much needed
Litton, collect eihild-suppon
t-,a men:'..
These rei orru1
/
4 represent ia!(..00tteirafik
or: -- rat wind rartnei ship irk okini: all le\ el,3ot y_ok eminent
and fir:kat; enierpT He I am
pleased to Tiepor: That Isentuekk
earrim„r hieh MAIL- tor
et. tort,
to build This rarTnership as heheik it
should he
from :hi,
grassrooi, uf).
Kerl7L1J.,\'‘

has been
opei lot: sine::
19911.
ageneiies and gTo0p,a,The Der,,,-.:ncr.,.
tot
Soelai Insuraneie. the Department ot
the liumar.
ablr.c7. Our V \re,1 De\ elkTilleht Distriet,
and The new \\ ork I oree
DO OM:elY
Ht.!t rid
kek role,
One olai,:andini„: team% of. the Kentu...k). et tort
has been The formation ot interakien(.‘
eas.h countk m The ptogram. These
councils represent local o'
school
ko-cional sehool,
and man). whet.
kk oh The
to shape proram, meetim:
needs
i dual ,:ounties.
The 19 eour:
rokk in the prram are \LA
raAsil-i• iforkinsGray es. Day ie,s.
,Irre11.
Nelson. Pulaski.
Franklin.
ken'.
(
Ah•rean. Alenitee.
Perrv
and Pj.c.
An
ac
C.: added
)tobet. ! 991.
the progt-iirm T.,
••'!-H.„:1]`.

Kennedy fiasco remembered 30 years later
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Wnter
•

110rilld;k

WASHINGTON - If

the Persian Gulf War was
deal with ani adyersary. an American ads enture a textbook example ot how to
30 years ago in the Caribbean
belongs

KenTw.lsk etto•i:
:o-r;fetior ard

c it:•

in the how-not-te category.
John F. Kennedy, still a rookie president in Apnl 1961.
felt much the same way.
about Cuba's Fidel Castro

h,t:
7,1H

Hok

as George Bush does about Iraq's Saddam..Hussein
.
To Kennedy. the notion of a Soviet beachhead 90
was no less unsettling to him than was Saddam's bullyimiles off the Flonda coast
ng of Kuwait to Bush, Both
saw military- action as the solution.
Beyond that, there are few parallels between Opera
tion Desert Storm and the
961. -invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs. scene
of perhaps the,gravest
;727
-.;scalculauonisince Gen. Cu.sier -thought the Little
Big Horn would he a
in the park.
I:. there were any doubts ah. at Fide: Castro's claim
to legitimacy beforehand.
there were none after tris foke, swatte.: down :he
1.400 U.S.-trained and -financed
exile invaders like so many troptca. flies.
•The Desen Storm ground' war lasted 100
hours: a marathon compared with,
Castro's. '5-hour cakewalk at the Bay of Pigs.
If any es ent was calculated to play into Castr
Indeed, he survives today. three decades later,o's hands, it was the Bay of Pigs
..1rottgman iThe trails only -Kim II Sung of North the world's third longest rulmg
Korea aid Jordan's King Hussein.
This month. Castro will have spent precisely half
of his 64 years and eight month,
in, charge of Cuba.
:Operation Desert Storm was an open book fromt
planned and executed in total secrecy Desen Stormhe-oltset. The Baviot Pa'
left nothinit to
- - masses of troops. the most advanced weaponry. an
no punches and a green light from the Uniteunwavering determination to
d
By contrast. Kennedy went ahead with his invas Nati ris.
ion Y.nually
narided - -

and attordahle-flousiri i2

opporti..riT:e,
The ion,:

01-1,110r,.* - *C***I:

•
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Today In History
Today is Friday. April 12, the 102nd day of 1991.
There are .i.63 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On- April 12. 1861, the Civil War began as Confederat
e forces fired on
Fort Sumter in South Carolina.
On this date:
In 1606. England adopted as its flag the original versi
on of the Union
Jack.
In 1862. Union volunteers led by James J. Andrews
stole a Confederate
train near Marietta:Ga., but were later caught. (Thi
s episode inspired the.
Buster Keaton comedy "The General.).
In 1877, the catcher's mask was first used in
a baseball game.
In 1934, the F. Scott Fitzgerald novel "Tender Is the
Night" was first
published by Scribner's in New York.
,
In 1945, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. the 32nd presi
dent of the United
States, died of a cerebral hemorrhage in Warm
Springs, Ga.. at age 63.
Vice Pi-esident Harry S. Truman became the natio
n's 33rd chief executive.
In 1955. the Salk vaccine against polio was decla
red safe and effective.
In 1961. 30 years ago. Soviet cosmonaut Yuri
Gagarin became the first
man to fly in space, orbiting the earth once befor
e maki
In 1975. the U.S. embassy in Phnom Penh was closeng a safe landing.
the American personnel. including Ambassador JolFi d, and the last of
Gunther Dean. evacuated in the face of advancing Khmer Roug
e forces.
In 1983. Chicagoans went to the polls to elect Harol
d Washington the
city's first black mayor.
In 1985. Senator Jake Garn of Utah became the first

senator. to fir in
space as the shuttle Discovery' lifted off from
Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In

1988. the U.S. IPatent and Trademark Office issued
a patent to.,Haryard University for a genetically engineered mous
e. the first time -a paten:
was granted for an animal life form.
Ten years ago: A new era in American manned
space flight began as
the space shuttle "Columbia," carrying astronauts
Robert L. Crippen and
John W. Young, blasted off from Cape Canaveral.
Fla.. on its first test
flight. Boxing champion Joe Louis died in Las
Vegas at age 66.
Five years ago: The government of Libya stepped
up its threats to strike
at southern Europe if the United States followed
up
its heated rhetoric
against leader Nloammar Gadhafi with a milita
ry' attack.
One year ago: In its first meeting, East Germany'
s first democratically
elected parliament acknowledged responsibility'
for the Nazi Holocaust.
and asked the forgiveness of Jews and others who
had suffered:
Today's Birthday's: Actress-dancer Ann Miller
is 68. Opera singer
Montserrat Caballe is 58. Musician Herbie Hancock
is 51. Talk show host
David Letterman is 44. Singer David CaSsidy is 41.
Figure skater Elaine
Zayak is 26.
Thought for Today: "The world is quite right. It
does not have to be
consistent." - Charlotte Perkins Gilman. American
economist-feminist
(1860-1935).
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hearing much from
said Oc
_•A to keep on ':Ger.. '• 7-n.an Schwarzkopf anymore. Sit he sheen
rebuked and told to kee:'
At least not while he's in the Army. Its a low profil
e..
assumed that he has learned his
Of course. none of this is Of a-:,
lessor..
Is that he should enjoy
great importance. a White Ho...s._
the appiause. take a few bows. •!-1.,.11
spokesman says. It s just a tiny b:ip in
remember that he s a supporting actor. the
Itik picture, a terlYiai rriatier So let
not the star of the show. The St",!7, iif
the victory parades hcgm.
course. is President' Bush,
And that's true. Remember,
The general forgot his role when he
goal was to drive Saddarr.'s
md f,
sat down for a lengthy TV intcr‘:ew
of Kuwait. and that was accomt
David Frost and said that he had
plished. Kuwa . t is not free Well, no:
wanted to keep pounding Saddam
exactly free, ft's sti'l more or less
Hussein's army into: -annihilation.owned by the emir and his
al
but Bush decided to let the rest of that
family. But at laast the emir is back in
army escape.
his_palace. may he loqioneg. over his
As Schwarzkopf put it: Frankly.
next hevy. of Bedouin hC:it:S,
my recommendation had been. you
merry old sou. is he.
know.continue the march. I mean. we
Yes. in a moment of anger Preshad them in rout. and we Lo .id h.a\ e
tient Bush once said Saddam was
continued to. reap great destruetion anoth
er Hitler and a menace to decent
upon them. We could ha:ye com- folk
everywhere. and Amencians
pletely closed the door and b- ade it in work
ed up one of our all-time biggest
fact a battle of annihilation.
hates. But we never actually said that
"And the president made the deci- we
intended to zap him or even force
sion that we should stop a: a given
him into early retirement.
time, at a given place that (I:d !cave
So if Saddam chooses to use his
some escape routes open for them to remai
ning army and helicopters and
get hack out. and I think was a very
artillery to slaughter his own people.
humanei decision and a star!, courathat's not really- our concern.
geous decision on his parr also."
Naturally. as a freedom-loing.
The White House had to he p:eased
compassionate nation. we can symthat the general said the president had pathi
ze with the Iraqis and Kurds who
been -humane- and -Chdrageous in
are being murdered because they have
letting Saddam Hussein salvage the
tried to rise up against Saddam's
strongest elements of his army. But
tyranny'. But who told them to do
they weren't happy- that Schwarzkopf
something that dangerous? We sure

Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
Dr. Allen H. Moffitt of Murray
Calvi
Pfc.
n Jarrett, son of Mr.
has been reelected as secretarytreasurer of Kentucky Orthodontic and Mrs. Odell Jarrett. will leave
April 17 for Oakland. Calif., to
Association.
leave for a tour of duty in the
Bonnie Jones of Murray is pic- Repub
lic of Vietnam.
tured with more than 35 pounds of
Graves (Skip) Neale has been
big mouth bass taken from Lake appointed
as a member of Board of
Okeeshebee. Fla. She and her hus- Regents
of Murray State University
band, Dr. Donald E. Jones, were
by Kentucky Governor Louie B.
fishing out of Angler's .Marina at Nunn.
Clewiston, Ha.
Paul Townsend
Bynum's Softball Team of Mur- enlisted in U.S. of KirkSey has
Navy Delayed
ray won second place in a softball Recruitment Prog
ram. He is a stutournament, sponsored by Gamma dent at Call
oway County High
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma School.
Phi.
Thirty years ago
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politically, militanly and legally.
Fiasco is an understated was. to descr
architects felt rebel pilots could knock ibe the operation. Pentagon and CIA
out Cuba's air force, that the invas
would spark an island-wide uprising
ion
ragtag • force. Wrong, Wrong. Wrong.against Castro. that the Cuban army was
"All my life I've known better than
been so stupid to let them go aheadto depend on the experts. How could I have
?''
Unlike Bush. Kennedy lacked both smarta distraught Kennedy said afterward.
advice and smart bombs. The Bay (4
Pigs reduced the euphona of Kenne
dy's first hundred days in the White House
ashes.
Nowadays. Castro seems far less
World hero that he once was. He imposing than he did then. no longer the Third
cast his
loping a web of military, economic lot years ago with the Soviet Not, Je‘..•and
With the collapse of communist regim political ties.
es in Eastern Europe, virtually all
left for Castro is an uncertain relationship
that i•
with the Soviet Union. a nation whicn
seems too overwhelmed by its internal
cnsis to pay much heed to Castro -- topay his bills.
or
eCrea.stro himself has been trying to cope
with Cuba's own economic crisis and.
like the Soviets, he has been tnmm
ing his international involvements.
Econoni,
development is a far greater challenge
to Castro than the Bay of Pigs ins.aders
He is no longer an international force
65th birthday, much of the glory and to be reckoned with. As he approaches his
romance of the Cuban revolution are
The name of the game nowadays for
gone
his erstwhile allies in Eastern Europ Castro is survival, to avoid the same fate as
e.
. But. for Cubans with -a flair for nostal
gia, they can make an anniversars visit to
:he museum at the Bay of Pigs and
years ago when they made their reminisce about Castro's Camelot, that time
Yankee tormenters look downnght fool:sh.
• • • •
EDITOR'S NOTE - George Gedda has
covered foreign affairs for he ,,ociated Press since 1968.

Saddam Hussein and our humanity

Looking back

Mray Ledger & Times
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My limited experience with reformer,
he became absorbed in
washing machines informs me that the
details rather than the equity or
that is exactly how- washing inequ
ity of the tax code, he wanted
machines sound. They do not go to simplify
the code the way' a
plosh-plosh, or thwup-thwup; they scholar wants
to purify a corrupted
go rump-rump. Harris had listened
text."
intently' to the machines, and he
In a perfectly parallel construchad it just right.
tion. Judis would have found a
This next bouquet is almost six suitable adjec
tive for "code" to
years overdue, but better late than
made the word "corrupted" modifynever. The story- was by Kenneth ing "text,"
but no matter. The senFreed, writing for The Los Angeles tence had
the satisfying dunk of a
Times and The Washington Post. Mercedes
door.
He had journeyed to Yellow-knife,
This was the lead on a feature
in the Northwest Territories, story: by Aliso
n Howard of The
expecting to , find contemporary
Washington Post a couple of
echoes of the hard-bitten characters Januaries ago
about a veterinarian
that Robert W. Service wrote about who practices
in the hunt country
in the early' 1900s. Instead, his lead of Virginia:
read:
"It is not yet sunrise. Out on
"YELLOWKNIFE - A bunch Route 50
east
of the boy's were whooping in up County comm bound. Loudoun
uters ooze tow ard
down at the Flat Base Cafe the Washington
in a lava flow of tailother day, sipping cappuccino and lights. A few
miles north and d
nibbling croissants."
world away, thoroughbred raceWho could resist so delectable a horses step in prim
pairs toward the
lead? And the rest of his feature track at the
Middleburg Training
article was happily- in keeping.
Center, jockeys wrapping the:r
Another literary device is the shoulders around
device of parallelism. It was much against the cold." their chit:,
IOve.d
Macauley and Gibbon.
Paints a picture,
and it was positively 'adored by Good writers know doesn't it
how to. paint
G.K. Chesterton. Writing in Janu- with words commuters owe.
ary- in The New Republic, John B. lava flows, horses step
in pairs and
Judis employed parallelism effec- jockeys wrap thems
elves against
tively- in a piece about Sen. Bill the cold. Such write
rs look: they
Bradley- of New Jersey': "As a look intently; and
then they write

believe it would hare even led to

didn t. May be the White House hinted
taut would be terrific if they gave
him the hoot. But we didn't blow any
bugles and yell -charge." That was
their idea.
Honestly. you would have thought
they d know'
. better. Didn't they( hear
President Bush declare that Saddam
was another Hitler? Didn't they believe him? Well, you can bet they
believe him now that Saddam's army
is slaughtering men, women, children. patients in hospital beds and the
doctors ho try to treat the patients.
They re hanging troublemakers from
light poies or dragging them to death
behind their vehiciles and running
over entire families with those tanks.
Next time these rebels v.ill think
twice before trying to overthrow. their
leader and they'll remember one of
Sliddam's favorite sayings about Iraq:
"Love it or leave it."
Sure. it would have helped the
cause of the independence seeking
Kurds and Iraqis if Schwarzkopf hail
been allowed to keep hammering
Saddam's forces. There arc those who

Saddam being eliminated in one way
or another.
Maybe they re right. B.:: should we
he meddling in the internal affairs of
another nation? Nobody approves of
women and children being slaughtered. However. when Saddam has his
ovm people slaughtered, that's an

internal matter: And it is this nation's
policy not to barge in on somebody's
internal squabbles.
Oh. there are exceptions now and
then. We went into Grenada over an

internal matter. And we got involved
in the internal matters of the Sandinistas and the contras. One thight even
say that invading Panama to snatch an
alleged drug pusher was intruding on
an internal matter. I don't know why

we could intrude on the internal
affairs of those countries but we put
on the brakes in Iraq, but I'm sure that
there's a good reason and some day' it
will be explained to us. And if it isn't.
so what? The baseball season is about
to begin, and there are other thoings.Jo
think about.
The main point to remember is that
we won. And that even in victory, our
president showed that - he was. as
Schwarzkopf put it. "humane- for
letting Saddam keep his army.
I guess that act of humanity is
another example of our being a kinder

and gentler nation.
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Murray Hospital has acquired
more property south of the present
hospital property. It now extends
from Eighth to Ninth Streets.
Elected as officers of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Ruby Smith, Georgia
Wear, Lucille Thurman and Lourella Sledd.
The Rev. Billy G. Turner has
been named as pastor of Scotts
Grove Baptist Church. He has been
pastor at North Fork Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Koska Jones was speaker at
14th annual alumni banquet by
Hazel High School held April 1

Chum. An

Forty years ago
Jerry Williams and John Shelton.
students from Murray at Murray
State College, are members of A
Capella Choir at MSC, directed by:
Bob Lovett, which will make its:
annual spring tour of West Ken-i
lucky, April 22-25.
New officers of Lynn Grove;
High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association are Mrs. J.H.
Doron, Mrs. H.S. Rogers, Mrs.i
Jesse Story and Mrs. Frank Pogue.;
Murray High School Class of,
1920 had a reunion on April 9 at,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George.
Hart.
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Crutchers celebrate 50th
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Mr. arid Mrs. William Henry
(Ted) Crutcher of Rt.8 Box 650.
Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary Saturday.
April 20.
A reception will begin at 2 p.m.
at the Community Room at People's Bank, 12th & Chestnut
Streets, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the reception
hosted by their children.
Mr. and Mrs. Crutcher were married April 19, 1941 in Stewart
County, Tenn., by the Rev. J. W.
Nelson.
Mrs. Crutcher, the former Velda
Judd Outland is the daughter of the
late Wiley Plentice Outland and
Nellie Dean Sills Outland.
Mr. Crutcher is the son of the
late Henry Clinton Crutcher and
Hontas Leona Wiggins Crutcher.
He is retired as physical plant manager at Murray State University.
Their children include Mrs. Doris (Shirley) Jones of Hopkinsville,
Mrs. Edward (Betty) Moreland of
Wingo, Mrs. Helen Spannand the
late Dale Spann of Murray and Mr.
Harrel Crutcher and wife Jean of
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Crutcher have
eight grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.
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4-H Leaders

Richter wins
Bible drill

Recently 11 members of the Calloway County
4-H Council attended
an Area 4-H Leader Forum at Carlisle County
High School. The
theme for the program was "Put Your Heart into
4-H," and featured
eight workshops. Eseryone present got to participate
in two of these
workshops which were designed to inform and motis
ate the 4-H leaders in their work with the youth in their counties.
Pictu
front row from left are La Dawn Cook, Murrell Madr red in the
y, Alice Like
and Cecil Like; second row from left, Janie Parker,
Beth Falwell, Joyce Tidwell and Nan Rogers and back row from
left, Ernest Madry
and Judy Stahler. Jane Steely. 4-H Extension Agent
for Calloway
County was also present, but not pictured abose
.

CALENDAR

\-

Friday, April 12
Senior Adults of First Baptist
Church/ Deadline 4 p.m. for reservations for LBL guided tour
planned for Monday. Call
753-1854 for reservations.

Mr. and Mrs. William Henry Crutcher

Kids need hobbies other than television
From BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS
A Meredith Magazine
For AP New sfeatures
Between the time spent watching
television and playing video
games, many of today's children

have never experienced the rewards
of a hobby.
Not long ago, speaking to a Midwestern audience, family psychologist John Rosemond asked, "How
many of you, when you were children, had a hobby?" Nearly every-

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

SATURDAY. APRIL 13. 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE sp,:,,iat event retS- yitu
mix business
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: with pleasure. Be carefu
l not to overYour productivity and hopes will rise spend.
sharply. By September. look for
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
positive changes w here your finances part ofthe group. You
will be happier
are concerned. In November. your once you learn to accep
t someone's
Confidence surges when you see what quirks. LOT and
you can achie‘e on your own. Dis- party' for romanticlet live! Giving a
reasons will pay
cretion is the key to happy romance big dividends.
this coming winter. Loved ones inLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22 1: Flexifluence an important personal decihty will help you handle any unexsion in early 1992. The employ ment pected change of
plans today. Go
outlook shpuld be especially bright with the flow. A spurof-the-moment
next March.
invitation could sound
CELEBRITIES BORN ON It ifs never too late for very alluring.
romance.
THIS DATE: President Thomas
'SCORPIO
Jefferson. actors Howard Keel and Morning hours ;Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Ricky Schroder, actress Page Han- things take a turnmitt\ be try ing. hut
for the better by the
nah.
afternoon. You are fascinated by a
ARIES( Mara;2I-April 19): You good friend's actions. A person
al goal
may have to force the issue to get moY es within reach.
Relax
at
home
things moving today. Other people tonight.
are apt to be wrapped up in their own
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec.
affairs. You cannot succeed vs ithout '21 ): Family matter
s will absorb much
their full cooperation.
of your time. Out-of-tow
TAURUS April 20-May 20):The could turn sour home n visitors
lines ofcommunication are wide open Central Station. Adopt into Grand
a gentle aptoday. Make contact Ix ith a variety of proach with someo
ne \A hi) is shy.
people. New .partnetships enjoy faCAPRICORN
vorable influences. A friend or rela- You may he given( Dec. 22-Jan. 19
new duties now.
tive agrees to play Cupid!
An ailing family memb
GEMINI (May 2 I -June 20): A children could cause er or small
a change of
creative project dominates the morn- .plans. Be flexible.
ing hours. Lively entertainment will help you buildA class or seminar
for the future. .
should give you a charge. Be careful.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
not to ignore a dear one's wishes. Consult beauty expert
Send a love note to that special some- new look. You vsjIl hes if you want a
the likof the
one.
party! Spend more time with mate or
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A small fry . Your language skills
serve
health regimen begun today will be you well in social situat
ions.
successful. Avoid get-rich-quic,k
PISCES iFeb. I9-Ma
schemes proposed by friends. Love relationship could be rch 2W: A
talks will hit the spot. You can get than you think. You maymore serious
he ready
your ideas heard by the right people; to make a commitment.not
!Yloy e in a
LEO (July. 23-Aug. 22): Love is wider circle of people. A wish
Lan
the universal' language today. Both come true. Romance sparkl
es.
singles and couples find bliss. A
TODAY'S CHILDREN are enterprtsing.constructoe and spont
Participating in competitive sports will help them work off steam aneous.
Aries happy -go-lucky personalities attract people to them like magne. These
a
t. War
games and gory movies may hold special appeal. It so.concerned
parent
s will
encourage these youngsters to seek quieter, more creato e pursuits.
to read and will enjoy making frequent trips to the library. They lose
They make
excellent writers, researchers and entrepreneurs.
Vu .in no* gel a personali/eal dad horos,ope
!tom leant Di Non ha.ed
(mil) 14‘ aent pet minute(all -4,M9p...4)40.77/4s
iToorder are'. used and updated a sip ot jejnne Or ‘infl
shesl
Asttolog) Can Help YOU Find YOU, PI.as e in (i401 •
Plan stud SW,
Down. Andrews and SCAM.P0 Bo. 41419) Kan.a.Cots
%10 h1131
and M.AIrel

.our iIi birth date It

"1 gsterdaa Toda
Fin..., et
plus SI postage and handling to
AA.. to Andra...
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15'
$R99
Pepperoni
J. Tax

18'
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one raised a hand. He then asked
them to keep their hands in the air
if at least one of their children had
a hobby, which he distinguished
from organized, adult-directed.
after-school activities such as Little
League. Most of the hands went
down.
Thirty-odd years ago, most
children had some sort of hobby.
Collecting and trading baseball
cards was a popular pastime (one
that's making a strong comeback
today), as were coin and stamp collections, according to Better Homes and Gardens magazine.
Looking back on those days, it's
easy to realize that hobbies benefit
children in numerous ways.
Because they are expressions of
personal accomplishment and a
'means of self-discovery, hobbies
help build self-esteem.
Hobbies are educational tools, as
well. For example, a child who
becomes interested in rocketry
learns about propulsion and aerodynamics. By working on hobbies, children learn to set goals.
make decisions, and solve all sorts
of problems. Finally, hobbies often
mature into lifelong interests, even
careers.
To get children started, set a
good example. Scott Harris, a
hobby -shop buyer and hobbyL
workshop leader in Gastonia. N.C..
finds that children with hobbies
tend to have parents with hobbies.
Be prepared to sacrifice space. A
child will need a work space for his
or her hobby projects. Designate a
particular room, a corner of the
basement, part of the garage, or
similar area. Regardless of where
the space is set up, a child should
be able to walk away from the hobby and come back to it later. The
work space should also allow for
plenty of paint spills, scratches and
other hobby-related accidents.

. Tax

759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS
FREE Delivery ANY 'Time!
Hours:

North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m./Info/753-TEEN.
LBL esents include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.m., Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m., Red Wolves 1 p.m..
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m. and Hike
to Honker 3 p.m./WNC: Planetarium Show 12 noon. 2 and 3 p.m..
WKAA 7 p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Buttermaking 2 p.m./HP.

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon/8
Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Parents' Night Out/5:30-11
p.m./First United Methodist
Church.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Saturday, April 13
Writers' Potpourri/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
DAR Chapter/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Dexter Community Center Bake
and Yard Sale/9 a.m.

Springtime in the Park'MurrayCalloway County Park/ 10 a.m. to
5 p.m./' refreshments. arts, crafts,
fun.
AAUW meeting/ 9 a.m./ Majestic
Royale (Holiday Inn)/ breakfast,
annual auction; all members and
guests invited.
Oaks Country Club Work Day/
breakfast at 7 a.m. for all workers.
Art Show and Salad Luncheon
Sr. Leo Ladies Guild/ 11
a.m. to 1 p.m./ St. Leo Parrish
Center/ 53 per person.
Pi Beta Phi 10 a.m./ organizing Pi
Beta Phi Alumnae Pocket/ contact
753-9689.
Senior Citizen Greenhouse open 9
a.m. to 1 p.m./ 1620 Main St.
Circle H. & J. White Elephant/
Gleason Hall at St. Leo's Parish/ 9
a.m.-6 p.m./ everyone welCome.
i(ont'd on page 6)

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m/American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Kelly named
to Dean's List
Joann Kelly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Kelly. Gibbs Store
Rd., Murray, has been named to the
Dean's List at Florida Institute of
Technology for the winter quarter
which ended in March.
Kelly is studying electrical engineering and has attained a GPA of
3.7 in her sophomore year.
She is a member of the soccer
team. the Newman Club and serves
as vice president of Ec3, an electrical and computer engineering coordinating committee.
She is .a 1989 graduate of Murray High School.

1'v Can't‘
Touch This
The Karate
Superstars

1

Display at

Body Elite

32-6. Trophies
‘
0 Championship Belt0

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY.
,

•
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Out For Justice
(R)

We are pleased to
announce that Regina
Dowdy, bride-elect of
Mark Duncan, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal registry.
Regina and Mark
will be married May
11, 1991.

If Looks
Could Kill
(PG13)

120
320
715
9:10

13C1
3.15
705
900

SALE

1:30
3:30
7:20
9:20

49.88
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Shampoo haircut
Long hair arvil
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iesigr wraps
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Spring Basket of Paul
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WAL-MART

NEW SALON HOURS:

Bargain Matinee's
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Monday-Tueasday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

R.
tom.

..r movies sat th,
lo•stnut • 75:1-3311
(horn 11:am to 111:pm

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-8
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Susan Richter

Main Street Youth Center/205

A
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Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.

0111.001111■191149011.0.•••••••••
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THEATRES

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Sun.-Thum 11 a.m.4ildnight
Ed. & Sal. 11 silt-1

Saturday, April 13

YMCA Overnight/ 8 p.m. until 8
a.m./ fee 58/ grades K-4/ Carr
Health Building, MSU/ for information call 759-YMCA.

$099

Home of the
Largest Pizza in Town'

Central Center (11.11 wilitillCassesu

The Blood River Baptist Association held its annual Children's
Bible Drill Tuesday evening, April
9 at the Association Building in
Hardin.
The Rev. Jeff Fuller, associational discipleship training director,
was in charge of the progran,
SusanA Richter was declared a
winner in the Bible Drill and is
eligible to participate in the state
drill which will be held at First
Baptist Church in Paducah. April
19.
Richter is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Richter of Rt.8.
Murray. Her family attends the
Locust Grove Baptist Church. This
is Richter's third year to be a winner in the Blood River Baptist
Associational Bible Drill.
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Mahoney-Anderson wedding scheduled

Five Generations

CA(Cont'
LE
NDAR
d from
page Si

Mr. and Mrs. M.B. Linzel of
Jackson, Tenn. along with Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Mahoney of Coquille.
Ore., announce the engagement of
their daughter, Maureen Elizabeth.
to Aaron Matthew Anderson, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Anderson
of Greenville, Ky.
The wedding will take place at
First Baptist Church in Murray on
May 4 at 11 a.m. and will be followed by a luncheon reception in
the church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives may
attend the ceremony and reception.
Only out of town invitations are
being sent.
The bride is a 1986 graduate of
Henry County High School in Paris, Tenn. and a 1990 graduate of
Murray State University. She is
currently doing an internship 1.%ith
the Baptist Student Union in
Murray.
The groom is also a 1990 graduate of Murray State University and
works in engineer management
with Bell South in Savannah. Ga.
He is a native of Greenville and a
1985 graduate of Greenville High
School. The couple plan to nifte
their home in Savannah.

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Grogan/
50th anniversary reception/2-4
p.m./Union Hill Church of Christ.
AA and AI-Anon/closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple/
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church/
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
&

Five generations of the Eldridge family are pictur
ed above. Maggie
Glass of Mayfield, Sue Turner of Almo and Linda
Turner, Jeff
Eldridge and Christopher Eldridge all of Murray gather
ed for the
photo. Glass died in Mayfield April 8. soon after
the photo was
submitted.

German measles not as widespread as before
hut making a comeback, according to reports
ATLANTA (AP) — Rubella. or
German measles, is a tiny fraction
of the problem it once was in this
country, but its making a
comeback.
Cases more than doubled last
year. mosily among unvaccinated

Maureen Elizabeth Mahoney
to marry Aaron Mattheu, Anderson
•

RENT-TO-OW

I.R.A.
.8.110/0

Specials
Remote VCR with on
sceen 58°6 per w k.
Remote 19" TV
S 1104)
per w
Quasar
Entertainment Center
520(x) per w k.
-With this a1-

Scalloped potatoes made easier
By NANCY BYAL
:•\\ 2:: loved Mom's scalloped
Totatoes and they. keren't hard to
make.- a Missouri reader wrote.
they took most of the afterto fix.'• Her solution: substia package of scalloped potato
fresh potatoes.
German Scalloped Potatoes
on:on. thinly sliced
package frozen
•-••••
:17...! well

Ky Farm Bureau

.1.N.:k.:e

(A+ Superior Rated)
Central Shopping tenter

a

7534903

2 teaspoons caraway seed
: cup i4 ounces; shredded pro...one or moziarel1a cheese
_
cook bacon

Fil" Anniversary Special!
1.

$2 0vF
A
• See •Me

e
C-rnpare (Aar pr

,

Olympic Plaza •Marra)
753-7063
Jeff Summers. Llscensed Optician -Offer g.d thru
Spell 30. 1991

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF,
-`1
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To
Fit Any Budget--

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

MAJESTIC R

st,I;nach:

throagh.
In a greased
t.11 6- t),.
bak:ng d.sn or o% al 2-quart au gratin ei:s7.
potatoes and Jr
\ from package. Stir in
milk as directed
on
pa,1,age. omitting margarine
or b ,- ,:ter. Stir in bacon. spinachonion mixture a-.:d caraway sce,
Bake. uncovered, in a 400-degree fi
oven about 35 minutes or
potatoes are tender. Sprinkle
h.ec.e: bake for 2 to ;
•o•
,,:or or until melted. t.,et
aboa: 5 ,minutes before serx
Makes 6 servings.. .
Natrition ihforntation per serving: :42 cal.. :0 g pro.. 23 g carb..
13 k fat. 25 mg .chol.. -841 IT:L.:

1
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SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE

OFF

rs •Calte

'Ill
Puddle, •Freeick tread
E
Wham a pleasant environment to dine is our
S
tradition.
T Thursday Fashion Show 12 Noon - Fashions 8 Models From The Suzie 0

Gallon
Shoppe

At_titP,
".•%Nunn •••
•••••r, %Im

A
11
E

JJJ
LTtrilent DININ,

we Accept

Revival Services Coles Campground United Methodist Church/
April 14-16/ each evening 7 p.m./
Rev. Kendrick Lewis speaker/
everyone invited.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
revival/ April 14-19/ Rev. Bob
Swift, evangelist/ services at 7
p.m./ Sunday service at 11 a.m./
churchwide fellowship meal 5:45
p.m./ no discipleship training.
Annual Missionary Day Chestnut
Grove Church, Hazel/ 2:30 p.m.!
guest speaker/ dinner 1-2 p.m.,
public invited.
1'1 lil Ii si 10 WE

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
4DOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

M.I),

DEAR DR GOTT Do they know
DEAR READER It wouia nein to
any more about pemphigoid than they
know how long you have had tot
did 20 years ago' What do studies
flashes.- because this symptom may
show relative to the use of gold shots
in the elderly he confused with recurin the treatment of the disease?
ring fever If you have experienced
DEAR READER Pemphigoid is a
-hot flashes- for years. I suggest you
benign chronic eruption of blisters on
see a gynecologist Obviously you're
the. skin It is seen chiefly in persons
way past menepause. yet I have seen
,ilder than 60 Because the skin lesions
an occasional eider patient with vasresemble those of other skin diseases.
cular instability the cause of hot
ierriphigoid must • be differentiated
flashes) that responded to low-dose
• • •h biopsy , from pemphigus la more
estrogen therapy In your case. Ups
serious eruption requiring cortisone
treatment might be contraindicated.
treatment). drug reactions and simihowever -- especially if your operalar disorders.
tions were needed for breast cancer.
Pemphigoid usually responds to
which can be stimulated by- female
prednisone tpurified cortisone) pills
hormones
-tudies have suggested a favor-If your "hot flashes - appeared
at»,'. i•-sponse to gold injections, this
weeks or months ago. I d worry that
further study At present. predthe cause might be a hidden infection
7.- is the therapy of choice
or. worse, a recurrence of your breast
1).r. AR DR GOTT lam an 80-year
cancer I advise a referral to an inter
:.-male with a history of heart atnal medicine specialist, who
la, F. nine years ago and a bilateral
trained in diagnosing obscure and do
rri. istectomv six years ago My curficult diseases
rem problem is hot flashes My only
I doubt the Lopressor metoProl•
•• eiiication is Lopressor. and my- doea beta-blocking agent for hyperiten
iiiesnit seem to take the problem
serirnisly What would you advise" sion and heart disease) is the cause if
your symptom Nonetheless. if, your
---"hot flashes- appeared shortly- after
you began the drug you could be
periencing an idiosyncratic reactior.
or drug reaction The internist can address this issue
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies Of my Health
Reports "Medical Specialists- and
"Breast Cancer and Disorders - Other
readers who would like copies should
send $1 25 for each report with their
names and addresses to PO Box
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the titleis)

Our Famous
$699 Huge!
$1145
Seafood Buffet
10
oz.
Pri
me
Rib
IliiP
o
Y
A Great Special!
$499
L Huge 14 oz. T-Bone Steak
c
Saturday Morning
8375
' Brunch Buffet
m Sunday
Noon Buffet
A
reature
s.
•
Roast
$595
Beni •Baked Greek Chicken •laked Ham 'Six IS)
I Vegetables 'Cobble
asserted
A

I
y

Lake-Land Apostolic Church • 6
p.m./ Rev. J.L. Mathis, speaker/
402/ Sunbury Circle/ public is
invited/ call 759-1602 for
information.

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott,

BEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!

1
E
S
T

adults, the national Centers for Disease Control reported. The agency
reported 1,093 cases in the United
States for 1990, compared with just
393 in 1989 and the record low of
225 in '1988.
MillOns of cases before the
advent of rubella vaccine in the
late 1960s. The vaccine is recommended for most children at 15
months.
In children rubella usually is just
a mild rash, but it can cause birth
defects if it strikes pregnant
women.
In California. where nearly half
of last year's cases occurred. a spot
check found four out of five cases
occurring in people over 14. The
state also reported' nine separate
outbreaks in prisons.
There also was one outbreak in a
Michigan prison. the CDC said.
Researchers estimate 15 percent of
all the rubella cases last year Acre
connected to prison. outbreaks.
"This indicates we need to make
more progress," said Dr. Laura
Fehrs, an immunization specialist
with the Atlanta-based CDC_ "We_
need to try to address why some
adults are still unvaccinated.-

LBL events include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.m.. Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m., Attracting Bluebirds
12:30 p.m., Red Wolves 1:30 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m., Snakes
Alive/12:30 p.m./WNC; Planetarium Show 12 noon. 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC, Iron Industry 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.. Pit Sawing 1-4
_p.m./HP.

Inc.

\ny complete pair
of pre.crivion e‘e0a;ses

Sjimmersfqp—tical

mA

reserving 2
tablespoo7s ,:rq‘;'ings. Crumble
bacon. se: aside. In the same skillet
cook onion in reserved drir)ins
7i.

Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

(12 Months)

753-7670
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Sunday, April 13
National Scouting Museum/12:30
to 4:30 p.m.
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Reservations for Small ix Large Parties. Recep(
ions. Group

Hwy. 641 S., Murray. KY 753-1505

-

Illostings.

MAJESTIC ROYALS • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

AthicAl44
,
306 Main St.
759-4979
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Children's
Fashions
M.enus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city.
schools for the week of April 15 to
19 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh. food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change. are as follows:

I

sandwich Thursday - sliced turkey
and gravy, corn dog Friday - Mexican
enchilada. philly beef and Swiss
Sala; bar, hamburger, cheeseburger,
pizza fruits, vegetables deli sandwiches milk and fruit drinks are avail.
able daily
MURRAY CITY

Elementary breakfast
14pbday - scrambled eggs. toast
and jeJ!,, Tuesday - Poptart. toast
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Wednesday cereal, toast. Thursday
- sausage biscuit. Friday - donut
East, North, Southwest
Juice or fruit and milk are served each
Breakfast
day
Monday - donut Tuesday - ham.
Robertson
and egg biscuit. Wednesday Monday - hamburger bacon and
blueberry muffin. Thursday - biscuit w
cheese sandwich Tuesday - pizza,
sausge gravy. Friday - apple pancake Sloppy Joe Wednesday - sliced turkroll-ups Milk juice, cereal and toast ey w'gravy.creamed
potatoes green
are available daily
beans, homemade rolls, Thursday Lunch
hamburger, corn dog, Friday - pizza.
Monday - chicken nuggets submar- I ribbette sandwich Choice of fruits,
ine sandwich. Tuesday - taco salad
vegetables and milk are available
barbecue sandwich, Wednesday daily
sliced turkey and dressing. hamburger,
Carter
Thursday - Mexican pizza, fish sand- hamburger. egg mac
wich Friday - corn dog. pizzaburger
tiger. Tuesday • pizza. Chuckwagon
Peanut butter-jetty sandwich, grilled sandwich, Wednesday - sliced
turkey
cheese. fruits, vegetables fries
w .gravy, green peas baked apples,
desserts milk and fruit drink are avail- homemade rolls. Thursday - hot
dog,
able daily
Sloppy Joe, Friday - taco and salad,
Calloway Middle
grilled cheese sandwich Choice of
Breakfast
fruits vegetables and milk are availMonday - breakfast pizza, Tuesday able daily
- apple pancake roll-up. Wednesday Middle, High
scrambled egg. bacon, toast. ThursBreakfast
day -;blueberry muffins. Friday - sausMonday - waffles and bacon Tuesage and biscuit Cereals fruits. milk day - apple turnovers Wednes
day
and variety of juices are available eggs witoast Thursday sausag
e and
daily
biscuit Friday - bacon, eggs and
Lunch
toast Cereal, milk, fruit juice or fruit
Monday - chicken nuggets tuna are available daily
salad sandwich hot dog bar, Tuesday
Murray Middle
Mexican pizza chicken filet sandMonday - chicken patty sandwich,
wich potato bar Wednesday - turkey
meat loaf, Tuesday - turkey salad
and dressing, hamburger taco bar
croissant, Gyros Wednesday - fried
Thursday - spaghetti-meat sauce
chicken wrrolls, ham sandwich, Thurscorn dog salad bar. Friday - barbecue day wimeat sauce. Hoag*
rib philly beef and Swiss, pasta bar
sandwich. Friday - fish sandwich w:
Fruits vegetables fries, milk and fruit cheese, grilled cheese sandwich
drinks are available daily
French fries, °tin, choice of fruits and
Calloway High
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks are
Breakfast
available daily
Monday breakfast pizza Tuesday
Murray High
sausage and biscuit Wednesday Monday beef ravioli, Chuckwagon
scrambled egg toast, hashbrown, sandwich. Tuesday - salad bar hoaThursday - pancakes wilink sausage. gie or barbecue sandwich, Wednes
Friday - cinnamon roll Breakfast bar,
day cereal, fruit, donuts. juice and milk are made turkey roast widressing, homerolls. Thursday • taco bar, ham
available daily
and cheese sandwich Friday - hot
Lunch
dog fish and cheese sandwich Pizza
Monday - spaghetvmeat sauce, hamburgers. French fries,
baked potabeef hoagie. Tuesday - fried chicken. toes nachos, soft bread
pretzels
grilled cheese. Wednesday - chili and choice of fruits and
vegetables milk
cheese topped potato, turkey club and fruit drinks are availab
le daily
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Cross/in-Drury wedding set
Mr. and Mrs. James Crosslin, of
Graves County, announce the
engagement of their daughter, Carolyn Marie, to David Lee Drury,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Drury, Sr., of Hopkinsville, and the.
late Mrs. Karen Drury.
Miss Crosslin is enrolled at Murray State University and is employed by Community Hospital. She is
the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Wilkins, of Cuba, and Mr.
and Mrs. W.J. Crosslin, of Sedalia.
Mr. Drury is a 1989 graduate of
Murray State University and is presently employed by Wal-Mart. He
is the grandson of Ms.Ann Kauble
and the late Mr. Luvem Kauble,
and also of Ms. Audrey Drury and
the late Mr. F. E. Drury, all of
Hopkinsville.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday. May 18 at
3 p.m. at Pilot Oak Baptist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited
to attend.

FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 1991

Hospital admissions,
dismissals announced

Service
Notes

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
April 11, have been released as
follows:

James Ronald Dowdy, 21,
enlisted in the U.S. Army, Nov. 12,
1990. He contributed four years in
JROTC at Calloway County High
School and attended basic training
at Fort Knox, graduating Jan. 17.
Dowdy currently attends AIT at
Fort Sam Houston, Texas in preventive medicine, graduating in
May.
Dowdy is the son of Max and
Betty Dowdy of R1.6, Murray. He
is married to Danita Dawn Dowdy
of Rt.1 Box 134C, Farmington.
Dowdy graduated from Calloway
County High School and attended
Murray State Unviersity.

Carolyn Marie Crosslin
to marry David Lee Drury

Newborn admissions
Mitchell baby girl, parents, Patricia
and Robert. At / Box 313, Paris,
Tenn.,
Belew baby girl, parents, Nancy
Farmer, 321 Hardin Rd., Paris, Tenn
Dismissals
Mrs. Massolette Canon, Rt.8 Box
1025, Murray; Mrs. Melda Faye Foy,
Rt.1 Box 155A, Murray; Mrs. Moela
Williams, 1503 Parklane, Murray, Mr
Roosevelt Mathis, Riley Ct., Apt 714,
Murray; Mr. James Holland, Rt.3 Box
114, Murray;
Mr. Acie Woods, Rt.1 Box 180, Benton; Mrs. Clara Collins, HC Box 73,
New Concord; Mrs Mary Kincheloe,
501 Rawson, Dundee, Mo.; Mrs. Eva
Crisp, All, Almo: Mrs Opte Phillips.
732 Vine St., Murray:
Mrs. Candice Bogard and baby girl,
B4 Fox Meadows, Murray; Mr Dan

the respiratory passages from the
infection.
onslaught of irritants in the air we
Once infected by bacteria, the
breathe. The nose and sinuses also
sinus
membranes are more sensiprovide the resonance in our voice.
tive to allergens and irritants and
Sinusitis is an inflammation of
become even more inflamed, setthe membranes lining the sinuses
ting in motion the vicious cycle of
that may or may not be accompanchronic sinusitis.
ied by a bacterial infection.
'De classic symptoms of sinusiThere are many causes of sinusitis are an itchy, stuffy nose —
tis — allergies to dust, pollen and
sometimes with green or yellow
pet dander, indoor air pollutants
nasal discharge — and postnasal
such as cigarette smoke, rug shamdrip. Often sufferers feel as if they
poo and formaldehyde, and outdoor rhave
a perpetual cold, with presair pollutants — all can induce
sure or pain in the cheekbones,
inflammation.
forehead or between the eyes.
Excessive dryness in homes and
There are many other complaints
offices from dry-air heating and
that can be signs of sinusitis
air-conditioning systems can also
including migraines, chronic
inflame the sinuses, as can a cold. throat
-clearing, coughing. raspy
Once the sinuses are inflamed, voice,
sore throat, snoring, bad
they are more vulnerable to bacterbreath. puffy eyes, stuffy ears and
ial infection. If the nasal congesfatigue, irritability and depression.
tion from a cold gets worse instead
More than two of these sympof clearing up after three to five toms, especially if
they have been
days, it may be because the sinus present for more
membranes, inflamed and should make you than 10 days,
suspect sinusitis.
weakened by the cold virus, have See your doctor for
diagnosis and
been attacked by a bacterial treatment.
If a bacterial infection is present,
standard antibiotics are usually
prescribed.
Patients should be counseled
about „Avoiding sinusitis triggers
By DANIEL O. HANEY
Orlando, Fla., at an epidemiology
such as cigarette smoke, dry air,
AP Science Writer
conference sponsored by the
dust.
mold, pet dander or pollen.
American Heart Association.
Among the remedies your doctor
BOSTON — A major study proDr. Charles Hennekens, senior
may prescribe are decongestants,
vides the first evidence that healthy author of the study, said
more
over-the-counter nasal sprays, prewomen who take aspirin regularly research will be necess
ary to learn
scription inhalers, expectorants,
can significantly reduce their risk just how much women may benefi
t
antihistamines, humidifiers and
of heart attacks, just as men do. from aspirin use.
salt-w
ater sprays.
The work, based on a six-year
"In the meantime," he said,
The best way to prevent sinusitis
follow-up of female nurses, showed "for a physician wondering
from recurring is to be vigilant
that those who took between one whether to generalize the aspiri
n
about following a few preventive
and six aspirin tablets a week data to women, this provid
es the
reduced their heart-attack risk by possibility of a benefit that is comabout 30 percent.
parable to that in men."
Evidence has been mounting in
The study was based on 87,678
recent years that regular aspirin use
significantly reduces the chance of nurses who ranged from ages 34 to
heart attacks, the nation's biggest 59. All were free of outward signs
killer. But until now, most of the of heart disease when the study
began in 1980.
evidence has come from men, and
experts have been unsure whether
During the first six years, 240
aspirin works for women, too.
suffered non-fatal heart attacks,
The new study, conducted at
146 survived strokes and 130
Brigham and Women's Hospital in others
died of heart or blood -vessel
Boston, was presented March 15 in diseas
e.

Aspirin reduces heart attacks

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

Established

Tanning Salon
For more information call 1-800-733-6716

Lacey's

measures. Keep sinus membranes
moist by raising low household
humidity with a humidifier. Reduce
indoor air pollution by keeping the
house smoke free. At the office.
request a smoke-free working
space. Improve ventilation by
opening windows whenever
possible.

FAMILY RESTAURANT
319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.
527-7275

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Snow Crab Legs,Frog Legs,Fried Shrimp,Fried
Oysters, Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Oysters, Crab
Meat In Hot Butter,Clam Strips,Fried Scallops,
Shrimp Creole & Rice, Egg Rolls, Baked Cajun
Pollack, Crab Cakes,Catfish Fillets & Fiddlers.
Clam Chowder, Vegetables, Soup & 32 Item
Salad Bar, 30 Item Dessert Bar.

We are pleased to
announce that Stephanie
Garbuzinski,
bride-elect of Tad
Dowdy, has made her
domestic and household
selections
through our bridal
registry.
Stephanie and Tad
will be married April
27, 1991.

$1099

WAL-MART

Prices

Good

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Through
Saturday
April 13

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

CLEARANCE
SALE

************************

*

25%

WHEN YOU NEED
ROOM FOR YOUR
portable

Garages

*

STUFF!

Discount On All
Glidden Paint
Stock Wall Covering
Carpet Remnants
Painting Tools
Floor Cleaners
Floor Wax
Curtain Rods

LOffeici
Barns

Portable Storage Bldgs.

Offices - Cabins

Workshops *

If You Find Any Bid. Offering
All Cook Features At A Lower Price
Cook Will Beat It
utettnle
werranlY
AgiOnst,
owceY c)*

twin.
"

50%

. COOK
POITAIllI WAIINHOUSIS

v
Rent ro
Per

Black's Decorating
Center

Month

rray On Hwy. 641 N. Next To Seven Seas
Call: 753-4239 Days or 442-5528 Nights

Many items for your home
improvement needs.

—Sale Ends April 30th
—

A3 °W"
Low As
37.00

Rest.

701 S. 4th St • 753-0839

************************
*
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FOR SALE:

Sinusitis: the most common chronic illness
By REDBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Sinusitis is the most common
chronic illness in the United States
and, if left untreated, it can become
a serious illness.
The disease affects an estimated
14 percent of Americans, according
to an article in a recent issue of
Redbook by Dr. Richard N. Podell
and Beth Weinhouse, and many
sufferers don't know they have it,
dismissing their symptoms as a lingering gold.
This inflammation of the sinus
cavities can lead to asthma,
bronchitis and an inflammation of
the brain.
The sinuses are holes in the skull
between the facial bones. There are
four large sinuses — two inside the
cheekbones and two above the
eyes, as well as smaller ones
located between the larger ones.
The sinuses are lined with membranes that secrete anitbodycontaining mucus, which protects

Crowden 1611 Kirkwood, Murray. Mrs
Patricia West, Gen Del Hazel, Mr
James Burton, 303 S. 15th, Murray
Miss Holli Evans, Rt 1 Box 420, Hardin; Mrs Christie Green and baby boy.
At 3 Box 6749, Calvert City:
Mrs Roberta Faye Ward and baby
boy, Rt.3 Box 336 1/2, Paris. Tenn
Mr. Charles Ray. expired, 1603 Kirkwood, Murray.
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SPORTS
Racers open spring practice
every job is up in the air, and by
and they have worked hard in the
May 3, someone is going to be
winter program," Mahoney said.
ahead of somebody else on the "They have more self-c
onfidence
depth chart."
because they firmly believe they
Since the end of last season, the are stronger and are
in better conRacers have been working in the dition, and they
are."
weight room and on the track, tryProctor and junior colleg
ing to make sure they don't repeat terback Tremayne Lewis e quarwill battle
last year's long season.
for the Racer signal-calling duties.
"We have worked real hard," They will direct an
1-attack, under
quarterback Kevin Proctor said. new offensive coordi
nator Charlie
"We have all worked in the weight Carpenter.
room, getting in shape, and on our
"We're going to reestablish the
mental attitude."
running game," Mahoney said. "I
The mental attitude may be a feel we've got
to run the football. ,
key. The Racers have wiped the We coache
d ourselves out of some
slate clean of last season.
things last
because we should
"The game is 75 percent mental, (Coned on year.
page 91

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

The Murray State Racers kicked
off spnng football practice Thursday night, in their quest to rebound
from a disappointing 2-9 season
With a sMnLened spring practice
session, because of new NCAA
regulations, the Racers will stick to
the basics and will not conduct a
spring game this season. New rules
also limit the practice season to 15
sessions.
"You can't experiment as much,"
Mahoney said. "In 48 hours, we'll
have had four practice sessions,
and be. 25 percent finished. But

Ac

MSU adds two recruits

Sports Writer

By DAVID RAMEY

Ed SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Murray State basketball coach Steve Newton was at peace with the
world this morning.
"It's a beautiful morning," Newton said. "Coach (James) Holland
and I are just sitting around smiling and thinking about how beautiful
It is."
The reason: Newton and Holland drove down to Memphis Thursday
and drove back with two new recruits, including guard Maurice Cannon — who picked the Racers over Memphis State.
Cannon, the No. 2 scorer in junior college play last season, averaged
29 points a game for Shelby State Community College. and joined
teammate Keelon Lawson as Murray State signecs.
"It was a nice step for rebuilding our basketball Nam." said Newton,
whose Racers have won four straight OVC titles. "He's an accomolished scorer whose had a great
(Coned on page 9)

Faldo plays well

Jack Nicklaus is one stroke back as he looks
for his sesenth Masters
title.

Staff Reports
Murray Ledge: & Times Sports

Calloway County Lady Laker
softball coach Tommy Greer saw
just what he expected Thursday
afternoon, and the results was a
split decision.
The Lady Lakers split a doubleheader with the Mayfield Lady

Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical Price.

•4s• your noghbars
Mote ewe Toshtbs-

HOWARD D

COMPANY
118 N 7th Si Mayfield, Ky.
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky
1-800-658-0492 Outside Ky.

AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP) — Frustrated Nick Faldo had
the final three days, including two-time Masters
to watch an amateur hit shots he wished he could in an
champion Tom Watson, Fred Couples, Spain's Jose
uncertain start to his quest for an unprecented third
Maria-Olazabal and Jumbo Ozaki, all tied with
consecutive Masters title.
Nicklaus.
Then came six-time champion Jack Nicklaus with
Joining Mickelson at 69 were former LS. Open
his best opening round in the Masters since 1965 —
champion Scott Simpson, 1990 PGA Player of the
enough to give any history-seeker pause.
Year Wayne Levi and Mark Brooks. a fifth -place
U.S. Amateur champion Phil Mickelson, who beat
finisher in the 1990 U.S. Open.
Faldo 69 to 72, and 29 other players had a better score
There were 22 players who matched Faldo's par.
than the defending champion under perfect conditions
Out of the top 12 players. only two were foreigners.
at Augusta National Golf Club in the opening round of
No U.S. player has won at Augusta since Larry Mize
the 55th Masters. It was enough to make Faldo snippy
in 1987.
and brusque.
It was a bad day for some other foreigners, includAfter trying to rediscover his putting stroke on the
ing Greg Norman, who shot 78; two-time Masters
practice putting green, he would only say, "1 played
champion Seve Ballesteros, who had 75. and 1988
good and didn't make the most of it."
Masters champion Sandy Lyle, who shot 77.
Of his chances to get back on his game. Faldo said,
Mickelson, a senior at Arizona State and playing his
'I'll give it a go. I'll pe it a go.'
first competitive round at Augusta. matched Faldo
Then he snapped. "Have a good day." and-4eft the
shot-for-shot, including his eagle on the 465
-yard.
grounds.
par-5 No. 13.
Unanswered were questions about an un-Faldo finThen Faldo fell apart, flubbing a short chip on
the
ish that
‘included two bogeys over the last five holes
14th and missing a 10-footer for bogey. A poor
chip
and a Oar on a hole many players birdied.
gave Faldo only a par on the 500-yard, par-5 No.
15.
Nicklaus had- predicted Faido would win his third
hole Mickelson birdied. Faldo missed the green a
077
consecutive title if he could beat Nicklaus.
18th and couldn't get it up and down.
'I'd be surprised if I don': win.•' Nii.:kiai;s said earMickelson, who became the first left-hander in
lier this week.
tory to break 70 at the Masters, said he didn't think
On Thursday he showed why.
Faldo had done unrepairable damage to his chanNicklaus was mentally into his game. saying, "I
'He's just setting himself up; he's not thinkinY
was as composed on this course as
been in a long
about just one round; he's very into his game:. Micktime."
elson said.
He scrambled early, then settled down for a
Faldo started out 71-72 last year before he closed
4-under-par 68 tha: put him a shot behind leaders
with 66-68 to get into a playoff he won
over Ray
Mark McCumber. Jim Ga,laher Jr.. and Lanny
Floyd.
Wadkins.
Battling a bad cold. Nicklaus holed an 80-foot sand
Faldo had other world-c'a'. aers 'o contend with
(Coned on page 9)

Holyfield certainly hasn't outtalked Big George, nor has he
tried. He is cooperative in interviews, but talks more easily
when he is not talking about

Holyfield's lack of fancy verbal footwork, or maybe just his
refusal to display it, has made
him a perfect foil for Foreman,
who turns an interview into a
lounge act — with his opponent
usually the butt of the jokes.
"That doesn't bother me at
all," Holyfield said of Foreman
putdowns. "Maybe that's his
game plan. Well, whatever
works for him is OK."
What has worked for Holyfield is dedication to his
profession.
He's gotten to the top the
old-fashioned way — running,
sparring, skipping rope, hitting
heavy and speed bags, shadow
boxing. And he's . added a
couple of wrinkles, that, at first,
had some veteran trainers shaking their heads.
He has a strength coach, a
conditioning coach, a flexibility
coach and a nutritionist. In 24
comeback victories, Foreman has
barcjy glimpsed an opponent
who can match Holyfield in
physical conditioning and
endurance.
It wasn't always so for Holyfield, who turned pro in 1984
after becoming an "uncrowned
champion" at the Olympics in
ropes. and I think the kids saw a ey doubled for the Tigers, who led
Los Angeles. He had to settle
glimmer of hope."
4-"z before Graves rallied for the
for a bronze medal when he '
, The Lakers scored twice in the win. (No other details were
was disqualified for knocking
fourth and twice in the fifth to take reported).
down Kevin Barry of New Zea4-1 lead.
In previo
land with a punch the referee
In the fourth with one out, Ed the Murrayusly unreported action, said
was thrown . after he had
State
Thoroughbreds
Chatman walked, and Rob Dennis fell in
doubleheader play to the commanded -stop." That touchentered to pinch run. Matt Dennis Univer
sity of Alabama Wednesday ed off a controversy, and many'
singled. and with one out, Brian aftern
ringsiders thought Barry should
oon.
Anderson grounded out to the secThe 'Breds lost 12-5 and 7-5 to has been disqualified earlier
ond baseman. but the umpires the
Tide. ranked 21st by Baseball for several infractions.
called catcher's interference on
America. Murray fell to 14-10 with
Holytield answered all quesTilghman. The Lakers- felt Ander- the loss.
tions
about his toughness and
son -strqtrtd have been awarded first
• • • •
endura
nce by scoring a 15-round
;base. but the men in blue had diffeunanimous decision over Dwight
TRACK
rent ideals.
Muhammad Qawi, a relentless
The 'first full meet of the track
"They gave us the choice of takattacker. July 12, 1986. for the
ing the play, or having Brian bat season at Calloway Thursday gave
World Boxing Association
again, which was the incorrect everyone a chance to §ec %share
cruisc
rweight title.
they
stood.
call." Morris said. "We filed a pro"We're experimenting," Murray
He unified the 190-pound
test, and after the game, the umpire
championship and rclinguished it
looked it up and admitted his Tiger and Lady Tiger coach Jimmy
1989 to campaign as a heayHarrell
said.
"We
trying
to
find
the
mistake."
'weight. The questions then
-Anderson struck out. and after a right spots for everyone."
"We did pretty well." Laker
became whether the 6-foot-21A
Tilgerian error, both Laker basecoach Bill Miller said. "We've
Holyfield was big cnought to be
runners scored.
found some spots where we need to
a good heavyweight.
In the fifth, Mitch McClain
work
on."
He was big enough at 208
,
s:ngled, and Travis Turner and
In boys' action. Mayfield scored
pounds to stop 225-pound
!slay Dennis .each walked. AnderMichael Dokes, big enought at
son drove in a run with a single. 123 points to win the meet. Marshall
Count
207
y
to knockout 221-pound
had
96
points,
while
and Wes Cogdell reached on an
the Lakers totaled 84 points. Mur- ...--Attilson Rodrigues and big
error to sctiv another run.
ray finished fourth with 81 points. enough at 213 to knockout
But Tilghman, the defending
seu, and
c-xpoSutnedw atirto.iy0
while Fulton County had 50 points. 2c2o3u-rpo
iife d
regional champions. scored four
208
runs in the sixth to take command. and Reidland had 30.
had no trouble in dispatching a
Teddy Delaney in the discus and
Meanwhile. the Murray High
flabby
246-pound James "BusJames
Barrett
in
the 300 hurdles
Tigers dropped a 6-4 loss to the
ter" Douglas to become champled the way for Calloway. Barrett
Graves County Eagles. Chris
ion last Oct_ 25.
took second in the 110 hurles
Douglas' lack of effort
while Michael Boyd had a pair of
dimmed Holyfield's victory.
•••seconds, in the discus and in the
Now, there are people who feel
shot. Lee Shouse was second in the
a victory over a 42-year-old
mile and fourth in. the 400. while
opponent will not enhance his
Hughron Payne was third in the
reputat
ion, but that a loss could
(Coe
d on page 9)
SERVICE
ruin it.

Calloway splits softball opener with Mayfie
ld

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
:
l• •• •
Ere—_-y

h-t-ride by Buyers

scores bad

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. —
Evander Holyfield is a fingerlickin' good amateur chef.
He has, however, no intention
of cooking for George Foreman.
who probably would enjoy a
heaping platter of Evandcr's
Knockout Chops with creamed
mushroom gravy, which he prepared as guest chef at New.
York restaurant a few years
ago.
The 28-year-old Holyfield
does plan to beat the stuffing
out of the 42-year-old Foreman
when he defends the heavyweight championship April 19 at
the Atlantic City Convention
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1991
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MEN'S BASKETBALL BANQUET
April 20, 1991
7 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
Celebrate this championship season with the Racer
s.
This is an event you won't want to miss!

Tickets are $12 per person and are
available until Wednesday, April 17,
by calling 762-6804

Cardinals, winning the first g,ame
3-2 and dropping the second g4nrie.
6-3 in their opening action for Me
season.
"We're •going to have Lrouble
hitting the ball. and that's what
happened,- Greer said. "But I think
when all is said and done. we're
going to have a good team. Our
defense should be pretty good.",.
In the first game. the Lady Lakers picked up a double b‘,Krista
Stalis, two singles by Beci-o. Kelso
and RBI singles by Marti MLCIard
and Shelly Rudolph to down
Lady Cards. Ruth Ann Fergusoh
was the winning pitcher f,!. the
Lads Lakers.
In the second game. R_Colph
drove in two runs, while Christy'
Clayton knocked in a riih- vkitl-.
sacrifice fly. McClard. Valerie
Shelton. and Christy Lambert a::
added singles.
Caloway faces Fulton Coan:y
this afternoon in doubleheader
action.
• • • •
BASEBALL
The Calloway County Lak,7, are
still looking for their first ‘1,.:•,ry.
but there were signs of ho7,2
Thursday's 6-4 loss to 'Pa..Cdh
Tilghman.
"We carried it to them unt . the
bottom of the fifth." Laker
Eddie Morris said. "We had the
No. 1 tearr_the region on the
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Carpet by:
70 oz.

-Shaw
-Coronet
•Image
•Diamond
-Cumberland
Mills

$12"

Plush

yd 1st

Evens & Black
Heavy Sculpture
$095

yd 1st

Commercial Carpet
$2" & up
Sculptured

You own it to
yourself to check
our prices
before you buy

From $499 yd 1st

Open: Mon.-Sat. 8-5.
Puryear, Tn.

(901) 247-3988

411\
NISSAN

an Value Days
low Niss
through April 30th

Free Air ,Conditioning On All The Following
Models:
•Ptard Body Trucks
•Stanzas
•Sentra E Models
•240 SX's
(
'750 Dealer Cash Back On
Sentra XE Models With F09 Pkg.
'1000 Dealer Cash Back On All Maxim
a's
'1500 Dealer Cash Back Path Finder
4x4's

'

929-'20
Total •31
626-M)
and DX
Savings
MPV -1E
'780 Plu
Mazda 'I
After Ye
Plus '5C

Carroll Nissan NISSAN

800 Chestnut Murray, Ky. 753-8850

'•6-14046.06•0616t,,0,
' •

' • - ,•
' "
-•
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•

Calgary

Taylor's Carpet

1991 OVC CHAMPIONS
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Actions & Reactions
PRO BASKETBALL
The Golden Stale Warriors and Los Angeles
Laken' star Magic Johnson both had perfect
nights at the foul line So did Houston's Larry
Smith - he was perfectly awful The Warriors
set a team record by going 33-lor-33 from the
foul line Thursday night mans! Houston and
Johnson tied the Laken* team mark with an
18-for-18 performance in a 110-95 victory over
Utah Smith was the wrong kind of perfect
He
missed all six foul shots after being intentionally
fouled by the Warriors in the fourth quaner
Golden Slate capitalized on the misses to break
the game open and beat the Rockets
111-99
Coach Don Nelson ordered his team to triton tonally foul Smith, a 544 percent career foul
shooter entering this season, three times
Smith, an ex-Warrior, missed all three pairs of
tree throws and Chris Mullen turned the first
two sets of misses into hve of his 26 pooms
.in other NBA games, it was Milwauk
ee 111
Boston 92, Minnesota 112, Atlanta 98, and Sacramento 104. Orlando 96

HOCKEY
It's the simplest play in hockey The defense
man crosses the red line, shoots the puck into
the opposition's zone and he forwards chase
after it Sometimes they get rt. sometimes the
defenders clear the zone And once in•while,
something strange happens - like it dud for the
Boston Bruins on Thursday night in Game 5 of
their Adams Division semifinal series against
Hartford Boston defenseman Ray Bourque
went to shoot the puck into the zone early in
the third period Instead, his shot hit Hartford's
Paul Cyr and wound up in the Whalers' net tying the game at 1-1 and triggering a s:x-goal
outburst as the Bruins rolled to a 8-1 win and a
3-2 lead in the series
Cant Neely had two poster-play goals and
Jim Weiner added another to complete the six goal burst In the other Adams Division semifinal series, Montreal went ahead three games to
two when Russ Counnall scored at 556
of
overtime for a 4-3 victory over Buffalo
Washington arid New Jersey, Thursday night's
visiting teams in the Patrick tinsion semifinals.
both won to take 3-2 leads in their best-of-7
series Washington beat the New York Rangers
5-4 in overtime and the Devils downed Pittsburgh 4-2 The four Campbell Corlerence
opening-round series resume tonight. In the
Norris Division semilinats, Minnesota and Chicago are tied 2-2 going into Game Sat Chicago
Stadium and Si Louis plays host to Detroit,
which leads the series 3-1 In the Smythe Drvison, Los Angeles plays host to Vancouver after
the teams split the first four games and Edmon!On taxes a 3-1 series lead into Game 5 at
Calgary

GENERAL
INGLEWOOD, Calif - Hall of Fame lockey
Bill Shoemaker, partially paralyzed in an auto
accident, was reported to be alert and respons.ve Bill Shoemaker has stabilized but is still
in critical condition,- said Julius Mason, a

spokesman for Centinela Hospital Medical Center He's eon, responsive and his spirit is
strong He has paralysis of both the upper and
lower extremities" Meanwhile, tests showed
his blood-alcohol level was nearly twice the legal I.mit the right of the crash and authorities
predated to tile drunken dnving charges ada,ns•

him The 59-year-old Shoemaker had
a blood alcohol content of 0.13 when his Ford
Bronco
tumbled down a freeway embankment Monday
night in San Dimas. The legal limit
is
NEW YORK - Alter Howard Spire 0.08
gave
George Sionbrenner information decredn
ing
former Yankees player Dave
Winfield,
pleaded for money, saying only Steinde he
nner
could turn around his messed-up lile,
to evidence presented in the gambleraccording
's extortion trial. During taped conversations with Philip
McNiff, executive vice president of
Sieinbrennens American Shipbuilding Co.. Spna said
hated Winfield and wondered why Steinde he
nner
hadn't gone public with his allegations
against
the outfielder Spira, 31. is accused
of trying
extort money from Sianbrenner by threaten to
to ruin his reputation after the owner paid ing
him
E40,000 in January 1990. Stembrenner
agreed
last surefeel to give up day-to-day control
of the
Yankees alter commissioner Fay Vincent found
his dealings with Sptra not in the best
interest
of baseball
TAMPA, Fla - Minnesota Vikings kicker
Donald Igwebuike testified for more than three
hourS that prosecutors misinterpreted
telephone conversations to lank him 10 a scheme
to
smuggle St mitten worth of heroin from Nigeria
While drugs are not specifically mentioned
on
the tapes, they show Igwebuike referring to
numbers that coincide with the numbers of heroin packets seized in the case. Prosecutors
are
relying heavily on the conversa
tions between
Igwebuilie and government witness, lbezirr
Ofedu, to show the player masterminded the

alleged smuggling opeerahon.

TENNIS
TOKYO - Top-seeded Stefan Edberg beat
38-year-old Jimmy Connors 6-4, 6-7 (5-7), 6-1
in the third round of the Japan
Open in a battle
of the world's current and former No. 1 players
In other third-round matches, John lAcEnro
e
Deal Todd Wnsken 3-6. 7-8 (7-5), 6-4, second
seeded Ivan Lendl defeated Jaime Yzaga 7-5,
6-3, Pat Cash beat third -seeded Brad Gilbert
6-4, 1-6, 6-3, and fourth-seeded Jim Courier
defeated Dan Golde 6-3, 6-4. In the women's
third -round matches, seventh-seed-ed
Lon
McNeil upset top-seeded Amy Frazier 6-3, 6-3
and second-seeded Sabine Appelmans beat
eighth-seeded Marianne Werdel 6-3. 3-6, 6-1
BARCELONA, Spain - Sergi Bruguera,
seeded 15th, upset top-seeded Bons Becker
6-2, 6-ri in the third round of the Count of Godo
tournament In other third -round matches
,
seventh -seeded Emilio Sanchez beat ninthseeded Andrei Cherkasov 5-7, 7-5, 6-3
and
eighth-seeded Andrei Chesnokov defeate
d
Javier Sanchez Vicar* 5-7, 7-5, 6-4

BASKETBALL
LITTLE ROCK, Ark - Four Arkansas players,
who sources say were suspended from the
team for a year following a sexual incident, filed
appeals with the school, the University of Arkansas system president said B. Alan Sugg said
he
make a decision on the appeals by
Tuesday or Wednesday. The players, including
second-team All-America selection Told Day,
cannot play or practice for a year because of a
Feb 27 sexual encounter with a 34-year-old
woman at the athletic dorm. Suspended along
with Day were junior forwards Darrell Hawkins
-and Roosevelt Wallace and freshman forward
Eirrer man-

Cards outlast Cubs

."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century
Like a good neighbor,

00-0>te'm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East EWA*.
W
1. Pet,
Toronto
3
750
Detroit
2
667
Mtaaukat
2
667
Canttand
2
2
SOO
Ni. York
1
2
333
Boston
1
3
250
Baltimore
0
2
000
West Division
W
L Pct,
Callorna
3
0 t000
Chicago
2
0 1 000
Kansas City
2
1
667
Oakland
2
1
667
Minnesota
1
2
333
Texas
0
2
000
Seattle
0
3
000
Thursday's Ganes
Cleveland 6 Boston 4
Damn 11. New York 5
Oakland 3 kannisota 0
Caktorna S. Seattle 0
Toronto 7. kilivaulme 3
Only games scheduled

Value Days

through April 30th

929- *2000 Factory Cash Back Plus'1000 Dealer Cash Back =
Total '3000

800 Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

-Exhaust Work
-Brakes
-Tune-ups

753-7283
Of

-Tire Rotation and Balance
-Air-Conditioning
-Oil Changes and More
"Keeping your car
or truck maintained,
helps keep major
repair costs down."
Put

Your Trust

said. "The media critics who don't
like it don't know whether the football has air or feathers in it. Middle
Tennessee won the conference, and
the run it."
Mahoney says the Racers will
stress fundamentals on defense this
spring.
"We're going to stress fundamentals, especially proper pursuit
angles," Mahoney said. "We got
beat by a lot of big plays last season because we didn't pursue to the
football very well. People have criticized our team speed, and that
may be part of the problem, but
we've gotten away from pursing to
the football in a fundamentally
sound way."
Although Lewis is in camp,
other junior college transfers the
Racers signed won't report until
August. Also standout wide
receiver/defensive bac Xavie
Pope will miss spring pl'cticXO
focus on acaderni

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

Center

11.30' L
970 Chestnut St.
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This Week's Special:

•

Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

ik Chestnut St

753-0045

NAPA
Auto Parts

NAPA AM* Penn

MARINE

RV

BATTERIES

STARTING

DEEP CYCLE

•Boats *On Inboard
or Outboard Motors
Kenos
Ow WM

•--rott,,g motors moto,
Homes. FIsn
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Tested at 340
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•11301
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•PFICE REFLECTS MAIL-IN REBATE

Loop"

LAWN & GARDE

BATTERIES
TO AT MOST
GARDEN
TRACTORS

••••• • ihmarcon •Leartucior

21

Customers and
Dealers Welcome

Gilt FREE pair of
'POLARIZED FISHING
SUNGLASSES
with purchase of
selected NAPA marine
batteries or selected
chargers. Offer expires
May 31, 1991. Soo store for details.
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POWERFUL SAVINGS
For All Your Power Needs!

EXIT 4 OFF 1-24 llisrmula
ON PARK AVENUE Fran Ora

Where Pari-Mutuel Wagering
Is Featured Year Round -

Murray

in..

STARTING/
DEEP CYCLE

ns I
rBluegrassofDow
Paducah

"It Just Feels Right"

2
2n
3

•

CASA.-ft

rnai°1111°
753-8850
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-

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct,
GB
Now Yon,
3
1
750 Pittsburgh
2
1
667
'A
Sr Louis
2
1
667
'A
Chicago
1
2
333
14
Phi/M.0m
I
2
333 14
Montreal
1
3
250 2
West Division
W L
PO.
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Los Anima
2
0 1 000 Cnohnati
2
1
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San Otago
2
1
667
1-Muston
1
2
333
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1
2
333
1
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0
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Thursday's Gams,
Los Angina 4 Atlanta 2
St Louis 5 Chicago 4
San Francisco 11, San Diego 9 10 innings
I•OuSiOn 4 Cincinnati 1
Ni. York 6. Montreal 3
On1y games scheduled
Friday's Goma,
Pmsourgh at Chicago. 2 20 p m
San )eg0 at LO6 ANOVA 3 05 p m
Atlanta at Cosohnan 635 pm
St Louts at Philaderdna 635 pm
Montreal at New York. 640 p m
San Francisco 51 noultor 735 p in
&gunny's Games
St Louts (Tawkatury 0-01 at Prinwhilpha Mulholland 0-4 12 35 pm
Montreal (Cie Manner 1-01 at New Yon IGooden
1-0) 12 40 pm
Atlanta (Glavin' 0-0, at Cmonnat (Browning 0-0).
115 pm
Pittsburgh (Dram( 0-1) at Chicago IBiellidd 0-01
I 20 p in
San Francisco (Ganes 0-01 at 1•10u61011 ISCO9
0-1 ). 705 pin
San Diego thlorte 0-0i at Los Anginas 1Gross 0-0)
9 05 p n
Sunday's Games
St has at Philadelphia, ¶235 p in
Montreal at Novi Yon 12 40 p
Atlanta at Cirtannao 1 15 p rn
Pittsburgh at Chicago. 1 20 p in
San Diego at Los Angels 305 pin
San Francisco at nousion 3 35 p in

514 So. 12th St. • 753-8868

Now Through October 27

Carroll Mazda
Nissan - VW

2
2

-Cl ats111:5(rarluoti 0-0) at Oakland (Dresmodorler
0-0). 305 pm.
Callorria (Lewis 0-01 at lannescali (Guthrie 0-01
7 05 p m
Ballumore (Ballard 0-11 at Texas (Rogers 0-0) 735
ot

Saw/ Vv. wit 1147•11,'A., la Nu

teLEAGE FROM MAJOR
CITES TO PADUCAN
.1. mimeo
213 MI.
-St loos
Me Mt
.Noshintie
140 MI
Manaus
M2 MI
iNendlailon
V1A 1,15 60
97 111
NA 1-24
112 IA

Sunday
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Mazda Trucks 01-In Customer Satisfaction 0.1.D, Powers Year
After Year - LE Value Pkg. Savings'904 -'500 Factory Rebate
Plus '500 Dealer Cash Back = Total Savings Up To '2000

4
1

Friday's Gams

Saturday
7:30-4 p.m.

MPV -'800 Factory Cash Back - Value Package Savings Up To
180 Plus'500 Dealer Cash Back = Total Savings Up To'2080

GO

Chicago at Detroit, 635 pm
kaiwaukike at Toronto. 635 pm
Caklorna at lAnnasola. 705 pm
New Yon at Kansas City. 735 pm
Belmont at Texas. 7 35 p m
Sean* at Oakland. 935 pm
Only games schaduild
Saturday. Ganes
Cleveland (Sandal O'ti at Boston (Clemons 1-01
12 05 pm
Chop° (McDowell 1-0) w Dwrot (Tanana 0-01.
12.15 pm.
Milwaukee ((Brown 0-0) it Toronto (Sub 0-11.
12 35 pm
New York (Leary 0-0) at Kansas City ISaberhagen

Flea Market

626- MX6-'1500 Factory Cash Back - Up To'1000 Savings LX
and DX Value Packages Plus'500 Dealer Cash Back = Total
Savings Up To '3000

Farm Is There.

Baseball

Bluegrass Downs, Paducah, Ky.

azda

Aate

Jane Rogers 753-962
7

Racers open..

Begins
Saturday
April 13

21)

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

game," Newton said. "He's very
athletic and a complete player who
will help us."
Cannon, Lawson, and Hill joined
Reginald Dupree as Racer signee
s,
along with Murray High's Jason
Joseph, who signed in the fall.
"On paper, we feel real good
about our recruiting," Newton said.
"The staff did an excellent job this
season. We feel like the people we
signed will compliment our basketball team very well."
In other recruiting news, Murray
High's Willis Cheaney has reportedly decided to attend Kentucky
Wesleyan.

Faith)plays well ...
(Coned from page 8)
wedge for a birdie deuce on the
205-yard, par-3 No. 4 to get his
round jump-started.
"I never got frustrated or nervous out there," Nicklaus said.
"This may be my last chance to
win a Masters."
Watson, who brought four putters to the tournament, found one
that worked. He also got lucky
when a wayward shot on 18 hit a
lady in the ankle and kicked toward
the green, helping him save par.
"I'm getting into a winning
frame of mind," he said. "I
haven't felt like this since 1987."
Wadkins and Gallagher each
one-putted 11 greens in their early

T:

"See me for all your family insurance needs

MSU adds two...

(Cont'd from page 81
deal of success at Shelby State."
Newton called Cannon a "gifted
and -took second in the discus.
perimeter player". Coupled with
Monica Evans took third in the Darien Hill, who the Racers signed
100 meter hurldes and third in the Wednesday, Cannon should help
300 meter hurdles. Michelle Bybee the Racers replace starters Paul
finished third in the 800 meters King and Greg Coble.
"He's an outstanding shooter,"
while Betsy Herndon was third in
Newton said of Cannon. "And he
the shot.
The Calloway relay team in the has the skills you look for in a
1600 (Sara Thompson, Bybee, Jen- guard. He can put the ball on the
nifer Dowdy, Bucy) took second. floor and drive to score."
Lawson is 6-6 and will join the
while the 800 squad (Thompson.
Wendy Stephens, Dowdy, Rick- fight for playing time in the Racer
inside game.
man) took third.
"He'll shore up our inside
For the Lady Tigers, Tammy
Hansen won the 100 meter hurdles
and took second in the 300 hurdles.
Maggie Snyder finished second in
the long jump, while Veidra Sowerby in the 100 and Christy Bell in
(Coned from page 8)
the 800 also took, second.
Jenny Bell had a pair of thirds, have changed some things because
in the long and high jumps, while
they weren't going to work without
Bonnie Payne was third in the disMichael Proctor. We're going to
cus and Shelly Hasty was third in
run the option, but we're trying to
the 1600 meters.
take some pressure of the quarterThe Lady Tiger relay team of
back. We're going to see what
Sowerby, Christy Bell, Jenny Bell
Kevin and Trcmayne can do best
and Sara Snyder, won both the 800
and work with that."
and 400 meter relays.
Mahoney says the signal-calling
duties are wide-open between Proctor and Lewis, after two quarterbacks, Ronnie Donaldson and Chris
morning rounds in ideal playing
Beckish, quit the team.
conditions. Soft greens and light
"We've got some big expectawind turned Augusta National into
tions for Tremayne," Mahoney
said. "But Kevin may have other
target golf.
McCumber, who was second in
ideas."
the 1989 U.S. Open and who playOn defense, Mahoney says he is
ed in the afternoon, had a freefirmly 'committed to the widewheeling attitude.
tackle-six, a defense which has
"I've got a brand new baby at
been much criticized by the media.
home just 5 days old and it's going
He has returned to call the defento be a great week no matter what
sive signals.
happens," he said.
"It is without a doubt, the greatFaldo was paired with Mize
est defense in the world," Mahoney
today, but the featured pairing was
Nicklaus and Watson, playing
together for the second time in four
weeks. They shot themselves out of;
contention in New Orleans in the
USF&G Classic.
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CHICAGO (AP) — St. Louis Cardinals manager
Joe Torre describes
outfielder Felix Jose as "Not flashy, but he
can get your attention."
Already he has caught the attention of Chicago
Zimmer. Jose singled in two runs in a three-run Cubs manager Don
fifth inning Thursday,
helping the Cardinals to a 5-4 victory over the
Cubs.
In Tuesday's opener, he had a pair of doubles
rally with one of those doubles in the Cardin and started a three-run
als'
"He doesn't stand out," said Torre of Jose, who 4-1 victory.
came to the Cardinals
last August from Oakland in the Willie McGee
trade. "He's a blue-collar
type. He doesn't run fast, he doesn't have a
real
doesn't have a pretty swing. But you put him out strong arm and he
there and he'll play
every day."
All Jose wants is to play every day.
"He knows what kind of player I am and what I
can do," Jose said. "I
want to play every day. I play hard. I've got my
mind set and I have a lot
of confidence."
Jose got some playing time at Oakland but was
outfield that had Jose Canseco, Rickey Henderson somewhat lost in an
After coming to the Cardinals last scson he batted and Dave Henderson.
.271 in 25 games with
three homers and 13 RBIs.
"I don't like to see him come to bat," Zimme
r said. "He's a good
hitter and he's got strength. He's going to hit
some home runs for them.
He's got a live bat."
Another lively bat belonged to Cubs first basem
an Mark Grace, but it
wasn't enough for the Cubs.
The Cardinals scored a run in the fourth off
loser Mike Harkey On a
single by Pedro Guerrero and a double by Todd
three more in the fifth on a run-scoring single by Zeile. Then they added
Ozzie Smith and a tworun single by Jose. With the temperature at 40
degrees and a 20-mile wind
blowing in, that seemed to be enough.
But Grace opened the sixth with his first homer
off winner Ken Hill,
who allowed only four hits and that one
run in six innings.
The Cardinals added what appeared to be
a
eighth on a double by Tom Pagnozi and a pinch meaningless run in the
But Grace doubled in the eighth and scored single by Gerald Perry.
on a single by Shawon
Dunston and then the excitement mounted in
the ninth against relief ace
Lee Smith.
Smith started the ninth with a pair of walks around
a strikeout. Ryne
Sandberg then beat out an infield single to load
the
bases.
Grace singled
to left to score two runs.
Smith fanned George Bell, who earlier had his
first National League
hits, a pair of singles.
"That's when I relaxed a bit," Torre said.
But Andre Dawson beat out an infield single to
reload the bases before
Smith finally got Dunston to fly out and
end the game.
"I couldn't feel my slider," said Smith, who
started his career in Chicago. "I should be used to the cold weather in
Chicago. The pitch I made
to Grace was a good pitch but he backdoored
me. He went with it."

Calloway splits ...
(Coned from page 8)
high jump and Robert Tabers was
third in the pole vault.
Calloway's mile relay team of
Barrett, Seth Arant, Shouse and
Sean Fletcher also finished third.
Matt Krug won the pole vault for
Murray, while Allen Jenkins (long
jump), Sean Malinauskas (800i.
Chris Bailey (200) and the 400
meter relay team (Heath Walls.
Krug, Bailey, Jenkins) all took second ' place.
Scan Stogner finished third in
the 110 hurdles.
On the women's side. Calloway
won the meet with 4 165, followed
by 122 for the Lady Tigers. Mayfield socrecl 64, while Reidland followed with a 40.
Mitzi Rickman won the 100, 200
and the long jump for the Lady.
Lakers, while Jackie Geurin won
the 1600 and 3200 meters. Vanessa
Bucy won the 800 meters and took
second in the 3200 meters while
Lisa Scalf won the high jump.
Christy Trenholm woo the shot.
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.
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Churches release information about Sunday's se

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, April 14,
as follows:

Phillip Bazzell as director will be at 10
and Discipleship Training with Charles
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cosse
am
y
Overcast as director at 5 30 p m Gene
as accompanists Sunday School with
Immanuel Lutheran
Orr Miller will be Deacon of the Week
Lewis Warner as superintendent will
The Rev Clarence W Helmich,
South Pleasant Grove
be at 10 a m and Children's Church at
pastor, will speak about 'An Unusual
Brooks Chapel
Unite
Metho
d
dist
11 am
Rock" based on scripture from Acts
United Methodist
The Rev Jim Alford, pastor, will
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev Don Barnett. pastor, will, 48-12 at 10.30 am service Alice
speak about 'Longing for Egypt' with
Dr Robert Farless, interim pastor,
Witte will be-the organist Assisting will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
scripture from Numbers 14 1-10 at the
will speak at 11 a m service with Rex
be Jack Benton, Mike Friebel. James
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
10.45 a m service The choir will sing
Smith as song leader and Jimmy WilMcCloskey. John Schultz Ralph
Bethel United Methodist
'Holy Spirit' as the call to worship
son as pianist Sunday School with
Lorenz and Dolly Lorenz Sunday
The Rev Don Barnett, pastor, will
Truman Whitfield. music director, will
T C Hargrove as director will be at
Schoo
l
and Bible Class will be at 9 30
10
speak at 9 30 a m service Sunday
direct the choir singing 'Jesus Is Coma.m.
am
School will be at 10 30 a m
ing Soon' accompanied by Joan CoopMurray Church of God
New Concord
er pianist, and Tommy Gaines. organFirst Christian
Dale Robinson, pastor, will speak at
Church ol Christ
Dr. David C Roos pastor, will
ist Sunday School 9-45, worship ser11 am and 6 p.m. services Sunda
Bob Haley. minister, will speak at
y
speak about The Power of the Risen
vice 10 45. Bible study (Mark 4-5-9.
School will be at 10 a.m
10 50 a m and 6 p m services
Lord' with scripture from Acts 3- 12-19
14.20
and
)
UMYF
at
Murra
p
6
and
m
Youth
Assisting will be Ed Hendon .;;:inicr
y Baptist Mission
at 10 45 a m service Jeff Tichenor
and Adult Choir practice at 7 p m
The Rev Parvin Hall, pastor, will
McCage, Charles Stubblefield Mickey
baritone, and Alan Emerson, trumpet,
speak at 2- 45 p m service Bible
Garrison. Joe Geurin. W T Patterson
Lake-Land Apostolic
will perform The Trumpet Shall
Study will be at 2 p.m
Payton Patterson, Grant Pittman. DanThe Rev James H Cain, pastor.
Sound' from Handel's •Messiah'
Ferguson Springs Baptist
ny Pittman and Paul Garrison Bible
will present the second in a series of
Assisting will be Walt Apperson, Doug
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
classes will be at 9 a m and 5 30 rn
lesso
ns
titled
'Chris
Vander Molen. Judy Eldredge. Jim
tian
Monot
heism
P
speak at 11 a.m and 6 p.m services
Westside Baptist
Vs. Trin.tarianism and Polytheism' in
Clopton. Melanie Dawson. Carmen
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
The
Rev
the
10
Glynn
a
m
Orr.
pastor wi;l
preaching/teaching sesGarland. Ken Evans, Mike Hicks, Nanstart a series of sermons entitled
sion Evangelistic service will begin at
Vivian Stom as accompanist Sunday
cy Nygaard. David Roberts, June Van'Home lmproveinents." with this Sun6 p m.
School will be at 10 a.m
der Moron and Dan Wright Sunday
Memorial Baptist
Calvary Temple
School at 9 30 a m
day's message being "The people who
The Rev Jim Simmons. pastor, will
The Rev E F. Clere, pastor, will
comprise the home — our ded,c
First Baptist
aton
speak at 10.50 a.m. and 7 p m serspeak at 11 a.m and 6.30 pm serDr Greg Earwood pastor. will
to Christ' from Ephesians 5 1 2
14 at
vices Sunday School will be at 10
speak at 10 45 am and 7 p.m serthe 10:30 a m service and ato;J: vices Assisting will be Dr. Monte
Finch. deacon of the week. Curt Sima.m.
vices Keith Inman will be deacon of
'Waiting Upon The Lord' at 6 p rn se,
mons, minister of music, will direct the
Palestine United Methodist
the week Stephen Littlefield will direct
vice The Adult Choir - will sing
music Sunday School will be at 9;40
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
the music with Lisa Ray, pianist, and
Hand In Mine' and Oneida White
w•''
a m and New Members Class, Teachspeak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley DunPat Wood, organist Sunday School
sing a solo at morning hour -Mitch
ers meeting, Disciple Training, Precan and Mary Conner will direct the
will be at 9 30 a m , Adult Handbells at
Chapman and Kacee Sehlinger
v/;1
school Choir, Music Makers, Young
music with Faye Childress as pianist
4 30, Acteens at 4 45 p m . Youth
sing solos at the evening worsh;r,
Musicians and Youth Choir at 6 p m
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
Choir at 5 50, GAs, RAs and Sign LanSunday School will be at 9 30 a m
director will be at 10 a.m.
University
guage Class at 6 p m and Praise and
First United Methodist
Church of Christ
Poplar Spring Baptist
Deacons meeting at 8 p m
Rev David Atkinson Campus
Charley Bazzell will be speaker at
Rev Bob Swift will speak at the 11
Minister will bring the message 'Tabl
First Presbyterian
e
10 a m and 6 p m services. Ernie
a.m. and 7 p.m. services, with music
Sunday is Choir Recognition SunTalk' at both the 8 30 and 10 50 a m
Bailey will direct the song service
led by Mark Hardison
day in appreciation for what the choir
services The scripture is found in
Assisting will be Robert Hendon, Ranhas done for and meant to the congreMartin's Chapel
Luke 24 35-48 Niki Shaheen so'ois
t
dy Dunn, Freed Curd, Tommye Taylor,
United Methodist
gation The women of the church have
will sing "The Everliving Christ' at
the
Tommy Sanders, Webb Caldwell, Mike
The Rev Thomas E Cary Jr., pasplanned a potluck dinner immediately
8.30 service The anthem . - Come
.0
Caldwell. Vernon Butterworth, and
tor, will speak at 9,30 a.m. servi
following the worship service to honor
Lord and Overflow Us" will be sung._
ce .
by
Gene Rickman Bible classes will be at
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
the choir members and their families
the Chancel Choir at the 10 50 se'
9 am
with Edwina Petrie as pianist. Sund
vice Music director is Km B:ac.
St. John's Episcopal
ay
School will be at 10:30 a.m
St. Leo Catholic
The Third Sunday of Easter will be
organist is Joan Bowker and acoL,•,--i
Masse
s
will
Good
be
at 6 p m. Saturday
are Trey Green and Jerry Bo;::
Shepherd
celebrated with the Holy Eucharist at 8
and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. Sunday
United Methodist
and 10 30 a m Fr Andre Trevathan
Elm Grove Baptist
with
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., will
Fr Larry McBride as pastor
Bro David Brasher
will preside and preach, assisted by
A
Assisting will be Chris Paradise,
speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatspeak at 11 a m and 6 45 t. -Nancy Schempp, Megan Malinauskas
Nathan Reed, Karen Balzer. Eldridge
lock will direct the music with Margaret
vices The church will be. haying
and Barbara Ahlenius Dr. Henry
Haas. Carolyn Haas, Paul Kurz, Pallie
Kennedy and Betty °oole as accomBuchanan will lead an adult forum at
Attendance Day Music will be C.ected
Kurz. Richard Kirby. Louis Charette,
panists Sunday School will be at 10
by Donald Smith with Glenda Row'ett
9 30
Jane Blankenship, Bob Garland, Mike
a.m. and UMYF at 5 p.m.
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists
Glendale Road
Stept
o, Eleanor D'Angelo, Jean HolloColdwater Baptist
Smith
will
sing a solo in the rn • •
Church of Christ
way, Dick Fotsch. Tommy Holcomb,
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
service. Sunday School w;tn
John Dale, minister. will speak
speak at 11 a.m and 6 p.m services
Matt Westphal, Dana Sublett, Max
Futkerson as director will be at 10 a rabout -What A Friend" with scripture
Bobby Manning will direct the music
Canady. Matilde Canady, Chris Furh•
and Church Training with Bill Citla^,_'.
from John 15 - 12-15 at 9 a m service
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp
mann Joe Fuhrmann, Theresa Burke,
as director and Junior Choi, a-.1
and on The Brotherhood of Believers'
as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
Choir at 6 p m
Don Burke, Tom Holcomb, Carol Holwith scripture from I Peter 2.13-17 at 6
at 10 am
comb and Anne Gorrell.
p m service Jerry Bolls will direct the
Hazel Baptist
Lynn Grove
The Rev James T Garland oas1o,
song service Bible classes will be at
Goshen United Methodist
United Methodist
will speak at 11 a m and revi4a
The Rev. Susan Allsop-Atkinson.
10 15 am
1
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, will
evangelist Rev Robert Johnson a•
pastor, will speak at 11 a m. service
West Fork Baptist
speak
at 9;30 a.m. service. Judy Kelso
6
with
30
p
Steve
m
Sexton as lay assistant
The Rev. Lawson Williamson pasGene Orr Miller •ViL dire''
will be organist Sunday School will be
the music with Gwyn Key and RcgeAcolytes will be Todd Sexton and
tor, will speak at 11 am. and 6 pm
at 10.30 a.m.
Keith Wright Children's Church will be
Hutson as accompanists At the rr
services. Music will be directed by
Spring Creek Baptist
ing service Steve and Leslie Srr,:n
direct
ed
by
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Bette
Tucke
r
Music
direch•
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
tor is Robert Cochrum with Donna
sing "Come Morning' the choir w;:'
Janet Arnold as accompanists Special
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services
Parker as pianist and Pat Brunn as
sing 'The Eastern Gate" and L'anelle
music will be by Kaci Greer at morning
organist. Nursery assistants are
Smoth will sing a solo At the evening
hour and Children's Choir at evening
Katherine Ray and Rhea Ann Wright.
service the choir will sing - Revi4. e
hour Jack Norsworthy will be deacon
Again " Sunday Sthobt- wth Joe
Kirksey United Methodist
of week Youth Training Series will
B
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
Adams as director will 7.-••
begin at 6 p m. Sunday School with
45 a r
speak -about "911" with scripture from
Acts 3-6-7 at 11 a m. service. Ron
Pace will direct the music with Clahce
Norswothy and Janice Hays as accompanists Assisting will be Joel Witte
By H.C. CHILES
and Jason Witte Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m , choir practice at 530
Spiritual Gifts
and gratefully the Spirit-given talent and evening worship at 6
Christian Science
Among the numerous, varied and and use it to the fullest for the glory' of
Services will be at 10 30 a m Sunserious problems which the Apostle God. the benefit of the saved and the
day and 7 30 p m each second WedPaul encountered in the church at salvation of the lost. Each has
that nesday Reading Room will be open
Corinth was the one which had been particular endowment which emi- from 12 noon to 3 p m on Wednesda
y
created by the wrong tendency to be nently qualifies him for the specif
and Saturday
ic
New Life
attracted and influenced by the exter- task which he is to perform for
the
Christian Center
nally impressive gifts, such as clever Lord, and it was neyer inten
ded that
The Rev Mark Welch, pastor, will
oratory. and flashes of brilliance, and he should monopolize its use for
the speak at 11 a.m. service The Rev
to despise the genuinely spiritual gifts personal benefit of its possessor. Karen Welch and Tony Powell will lead
praise and worship. Sunday School
which are imparted by the Holy Spirit. Rather, it is to be used for the
welfare
In many quarters today'the subject of of humanity and for the glory of God. will be at 9-30 a m The church is open
for prayer at 9 a m.
spiritual gifts is woefully misunder- Let us yield ourselves fully unyo Him
Kirksey Baptist
stood and greatly distorted. This fact in order that He may work effectively
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
peak at 11 a m. and 6;30 p m seraccounts for much of the rank fanatic- and mightily through us!
vices W A Erwin will direct the music
ism and fleshly emotionalism which

_

•••••4,-
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and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of Our V I P 's give us
a
call

Sf•f• Au10
1.•••••••c•
Componl.s

State Auto Insurance
A hind rx. can depre or

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407

Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor
, will
speak at 9 45 a m service
with Red
Woods as song leader and
Dorot
Brown as pianist. Sunday Schoo hy
l will
be at 10.45 am
New Providence Baptist
The Rev, Odell Colson, pastor will

.'.
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speak at 11 a.m and 6 p m services
Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Independence
United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick I ewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m. service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist Sunday
School with Howard Coy as supe,,n•
tendent will be at 10 a m
Mason's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev Dan Leslie, pastor, will
speak on 'Great Escape' from I John
31-10 at 11 am service The Adult
Choir will sing with Karen Coles anzi
Sharon Myatt as accompanists
Flint Baptist
The Rev Ronnie McPherson of
Woodson Baptist Church of Powderly.
Ky will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 -45 pm
services Music will be directed by Bill
Miller at 11 a m and Darrin Chapman
at 645 p m service Gina Brandon
and Karon Johnson will be accompanists at the morning service Sund
ay
School will be at 10 am and Discip
leship Training with Edward Chapman
as director at 6 p m
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8-30 and 10 30
and 6 p m services. Max Lawre m
nce
will be song leader with Martha
Lou
Lawrence and Sheila Clark as accom
panists Sunday School vviii be at 930
a rn
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FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
11 James H. Cain

I. The wages of sin have not been alio:Rd h
Jill
2. Things get more complicated each
PC11;1".111)Cf Al1C11
every question had only Iwo sides.'
3. If only it were as easy to find a
asilis
4. Driving schools no longer teadi tlicir
to
figure it's a waste of time.
S. "Virus" is a latin word used by do(tirs,
\,i,ir
good as mine."
6. The man who rests on his oars wili`11101-1 111111 111111'
,
,11 illiljil
7. Money we lose today is gone for goi
Nv„:11,i
j;;;:
forever. Money we invest for Christ is iio,e,
ted ?or

Maple St

announces

Friyend
Pr 114

Sunday,
April 14

753-4451
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Sunday School will be at 10 a m
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor
will speak at 9 a m service with
Donald Williams as song leader
and
Dean Stephenson as pianist Sunda
y
School with Jerry Lassiter as superi
ntendent will be at 10 a m
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev Charles Anderson, pastor
,
will speak at 11 am and 6 p m services Sunday School will be at
10
a m and Church Training at 5 p
m
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor
will speak at 10 a m service with Janna Hopkins as music director
Sunday
School with Benny Herndon as superintendent will be at 11 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev Sammy Cunningham. pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p.m.
services Sunday School with Russell
Moss as superintendent will be at 10
am

Da

Our Customers Are Very Important People

Dan McNutt, A Al
neox•sonto9

rvices

''".•":
'
. .."' -"---•.•;'• ...- "'I

Glendale Road
Church of Christ

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

prevail in so many places, bringing
dishonor to our Lord and hindering
the progress of His gospel.
The Purpose of These Gifts 1 Corinthians 12: 4-7
These spiritual gifts are never bestowed upon Christians by the Holy
Spirit for the gratification and glory of
peir recipients and possessors. but
always for the exaltation of Christ, the
proclamation of His glorious gospel,
the salvation of the lost, the exposition
of the Word of God,the edividication
of the saved, the glory of God,and the
extension of His Kingdom.
The Dibersity of These Gifts I Corinthians 4: 12-26
Nine spiritual gifts are mentioned
in these verses: the word of wisdom,
the word of knowledge, faith. the gift
of healing, the working of miracles.
prophecy, discerning of spirits, the
utterance of overpowering emotion.
and the interpretation of tongues. All
of them come from the same source,
which is the Spirit of God. He
bestows, administers, and energizes
them. How wonderful it is that He
regenerates, calls, endows, and blesses people! It is difficult to think of
anything which is more satisfying
than to serve God faithfully and
successfully. While there is a vario4
of gifts, the Holy Spirit is the OK
Who distributes all of them. There are
many gifts, but only one Giver. There
are various talents, but only one
source. These gifts arc distributed
according to divine discretion, therefore,each child of God should occupy
the sphere and perform the service
which are in accordance with the
divine plan.
For the doing of our Lord's work on
the earth the Holy Spirit imparts one
or more gifts to every saved person.
Whatever the gift may be, every
Christian should receive chcrrfully
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Topics

April 14-19
9 a.m

Sunday 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Weekdays 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.

"What a Friend!"

IA
;

10:20 a.m

Evangelist

Sunday School
r•t

11-12:30

-A

6 p.m.

Music Director

Moine Nightly

Everyone Welcome

Hazel Baptist Church
Hazel, Ky.
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"The Brotherhood of Believers"

Gene On- Miller

•

You are invited to join us for any
or all of the day's activities.
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Rev. Robert Johnson
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PADD implements computerized management syst
em

The Purchase Area Development
District, a regional development
agency serving eight counties in rural
West Kentucky, recently implemented a computerized information
management system that could have a
profound effect on the way communities meet their need for facts and
information.•
The PADD is one of 15 such
regional agencies in Kentuc.ky
charged with planning and providing
technical assistance to local com-

•-•

munities with economic development
and other areas of public concern.
In existence for just over 20 years,
:he PADD has seen many' trends come
ars! o.
hether the regional economy is
ing, or at a standstill, whether we
seeking to assist existing business
,•• -t.tt new companies: A'hetherwe
ttre ntIckaging a small business loan or
:icy eloping a housing grant applicaI.on the 2eed for accurate and timely,
;L:ntographic information remains

1991
Plymouth Colt
Specilti

v•T

00028
List Price
S8.325.00
Peppers Price 8.084.73
Fact Rebate
- 400.00

Whatever it taAes, we want to be your car
& truck company

PEPPERS

constant," said Carol Rogers the
PADDs Director of Economic Development and Public Relations.
'This agency. in its role as economic development coordinator for
the region, is the obvious resource for
local development organizations.
Chambers of Commerce and local
officials when they have question..
need assistance, or are lookirng t.,•7
data and statistics. We feel an enornous responsibility' to respond quiLl.iy
and accurately." Rogers said.
•
In the early eighties, the PAM
implemented its first computer' at
economic development data base A:
that time the agency was using microcomputer systems which were -le..
than user-friendly." After, a lortg and
difficult programming period. thL
PADD had a data base. hut LI as
useful only to the most experic7.,\t
computer operators. Nevertheless the
sad Aas planted. and the PADD
continued to look for asw
to mor•;7'
effectively manage the thousands
facts and statisucs they use even (la \
By 1990. the PADD had transferred all its operations to perso7.:•
computers. The Industrial Dey
mcnt Council. a group of clectit
officials and business leader. :•-•
the region who provide
dan,•c In the PADD Boai. of 1/7.'s
:ors onecortormacvelopme-m-is-s,
those to resurrect and refine the
project.
"The new equipment .as mu,.- .
more accessible, and there had he:r.
so many breakthroughs in soft'rc
development, that the IDC decided ;t
design a totally new data base."
Stte‘e Zea. 115C Chairman.
We expanded our original ideas
include a method of linking each o!
our counties by. modem to the dal..

al)

base, which would, for the first time,
give them immediate access to a
wealth of accurate, up-to-date information," he added.
-This makes the data base a real
community asset. helps eliminate the
enormous duplication of resource documents throughout the region, and
Takes each county's partnership with
the PADD. and each other. even
stronger."
The PADD Industrial Development Council then created a sub-committee, responsible for making dayto-day decisions about the date base's
development. Zea said.
The Data Base sub-committee
knew no existing software program
would meet all their needs. so they
requested propoSals from computer
programmers for customized softv. are. according to
Dick Armstrong.
suh-committee chairman.
We reviewed several applicants
i•et, re selecting Dr. Grady Cantrell.
-c-.7-csertling GY Software. of Mur7.1‘ Kentucky." Armstrong said. "We
!mpres:ed with his proposal and
tic fact that he had worked with
.1.•% cloprnent organizations in the past
.!71, understood our need for a variety
:n formation in a simple format. We
A cre pleased to find this service
'./14 - th:7 the region."
Ihe next step. which sounds decep-Nimple. w as deciding exactly
A ••,1 :nformation v. ould be included
data base. The sub-committee
A on their own knowl
edge of
, •7tomic dev elopment,evaluated the
of other agency work programs.
tapped the professional experior numerous individuals in an
to include as much frequently
ormation as possible without
-..._Hoading the system.

COMPARE MY RATES
On

•Health -Annuities

•Nursing Horne -Cancer Policies

Jeep

gir

-Medicare Supplements

BIB&

642-5661
2100 East Vico::
1-800-748-8316
Paris. TN
Lopl Mumbo Jumbo.Al prices am pkio tax.lit itANIN aid doe lee
aher mimic

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

"We onginally settled on 24 would be the most important, though,
categories of data," Armstrong said, and were committed to assembling the
"but by the time the data base was best information possible.
complete. that number had almost
"We have made every effort to
doubled, to 44."
assure that the information in the data
Categories include available in- base comes from creditable sources."
dustrial sites and buildings, listings of Zea said, "and will continue to look
manufacturing and service compa- for ways to enhance the existing
nies. educational scores,lists of health system."
care facilities and services, transporOn March 26, the PADD held its
tation services, agricultural produc- first data base training seminar, to
tion statistics and receipts, prevailing introduce the off-site users to the
wage rates, listings and information system. An easy-to-follow users'
about motels, restaurants, civic orga- manual was distributed arid partici
pnizations and many more.
ants had the opportunity to see and
Cantrell took the sub-committee's work with the system.
recommendations and set to work,
While the data base project is
designing an incredibly complex. essentially complete,activities related
multi-tiered information management to it are continuing. "We realize the
system, never losing sight of the critical need to maintain a regular
project's original goals. Now, even schedule of updates," Rogers said.
those unfamiliar with computers can "and that process has already started.
browse through the data. go directly "The data base will be evaluated as it
to a specific information field, insti- is used and categories will be added or
tute a search procedure among a expanded as necessary'," she
group on entries, or print a report, all explained.
within minutes of being introduced to
"The future of this system is unlimthe data base.
ited." Zea added. "We expect to begin
"This system is unique because it adding others to the data base within a
features professionally designed year. We've already had several inscreens which provide successively quiries from private companies who
more and more detail concerning see its potential as a research and
topics related to planning, research information tool."
arid economic development," Cantrell
Cantrell believes The data base-- said. "Its use is intuitive and not at all design has a variety of applications.
and has entered into an agreement
intimidating.
"One of the data bases- finest with a local company whose early'
features is the fact that it runs very efforts at marketing the system have
quickly, minimizing the users' on-line been well-received. Other data base
time. which is especially important developers have said the PADDS
here. where the primary off site users system solves some of the most
are local governments or non-profit difficult problems they encountered
agencies." Cantrell said.
when trying to create similar systems.
While the system was under deve"We accept the fact that because we
lopment, Rogers said the PADD staff live in rural America we sometimes
was collecting the data needed for have to try harder for achievement."
entry to the completed system. "Some Zea said, "But we don't have to settle
of the information was available in rot second best. This data base is a
vanous mediums in our office," she first-rate system, created economiexplained. "In those instances we cally, yet comparable to any you
needed only to verify the source and
might find in a large urban area with a
determine how often the data needed substantial development budget.
to be updated."
We're proud of its design and excited
"Other information had to be colabout the opportunities it creates for
lected, either by mail survey or teleus."
phone polling. Some data was not
readily available and sources had to
be developed, all requiring a great
deal of staff time," Rogers said. "We
knew this initial collection effort
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Roving Rotary guests

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- A
50-year prison sentence in a Ballard County rape case has been
vacated by the state Supreme Court
because of an anomaly in Kentucky's violent-offender law.
A sharply divided court on
Thursday ordered resentencing of
the defendant, William Glenn
Smith. Two dissenters in the 4-3
ruling said the majority had failed
to address "the real evil of a
flawed statute."
The violent-offender law has
been a subject of controversy. It
requires half of a specific prison
term for a covered crime to be
served before parole can be considered — 13 years, for example, on a
26-year sentence. Those sentenced
to life, however, are eligible for
parole in 12 years.
Smith's jury recommended consecutive life sentences for firstdegree rape and sodomy. But Kentucky law does not permit consecutive life sentences. so Judge
William L. Shadoan gave Smith
consecutive 25-year sentences, totaling 50 years.
Judges cannot increase penalties
set by juries. Shadoan's modification incre&sed Smith's mandatory
prison time from 12 years to 25
years. the majority opinion by Justice Dan Jack Combs said.
The state contended that Shadoan actually reduced the jury's
term because 50 years is less than
life.
But if that's true, "what rational
basis exists for (the law's) prescribing a doubly long parole disability for the lesser sentence? We
see none," Combs wrote.
The case was sent back to Ballard Circuit Court for resentencing.
Justice Thomas Spain, in a dissenting opinion that Chief Justice
Robert Stephens joined, said "a
commonsense approach" was
needed when interpreting the
violent-offender statute.
When the General Assembly set
12 years as the minimum for parole
consideration on a life sentence.
the longest term possible, it
intended 12 years to be the
mum for initial parole consideration in 'all other cases. Spain wrote.
Justices Charles Leibson, Joseph'
Lambert and Charles Reynolds
_joined Combs in the majority. Justice Donald Wintershcimer dissented separately.
The Supreme Court also ruled
that Kentucky's consumer protection law is not pre-empted by U.S.
Postal Service regulations.
It overturned a Court of Appeals
ruling that the Kentucky attorney
general and state courts lacked jur-
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A team of six Rotary exchange business people from Engla
nd visited w ith members of the Murray Rotary
Club Thursday. The District 108 Group Study Excha
nge team is from the East Anglia area of Britain.
which is comprised of the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk
and Cambridgeshire. Pictured from left are Peter
Blemings, owner of a group of construction companies in
Suffolk; Sean Kent, an accountant with Colmans
of Norwich which produces mustard, baby foods and drinks
; Lesley Campton. a geo-technics engineer who
carries out ground surseys and calculates foundations for struct
ures, bridges and highways: Robin Friend,
Rotarian leader of the team and principal pharmacist at the
District General Hospital in Norwich; Hazel
Harris, assistant director at Sedgewick's Insurance Brokers
in Norwich; and Jerey Bradley, production
manager for a large herbicide plant in Norwich. The membe
rs of the team spent the past few days in
Murray with Murray Rotary members and have toured
and participated in several area e‘ents
.

Board to purge felons from rolls
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
county courts around the state to
State election board members are verify information, said Director
preparing to remove about 1,000 Don Cetrulo.
felons from the voter rolls where
The work produced a list of
they have remained wrongfully
1.056 felons who were confirmed
registered. in some cases, for many as registered to vote. Among them:
years.
former state agriculture commis'Under a plan the board will con- sioner Ward "Butch" Burnette,
sider today, letters would be sent who was convicted last year of
-warning felons that they will be felony theft. He is on shock probastricken unless they prove that their tion after serving 49 days of a onevoting rights have been restored.
year jail term.
Last December, The CourierMore names are expected to be
Journal reported that no felons had provided -to the state election
been purged since July 1988, when board, Director George Russell
a new law shifted the responsibility said. "This list is the ones they'r
e
from county clerks to the state.
sure of — but what they're not sure
At the time. state officials said of is how many of these have had
they had been unable to agree on a their rights restored. That's why
way to remove felons from the the letter."
rolls. As a result, many felons
There is no comprehensive state
could have voted illegally.
list of people whose voting tights
Since the article appeared, the have been restored.
Administrative Office of the Courts
If approved by the election
has worked "hundreds of man- board, the letters will be
sent by
hours.' even sending employees to registered mail within
the next 10

Democrats want more for programs
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
support from some Republicans,
Senate Democrats want to add S4.4
billion to what President Bush
wants to spend next year on a variety of child care, health, education
and job training programs.
Four Republicans joined 11
Democrats on the Senate Budget
Committee Thursday supporting
the increase in social program
spending as proposed by Sen.
Timothy Wirth. D-Colo.
Wirth's amendment altered only
slightly a budget proposed by committee Chairman James Sasser, DFenn., that would postpone until
later this year most fights over
whether to raise or cut taxes or
increase benefit programs.
Sen. Pete Domenici of New
Mexico. the committee's senior

Republican, said Wirth's amendment was not a major problem
because, like much of the budget. it
is non-binding and is meant only as
a guide for future spending bills.
By 14-7, the committee also
approved non-binding language
opposing a cut in the Social Security payroll tax unless the pension
system is found to be fiscally
sound.
The vote, though symbolic, was
an early expression of sentiment
against an effort by Sen. Daniel P.
Moynihan, D-N.Y., and others to
cut the Social Security tax. The
Social Security system has a large
surplus that many accountants
believe must be even larger to
handle future benefits for Baby
Boom generation retirees.

New truck standards introduced
WASHINGTON (AP) — New
light trucks and vans sold after
Sept. 1, 1993 will be required to
meet roof-crush standards to help
protect the occupants in rollover
crashes.
The new standards, similar to
those already required for passenger cars. v.;ere announced Thursda
by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
They will apply to utility vehicles, trucks, vans and buses weighing 6,000 pounds or less. School
buses are already covered hy
separate regulation.
At least 3,150 drivers and passengers in light trucks and vans
were killed in rollover accidents
last year.
"Increased sales and use of light
trucks as passenger vehicles have
led to more people being exposed
to crashes in these vehicles," said
Jerry Ralph Curry. the agency's
administrator. ''They should be
assured the same protection as pco-

pie riding in passenger cars.'
Under the new regulation the
roof of a vehicle will be subjected
to a force 1 /
1 2 times the empty
weight of the vehicle. To pass the
test, the vehicle cannot sustain
roof dent greater than 5 incho

days. Russell said. "If any of them
come back to me undelivered. then
those people should be purged anyway. because they're no longer at
that address.''
The list was compiled by matching three state databases and by
"being creative," Cetrulo said.
The list of registered voters was
matched with a list of known
felons in a computer program that
ran for nearly two days.
The result was compared with
state criminal files, some of which
contained Social Security numbers.
The last step was crucial because
th state election board. fearful of
taking the wrong person off the
rolls, had insisted on verifying
identities with Social Security
numbers.

Optimism after war
beginning to fade
WASHINGTON (AP) — Concern over the U.S. economy and
other domestic. problems is resurfacing among Americans as optimism following the allied triumph in
the Persian Gulf begins to fade,
according to a new poll.
Fifty-one percent of those questioned in a poll by The Washington
Post said the country is "pretty
seriously off on the wrong track.up from 39 percent in a late February in the first flush of victory over
Saddam Hussein.
- Forty-two percent of the 1,000
adults surveyed by phone in the
April 5-9 poll said the country was
moving in the "right direction,"
down from 58 percent in February.
the newspaper said in1 its editions
today.
The wrong track-right direction
question is one frequently used to
gauge how' Americans view the
country's well-being. The margin
of uncertainty was 3 percentage
points either way.
The poll found President Bush's
popularity off somewhat, although
still extraordinarily high. Among
those questioned 78 percent said
they approved of the job Bush was
doing, down from 90 percent at
,kar's end.
Bush's approval rating in the
poll puts him back to about where
he stood in January, shortly after
the air war with Iraq began.

isdiction in a case involving a
Nevada direct-mail company.
The attorney general's office
alleged in a lawsuit that mailings
by Telcom Directories Inc. to solicit yellow-page listings were
deceptive. They looked like
invoices and consumers could construe them to be bills, thus violating the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act, the suit alleged.
Franklin Circuit Court iSSUCIii
judgment against the company. The
Court of Appeals sacl state risd-

iction was pre-empted by a feckira:
regulation that forbids the mailing
of solicitations that resemble bilis.
But the federal rule says nothing
about the rights of consumers afte:
the mailed material is deliered
the Supreme Court said. The statc:
law, however, forbids "deceptivi_.
acts or practices in the conduct
any trade or commerce."
The case was sent back to t,
Court of Appeals for a decision
whether the summary judgnh
against Telcom was proper.

Gotta See It To Believe It!
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SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With
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$3.99
Check the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray s only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
Starl f2e-,
,t an rant.

PROW>, '91
Over 150 Tuxedos in stock to choose.froo.

Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
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Man's Wear & Tuxedos

J3

Jr. & MIssle Apparel
%1-1 9 a.m..'

01.rnpar Plaza. %I
; Soulhaale
Benton; Mayfield Plaza. Mayfield

p.m..
p.m. Sun. I'S p.m.

Sal. ••

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
/Pe
Auto(
/162gevel
Life
Home
Health
Business
Annuities
A tradition in service
since 1981

rii3-063-21
'502)

Jim Fain

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Call Today
AM/ Professional
Real Estate
:lotal Corrtrrutment
to Servt.T.
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• g

/

Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

MILSst,

Wahlberg agrees
to announcements,
doesn't plead guilty

049,friA41%44,..zutle
He444e.

YANA. 1

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Associated Press reported erroneously Wednesday that New Kids
on the Block singer Donnie Wahlberg had pleaded guilty to a charge
stemming from a hotel fire.
Wahlberg agreed to make publicservice announcements on topics
such as fire safety and drugs in
return for eventual dismissal of a
reduced charge of misdemeanor
criminal mischief.
He did not enter a plea and a
prosecutor said the charge would
be dismissed when Wahlberg completed the announcements under a
pre-trial, diversion program. The
singer had been charged with arson
following his arrest March 27 after
a hallway fire in a Louisville hotel,
where he was staying.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

r

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Shift On The Fly 4WD

1991 Jeep Cherokee 4x4
This Week's Special

TUCK'S l'sThaLlts%

• ••

"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN
901-587-3000
Prices good thru 430-91
Windows by croft
The Builder's Single Hung
Window with tilt-in Vent
Bronze Insulated

As low as

4 0 Liter

190 H.P.
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
,
lilt Steering
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Roof Rack
Rear Wiper Washer
AMTM Stereo

Bath Plumbing Supplies
$3900
Stainless

B

A

•

4. C"'Orle Faucet

$18
"

$3500

$4700
Mote Commode

#100050
••••

List Price
$19,211.00
Peppers Price 17,376.26
Fact. Rebate - 1,000.00
•.;

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck comp
any '

Prefinish
Paneling

BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO

New Shipment starting at

NEED A
GARAGE?

$25°

2' 2 Car Vinyl ONLY
Level Lot

$4325

Other Sizes Available
Free Estimates

CALL 502 674-5530

G-P Fiberglass
Insulation
3 1

2"x15"
Manufacturers rebate

PEPPERS

Swinging Patio Door
72" Full View -Insulated Glass
Metal Door Unit

/1299
_5200

$229°°

(10 roll maximum) $10
"

f

i_loclye :
gar'

Screen & lock set extra)

Jeep
ltortgetrurAt gan.

Located on Hwy. 45E • One Mile South of Downtown
• Martin, TN • Phone: 901-587-3000
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-3:00;
Now Accepting visa/Mastercard & American Express

Eagle

642-5661
2400 East Wood
1-800-748-8816
Paris, TN
Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, tite license and doc fee after rebate
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Kennedy nephew says
reports of rape are lie
PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Sen. Edward Kennedy's nephew,
William Kennedy Smith. says an
suggestion that he raped a woman
at the Kennedy family compound is
"a damnable lie."
Police meanwhile prepared to
release today an 'account of the
alleged assault of Mach 30.
"I emphatically deny that the.
woman in question was abused or
that force was used by me in any
way'," Smith, a 30-year-old
Georgetown University medical
student, said in a statement issued
Thursday by his Washington
lawyers.
"Any suggestion to the contrary
is a damnable lie," he said.
Smith, who police have said is a
suspect in the case, has repeatedly.
maintained his innocence. He has
not been arrested.
Authorities say Smith, his uncle
and the senator's 23-year-old son.
Patrick, met the woman at a popular nightspot and invited her and a
friend to the Kennedy compound
early on March 30.
Police, who have released few
details about the case, said they
decided to release a narrative of the
sequence of events of the alleged
assault to put an end to rumors.
'We feel that the information
contained within the narrative will
not hinder our investigation."
police spokesman Craig Gunkel
said. "So we will gladly make it
public.
"This will put to rest some of
the sources who haven't been accurate." he said.

it*

DEAR ABM'What do you t hulk
of parents w ho let a 17-year-old boy
hang around their house all day and
half the night seven days a week'
The boy is our son 'Scotty has been
1,zoing steady- w it h a sexy little 16year-old girl tOr nearly a year, and he
practically lives at her house
Ile say s her folks hay ti never itskud
him to go home. heiust st,ays I Say
they should kick him out at midnight We are so afraid that all that
time tjgether will lead to intimacy
the can't handle Any suggestions.'
St 1 /ITV'S PARENTS

Meanwhile, New York Newsday
reported Thursday that it had
obtained a copy of a police account
of the incident that said the victim
reluctantly told a police officer that
the person who assaulted her was
the relative of a nationally known
individual.
According to the newspaper, the
woman said she was near a swimming pool on the grounds of the
estate when Smith grabbed her by
DEAR PARENTS: Don't exthe ankle and "after some strug- pect
the girl's
ts to discigling he sexually assaulted her." pline your son.paren
That's your job.
According to the account. the Set some rule* and a curfew for
woman told police Smith tried to seotty and Set' that he obeys
persuade her afterward that she had them. In the meantime, Scotty's
dad should have a man-to-man
not been raped.
The Miami Herald. quoting a talk with him. An ounceof presource it said was close to the Ken- vention is worth an eight-pound
mistake.
nedy family. reported .Thursday
that the source said the evening
ended with Smith kissing the
woman goodnight.
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;
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"As r the woman) was lea‘ing 1 .11i
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the compound, she got in her car.
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source told the newspaper.
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Newsday said police learns\i Of
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the incident several hours afterward
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at a rape center.
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air freshener and I'm vacuuming
constantly. I'm beginning to dread
these visits from my aunt because I
feel such resentment toward that
miserable mutt!,
I have absoluiely no nerve when
it conies to simply asking her to
leave the dog at home. so I guess Ern
stuck with the situati,in However.
this may alert dog ow ners never to
assumt• that your diigs are welcome
it her pcipple's homes Leave them
cc ith friends. professionaldog-sitters
or at a reputahltilvanek- - •
/ NERVE

Bush administration
warns against
second-guessing
free-trade agreement

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush Administration is again warning Congress that efforts to secondguess details of a free-trade agreement with Mexico would kill the
accord along with U.S. efforts to
ease trade barriers worldwide.
Robert B. Zoellick, the State
Department's counselor, told a
DEAR NO NERVE: People
Senate Foreign Relations subcomwith no nerve can expect to be
mittee Thursday that Mexico would
imposed upon frequently. Do not
view it as a insult if the administraexpect your thoughtless aunt to
read this and stop bringing her tion's authority to negotiate were
weakened.
"miserable mutt"to visit you.She
will either not recognize herself,
U.S.. Mexican and Canadian
or she doesn't give. a hoot about negotiators are holdin
g informal
how onwelcome her dog is. And talks on
the agreement before sitby the way. don't blame the dog
ting down to formal negotiations.
if his master doesn't care enough
A free-trade agreement ending
about him to take him to the
most trade barriers with Canada
vet's periodically to make sure
his skin is not dry. Some people took effect in 1989.
Zoellick said the U.S.-Mexico
do not deserve' pets. and your
aunt is one. of them.
agreement would be "dead in the
water" if either the House or
Dear Ahh
Cookt
klet is a
ciillection of fas orate recipes—all tested. Senate
votes against the automatic
tried and terrific to order. send a long.
business•site. self-addressed ew.elope. renewal of President Bush's "fasttrack" authority to negotiate trade
plus check or miintt,, order for $3.93 $4.51
in ( .inada. to: Dear Abb,.. Cookhooklet. accords.
VD Ho% 4-17. Niount Morris. III. 61054.
Such a vote also would kill the
Postageis ncluded.long-running Uruguay Round of
trade talks among more than 100
-nations to ease import restriction
worldwide. he said. Similar warnings have been issued repeatedly
by U.S. Trade Representative Carla
Hills.
Under the fast-track authority
that Congress has granted presidents- since 1974, lawmakers can
only approve or reject any trade
agreement negotiated by the executive branch. They cannot amend
them...
That authority is automatically
renewed every two years unless
either the House or Senate votes to
rescind it.
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THE -FAR SIDE

GOOD USED
VEHICLE???
Chabeironi Our
Local Ride Ins-'90 Chrysler 5th
Ave.: Loaded.
14,000 miles. Clean.

'90 Honda Civic
Wagon: 5 speed,
AC. 6,000 miles.

'89 Plymouth
Voyager: 7 pass.,
A/C, running boards.

'89 Daytona ES.:

LA-s-t
1990(
name
public,
proper
met hi
effect],

Turbo. 5 speed.
Loaded

'89 Jeep Wagoneer:
Full size, leather.
Loaded.

'89 Dakota 4x4: V-6,
auto.. A C. Nice.

\ame

'89 Plymouth
Reliant: Auto., A.C.

Adams

ADP F
Allen,

13,000 miles.

Am bur
Apple
Biker.

'89 Dodge D-50: 5
speed,AM FM i
19,000 miles.

Bean. I
Be,iirga

'89 Ford Escort
Wagon:5 speed,

Piro Ka

Black fo

A/C."15,000 miles.

Body V
Boizard
Rogges!

'89 Eagle Medallion:
Auto., A.C. Low, low
payment,-.

By GARY LARSON
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Bradley.
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Bridges,

'88 Jeep Wrangler: 6

_

cyl., auto., hardtop.
26,000 miles.
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Early but unsuccessful practical jokes

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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'88 Plymouth
Sundance: 4 door,
auto., A/C.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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1 Pair Q
horses
5 Ground
prepared tor
plants
8 Phoeri oiar I
deity
12 Heraldic
bearing
13 Exist
14 Hoarfrost
15 Hold on
property
16 Circuit
17 Poems
18 Soup
ingredient
20 Musical
instruments
22 Anglo-Saxon
money
23 Brown kiwi
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54 Gaeio se-a
god
55 Algeria
seaport
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01,5
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god
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27 Occupant
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32 Tibetan
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Loaded. 4x4.

3 Danish
measure
4 Teacher
5 Simple song
6 Period of
time
7 Expel from
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'87 Pontiac Sunbird:
4 dr., auto., A/C,
AM/FM.

• CD

• .PS•
-P A•N
A R 'K

country
Heavy shoe
Verdi opera
So be it
Smaller
amount
19 Anger
21 Fish eggs
8
9
10
24 Neckpiece
25 Limb
26 Mr Lowe
14
UU
U
/
28 Mature
17
29 Neither
30 Summer
highlight
20
21
34 Beneficial
35 Ocean
23
36 Harbinger
37 Changes
27
28
29 30
38 Indian weight
39 Clothes32
maker
42 Jason s ship
37
38
39
43 Decant
44 Opening in
4'
Skin
46 Golf cry
47 Bank
45 •46 47 48
transaction
48 Sicilian
52
volcano
51 Hawaiian
55
wreath

puzzle.

'87 Jeep Cherokee
Laredo: 4 dr.

'87 Dodge Dakota: 4
Cyr., 5 speed.
A M,F M.
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gazelle
Waylay
To the rear .
Diocese
Meadow
Come on the
scene
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'Extension S702

Dunbar.
Duncan.
Duncan.
English I
Farley.(
Farmer. .
Farmer, I

'87 Nissan Sentra: 4
dr., auto., A/C,
Michelin tires.

'86 Cadillac
Fleetwood: 4 dr..
leather. 1-owne-.
Clean.

'86 Oldsmobile Delta
88: 4 dr. Loaded.
'86 Nissan 4x4: 5
speed, AM ;-=f,^
wheels.
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741 -IN

1991

-Whatever It Takes, We Want
to be Your Car and Truck
Company"

0

:
iLsIgs. 1:

loading(

Cassette.

PlIrmwoR

1-900-454-3535

Dotson.

Jeep
aegis

2400 E Wood Street
Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

all bids.
April it
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CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLIC NOTICES
"BECAUSE THE PE

If
I

010

OPLE MUST KNOW"

II

MOW

010

Levi
Notice

010
Legal
• Notice

010

Legal
Notice

Jo Crass
City Clerk
1990 CITY OF MURRAY DELI
NQUENT TAXES
Bill Number, Map Location/Address

Amount Due

Adams, Shane: 34; TR/Coach Estates
ADP Financial Info; 421Allen. Kenneth; 85; 9-5-19/506 Pine
Arnhurgey. David B.; 100; 11-21-6/1509
Clayshire
Apple Blossom Boutique; 122
Baker. Ron J.; 203; 6-1-12

31.04
50.31
17.96
252.52
305.46
273.27

Bean. Euple (Terrell Tidwell); 280; 1-2-7/
College View
Beatigard, Georgia; 290; Spruce Street

010

010

Legal
Notice

Listed below arc individuals, firms and corpor
ations who have failed to pay
1990 City of Murray Property Taxes.The
amount set opposite the property owner
s
name is the amount of delinquent taxes
and includes penalty, interest and
publication charge. Unpaid property taxes
become a lien' upon the described
properties until paid in full. The City of
Murray may utilize the tax foreclosure
method authorized by KRS 91.481 -91.527 for
collection of unpaid property taxes
effective July 1. 1991.

Name

145.61
5 98

Legal
Note,
305.19
97.73
222.21
321.14
95.73
29.92
-83.9C

Gammons, L.D.; 1650; 9-30-1A
Gardner, Ronald James; 1653; 51-60
Gibson Ham Co.; 1727
Gilbert. Johonna; 1734; 9-29-1/R R
St.
Gorham. John W.; 1775; 7-20-25/50
9 Broad St.

7.03
89.76
93.74
13.96
309 17

Graves, Linda Joyce; 1798: 9-284/No. 1st & CST

8.38
273.27
21.08
47.63
281.25
221.41
293.22
161,5'6_
656.24

281.25
983.42
63.27
51.79

Hood. Lynol D.; 2133; 6-13-4/405 No. 7th
Hooper, Kimberly K.; 2138; 11-21-4/1513 Clayshire
Hopkins, Danny R.; 2141; 8-15B-2/Wildwood
Hopkins, J.L.; 2146; 5-27-3/Holly Bush

Bowden. Tony: 161; TR/Coach Estates
Boyle. Nlarvin/Vena; 489; 2-2-11
Bradley, Stephen Lee; 496; TR/Fox Meado
ws...
Firandiin, Stes e. 555; TR/Coach Estates
firidg,..!s, Kenny; 567: 51-125/River Road
John W.; 629; 4,8-13/106 So. 15th

10.21
14.76
17.34
49,70
21.14
201.46

Fiu .1-trod, Darrell;
657; TR/Riviera
Captain Video (TOny Allen); 717

49.70
213.16

Car-oP VW. Inc.; 744
Carter. Gerald; 758; 6-8-8A/201 No. 8th
Carter. Gerald; 760: 7-8-5/406 So. 10th
Carzer. Gerald L.; 761; 6-8-8/8(X) Olive St
... ......
Carter. Gerald L.; 762; 6-11-17/408 No.
8th
Carter. Gerald L.; 763; 4-2-21/30g1/2 So.
15th
Carter Photographic Studio; 765
Catlett. George Earl; 777: 10-26-11 A
Catlett. Yvonne; 778; 10-26/14
(7avitt, -Gloria: -781;,9-15-6/205 Spruc
e St
Cas itt.J.C., & _W.C; 782; 9-13-12/50
4 No.-Cherry

2.374.37
53.86
65.82
321.14
265.2g
137.64
45.87
17.95
33.90
105.72
121.67

Ca% itt, Theresa Ann; 788; 9-31-9/Spruce
Chappi. Nikki; 805; TR/Riviera

49.87
13.61

Clark. Lynn W.; 855; 7-9-1/907 Vine
Clark. Pamela; 859; 11-21-7C/1505 Clayshire
Coats. Terra; 875; 9-27-4/1 st St.
Cole. Lizzie Ann; 898; 9-19-2/No. Douglas

22539
r 273.27
12.07
209.44

Cou/ins, John; 983; TR/Fox Meadows
Creati‘e PrintefV..1016
Croils4. Jimmie; 1041; TR/Fox Meadow's

I

Darnell. Jessie; 1109; TR/Riyaera

21
31
95
87
3
13.20

17.76

Delta Nu Housing Corp.i 1138; 1-20-9 & 10/No
. 16th
Deshields, Scott; 1149; TR/Coach Estates

285.11
33.11

Dotson. Glen; 1212; TR/Fox Meadows

17.76

Dunbar. Ella. Est.: 1251;10-26-15/709 So.
3rd St.
Duncan. Jeffrey L.; 1254; 4-11-39/321 Irvan
St
Duncan. Jeffrey Lee & Michael Lopez; 1255;
9-6-21/No. 6th

21.95
279.65
97.73

English Rose: 1363
Farley • Oatman; 1429; 6-5-10/1011 Olive
Farmer. Jo Ann & Carl: 1433; TR/Riviera
.
Farmer, Lee Mansfield:' 1436; 6-3-14/No.
10th

18.54
281.25
16.16
464.75

Legal
Notice

010

1

010

Legal
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
Bids will he received in the office of Count
y
Judge/Executive George H. Weaks in the
Callo
way County Courthouse for a bridge Over
the East
Fork of the Clark's River. Furnish all equip
ment.
labor, and rilaterials to furnish, deliver, and
erect
(7 B-48- X 36- X 119'overall length prestr
essed
concrete, box beams designed for HS 20-44
loading on existing sub-structure. Beams suppli
er
must be an approved producer certified
by the
Kentucky Department of Transportation. Sup
plier must submit beam design calculations
. Bids
must be turned in to the Judge's office by
April 23.
1991 by 1:00 p.m. The Calloway Count
y Fiscal
Cotitt reserves the right to accept or reject any
and
all bids.
April 10, 1991.
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

641/se0
-

Hombuckle, Charlie; 2176; 9-15-13/215 L.P.
Miller
Hombuckle. Rode. Est.; 2177; 9-30-1
Horribuckle. James; 2178; 9-15-10/225 No. 2nd
St
Hombuckle. James; 2179; 9-23-13/Bishop East
View
Hornbuckle, James; 2180; 9-5-12/No. 6th
Hornbuckle, James; 2181; 10-3-10/502 Elm
Hornbuckle, James; 2182; 7-19-23/So. 8th
Hornbuckle, James; 2183; 9-24-1/411 No. 2nd
Hornbuckle, James; 2184; 11-20-6/1310 Kirkw
ood Dr
Hubbard, Louise; 2226; 9-27-3/1st St.
Hubbard. Louise; 2227; 9-30-7/105 Pine St.
Humphreys. Anna; 2266; 9-9-13
Humphreys. Anna Farmer; 2267; 9-9-109/40
6 No. 5th
Humphreys. Leslie R.; 2277; 9-6-3/503 Pine
St.
Humphreys. Leslie R.; 2279;"7-4-3/1109 Vine
Humphreys. Leslie Ray; 2280; 9-9-14/No. 4th
St.
Humphreys. Leslie Ray; 2281; 4-5-22/307 So.
15th
Hutcherson. Clifford, Jr.: 2311; 9-30-12A/104
Spruce
Ivory. Rodney K.; 2357; 9-29-7/1 st St.
Jones, Dan; 2490; TR/Fox Meadows
Kendall, Thomas; 2596; TR/Riviera
Kentex, Inc.; 2610
King, Jerry, D.; 2652; 9-30-2/209 East Pine

31.04
171.53
488 69

Owens, Sherrie; 3643; TR/Northwinds
Parham, John; 3671; 10- 26 - 10/Poolto wn
Parker. Billie; 3675; TR/Fox Meadows

......

19.33
53.86
26.89

Payne Eusheki; 3781; 9-24-3/409 No.
2nd
Payne. James E.; 3782; 4-7-21/313
Woodlawn
Pennington, Cathy; 3797; TR/Fox
Meadows
Perry, Willie; 3821; 9-24-4/407 No.
2nd
Perry. Willie Earl; 3824; 9-29-8/408
1st..
Plunkett, Susan G.; 3877; 1-15-1
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; 3879; 9-265A/Ash St.
Public Ice Service, Inc.; 3926
Purdom Motors, Inc.; 3946
R & R Drugs, Inc.; 3959
Ring, Steven K.; 4074; 42M-5-4/Gatesborough
Robbins. Terry; 4080; TR/Fox Meadows

44.28
265.28
17.34
73.81
61.84
265.28
5.98
2.034.68
4,144.76
4.0(1
292.42
35.19

Rowlett, Emanual; 4254; 9-15-12/301 No.
2nd
Ruthledge, Robert D.; 4276; 7-7-15/312 So.
9th
Rutledge, Anthony; 4277; 9-27-5/406 No. 1st

121.66
229.39
177.53

Seafood Express. Inc.; 4380
Singleton. J.; 4482; 9-30-10/Pine St
Smith, Greg; 4522; TR/Northwinds
Smith, lames David; 4526; TR/Coach Estates

56.34
7.58
9.46
49.7C

Snap Shot; 4565
Southard, Christine; 4578; 1-12-17/1 164 Colle
ge 'icrr.
Southern Styles Cleaners; 4584
Southland Financial Service; 4586
Spann. Martha; 4599; 50-51/No. of Murra!
,•
Spann. Martha; 4600; 50-51A/No. Hwy.
Sparks, Maggie Martin; 4605; 9-294/400
1st St
Spencer, Betty L.- 4611; TR/Riviera
Steffy. David; 4660; TR/Fox Meadows

174.04
440.82
140.03
235.43
70.04
62.57
6.78
11.61
16.93

Stockwell, Bill; 4677; 4-8-12/104 So. 13th
•
Stom, Monty Lane; 4689; 9-5-22/Barnett Add
Strode. Karl; 4710; TR/Fox Meadows
Summers, Marguerite K.; 4742
Swift, Harold; 4766

249.33
181.53
16.52
42.50
11.76

The Concord Corp.; 4831; 51-56D
. Thomas. Chris; 4834; TR/Fox Meadows
Thomas, Jerry; 4835; TR/Riviera

31.04
181.51

,75.53
16.93
18.59

Thorpe, Bobby Lee; 4865; 9-19-3 & 9-19-4

23.57
145.61
129.65
16.52
35.19
e23.99
11.57
13.96
70.61
89.76

Mayfield. Raymelle W.; 2996; 10-25-10/S
o. 2nd
Mayfield, Raymelle W.; 2997; 10-25-11/401 So.
2nd
McCarty, John W.; 3013; 3-I4-25/No. 13th
McClain, ORt..-; 3017; 1-20-21 & 22/KY & Callo
way
McDaniel. Lubie Dan; 3076; 10-1-7/Court Square
McDowell. Dwight; 3087; 8-1-4/1107 Sycamore
McGee Pest Control; 3098
McGee, Richard D.; 3099; 41R-5/Hwy. 641 No.
McPherson, Marion E.; 3176; 9-31-10/Bolen St.
Memories, Inc.; 3204
Mid-States Coca Cola; 3220
Miller, Alice Faye; 3227; TR/Fox Meadows

100.13

Todd, Howard & Rita; 4902; 51-72/01d Murray
Concord
Todd. Myles W.; 4907; 50-35F
Todd, Myles W.; 4908 1

7.74
209.45
466.38

Toyota of Murray, Inc.; 4923
Utterback, Edd; 5014; 9-8-2/505 Walnut
Vaughn, Jerry; 5036; TR/Riviera

8,266.42
49.87
24.82

Walker, Daniel; 5092; TR/Riviera
Walls. Ural L.; 5130; 10-21 1/Pleasant Hill
Watson Louie, Est (Ben Tumbow)t 5188;
7-2-5

225.39

31.04
121.67
110.51

/1103 Poplar
Wells. John W.; 5225; 11-21-7/Plainview
Wilcox, Glen C.; 5287; 5-27-2/Holly Bush
Wilford, Bernice; 5297; 41-53
Williams, Charles H.; 5306; 7-7-5 & 30C/905 Poplar
Williams, Deborah S.; 5308; 7-15-5/102 So. 6th
Wilson, James T.; 5369; 41B-27/Sha Wa Circle
Wilson, Larry L. & Dorothy M. Hart; 5372; 6-4-14
Wofford, Louise; 5403; Pleasant Hill Add.
Yore Donald; 5463; TR/Fox Meadows
Yours, Mine & Ours; 5485

11.57
361.03
145.61
169.55
114.70
164.36
429.34
41.89
147.28
1,597.59
- 55.94

293.22
560.49
87.88
416.88
313.16
238.91
193.48
.5.19

-

16.52
4.41

010
020

Legal
Notice

Notice

12.37
653.19
15.236.80
4 44

41.41

Lee. Billy; 2814; TR/Riviera
Leslie. Ruby J.; 2831; 4-2-9/So. 15th
M&G Complete Glass; 2912
Madison. Jeffrey Bryan; 2919; 1-8-26/916
No. 18th
Manner. Emmanuel; 2940; 6-7-8/301 No. 8th1
Manning. Paul; 2941; TR/Fox Meadows
Manning, Randy; 2942; TR/Coach Estate
s
Marshall, James; 2952; TR/Riviera
Marvel, Marilee; 2957; 9-27-6/403 No.
1st
Marvel, Mary L. Perry; 2959; 9-26-5B/10
8 Ash St
Marvin. Juanita R.; 2961; 4-2-21A/So.
15th
Mathis. Wayne; 2982; 8-2-6

010

laos1

UPI
Nodes

Orten, Arlene; 3583; TR/Fox Meadows...
Overby, Darrell; 3622; 8-13-21/621 Broad
St
Owen. David; 3629; 2-6A-11

41.89
69.81
21.95
137.64.
97.73
155.19
69.81
33.90
424.86
8.38
37.9C
145.61
121.67
104.12
209.44
65.82
173.53
49.87
6.78
55.94
60.08
825.69
81..78

Lamb. David; 2728: TR/Coach Estates

Lagal
Nola

Murphy. Randy; 3385; TR/Northwinds
Murphy. Steven, K.; 3386; 42M-7-14/Gatesb
orough
Murray Nissan, Inc.; 3.492
Murray Tailor Shop: 3438

13.96

Harding, Bert; 1910; 9-31-16A/No. 2nd St.
Harp, Mary Beth & Charles Robertson; 1922;
2-5-17/No. 17th

103.20

010

Legal
Nodal

Face, Bobby; 1498; 4-14-13/410 So.
•12th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1499; 10-19-15/5
13/So. 4th
Fike, Bobby. Sr.; 1500; 10-19-12A/So.
4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.. 1501; 5-4-7/Sycamore
St
Fike. Bobby. Sr.; 1502; 10-19-16/So.
4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1503; 10-19-17/S
o. 4th
Film. Bobby T.; 1504; 42P-12-9/1516
Canterbury

Black fordt Gladys H.; 378; 41-129/Hwy.
12.1
Body Wash. The; 404
Boeard Auto Sales; 406
Boggess. Terry; 423; TR/Fox Meadows

Bie K ahuna Tanning Hut: 146

010

LeNotice

Hayden. Gary; 1992; TR/Fox Meadows
Hill. Leah; 2069; TR/Fox Meadows
Hill, Louis C.; 2070; 11-12-29/Plainv
iew Ac

010

'Editor's Note
Public Notice •ds•rtising ploys a
unique role both in Arinciric•n
blistery end in the process by which
this country s democracy s pr
d
eine
Its
IS that people must be int•Nrecli it
they are to go.ern thierris•Ises
competently
Public Notice ed•erlising first come
et 1792 TOW body, recognizing its responsibility Into being with the Congress
to the people required the
Perelmiestier General to ady•rtise for
bids to, the construction of
post offices
From ttset inesispictows beginning
to the complex publication requirements
in
feelierel, stet, and local laves tod•y, goyern
rn•nt officials lisci•e come
more and
mote to understand their oblroetions to
inform the public through Public
Notice
adveretrsing
Newspepers oy•r the veers hove
been the vehicle by tehrch tliefe
oblimistions hove been fulfille
They will continue to be as long
d
the public
eleirn•nds thet it be informed freque
ntiy rsnJ by the best means prsibt
o.i

020

L*918
Notice

Node*

I. Curbs L (yearn am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own

INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be received in the office of Judge
/
Executive George '1•1. Weaks in the Callo
way
County Courthouse for No.9M and Riprap,RS-2,
AE-200 and Primer. Bids to be in by April 23,
1991 by 1:00 p.m. Materials will be according
to
the Kentucky State Highway specifications
April 10. 1991.
George H. Weaks. Judge/Executive
Calloway County. Murray, Kentucky

IIMININ IINIMIMI MOM•MI=MNIMMO
All Fall & Winter •=1=1•1•1=
----IMIMIIMM
INIIMMI-IIMIMM
11=111110.11111•11=111111111.111=
........, 11
Clearance Merchandise • ...........• .........
I M.
.
FACE
.
BRIC
K
s"
.1=111
MI
MID
5999 or less
•
im•
Prices Starr Al
mai
•
TN. Is the Last Warisend
MEM
In
Si
00
MIMI

e
.,

31Pr M

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

'Plus Ta. Tale & I co.-se
48 Pio C'osed Er,d lease

VCR Service

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to
Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEC 0(0

ALLIANCE
umiem.

RAC'S

the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

WIG
T*

-0

or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

AS SEEN ON T V

Call and place your ad today!

Keith,
You'r
e still
Tti 5117-3/17.S num,
the one
t1
and 1
I) wouldn't switch! '
SON OR DAUGHTER ( Happ
y 10th
AGE 19?
Anniversary
Unless still in School
Jan

•

.111

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

,me
me.
•mil

=UM
e
,MI
ND
=MI
II
ON
IBM
•
•
MI
MI rtin.,
•••
al
ADMIMI=IMIIMMINIIIMION OM MINIIII=O
IMIMINNIMIIMI MIE•••11M MI•MI MI MS
•=11•1=1=111111=1111•1=
1 UM WM M•IN•

VOWELL &
SON INC.

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Silverado Pickup.
'oaded 1109374 132591 ,
r o'
Call Gene at 753-2617

Nodes

T.

I oar al/ Mg
••••••
••••••••
SIDIS ore.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

6.
.4• 1
11111
1 000 334 1203

'tree local ohm sornee•

WANTED
TO BUY

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mite warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

Fish Day
n s Time

FOr Stocking

CHANNEL CATFISH, 1411111D
BLUE GILL. Feral Annan
:is Mx* Bus. Mal trap
Cet ire Trifled Gram Carp rim
Pwa Weed Uttar) The lestrld
Niue Od MN reach a eregli 012
,c 2• papas

•

WM Ike
Flatly Apra X
The Feleaera Leallee:
Distresey

N

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.

%when, %ire C•-••
Nunn KY
(3021 713.14211
'Timis 4.1110.54111 pie

CAP !cur led dare malice ras
on*
Td tree 1100443-114.39

Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

• ,re ••

-,

Fish Wagon. Inc
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CLASSIFIEDS

1120
Notice

24b

Help
Wanted

350
Apartments
For Rent

Miscellaneous
FEMALE needs roommate
to share house for room'
board 753-7129

EXPERIENCED painter
2yrs preferred 753-9382
after 5pm References
required
EXPERIENCED grill cook
wanted Pays S5/* per hour
for qualified person apply in
person Majestic Rove at the
Holiday Inn

* * * * *

1 want to say
thanks to Roger
Leslie and Scout
Pack 76 for their
prayers and support for me durTir.zg the Desert
Storm Crisis.
Sgt. Freddie
O'Bryan
401-92-9454
HSC 94 Eng. BN
APO, NY 09175

FINANCIAL-Councelors
male/female Due to rapid
expansion we have six
openings for part-time
councelors Hours 5pm to
9pm Monday Thursday
and 8 00am ul noon Saturday Excellent salary arid
opportunity to advance An
EOE Apply in **person,
WTCB 1410 Industrial
Park Rd Paris TN

SEAMSTRESS wanted
Permanent position
753-2728

' WILL keep and ca'e for a
ady or husband and w
home in Hazel E xeer
e-ced and good
'2,-,ces 492-8510
_AO:NS '
,
owed
ork tor -owes.: posoble
coce
References
53-6986
MAGS Errand Servoe e1.
ters housesitung groce,y
snOPPIng Postal and bani.
.eo needs etc 753-9630
Mc- F, 8 5 References

GENERAL office work
•
ean mouses and
Tues Sat 9am 6pm Send
'Hces 753-4803
resume to PO Box 1040K
Murray Ky 42C71
32 house dearong Cr
voth eiceey Cal neer
HOUSEKEEPER 1 cay per
753 •
week for home in county
References required.Ca
W
ar d:
759-4158 after 6pm
othier ;ZIA- AC''••• 436-25:

TILLERS - Front Tine 5hp
Boggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $299 99 rear
one tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse Shp $649 99.
Bhp $749 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays
WATER heaters round
electric double heating ale
merits 5yr glass lined
tanks 30 or 40gal
$'49 99. 50gal $15999
Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays
WEDDING dress size 10
Semi cathedral length skirt
753-7591
ZENITH VM 7000 video
camera with ail attachments 474 3' 16

BR sore soi'd cherry 6
pieces 4 poster bed-2 night
stands standing mirror,
chest and dresser Must
sell' 753 5763 after 5pm

'LL. *as- eo.• .vax MC:
LAWN maintenance care
`r
help needed Experience a Bretneo
ec•-•
plus Retirees welcome To Paos
O
- -pc. es
GREEN ;DK', 8. brown
apply call 436 5805
753 292Z
p-aid sofa s eeper full size
MAIDS wanted par. t'rne
$'0 0 1 3 5 6 7 3 or
100
Daily and weekends
474 8072
Business
Teens welcomed
L. O NGROON1 sofa $350.2
Opportunity
474-2241 Early Amercan
match'
--g .azybo
.
y rockers
Motel, Aurora Ky
-2•VEness $75 each 753•5203
13 IMMEDIATE OPENWA - ERBED
capt s
INGS NEED a icibl
queensize mirrored book
GED"' Hope for the future/
case heacooaro 8 drawLOST small black cog in You may qualify if •Yu do
ers 753 3253 atter 6ons
Hamlin area No collar Cal not have your GED or
436-2203
school diploma 'You are
Local sandwich & yobetween the ages of 16 &
gurt business Exc
21 We are 3- E 0 E This
business opportunity.
project is
ey toe
Western Ker!_:.. Private
ATTN
Industry C.o., Dea,-ers
_ PA
2 WAITRESSES full time 1
Spaces to renr now aai.•
Call JTP A
_• T. • Scope
part time Above average
able Haze
Ky Ca
pay plus good tips Call
4928
5
Ba rn -11 30a
- gets
474-8095 or apply in per
901-247-55'E _
130
son at Ky Lake Lodge Re- NEEDED immeo.a'.• .
For Sale
staurant Hwy 68 at Aurora sn op mace...-.
A
3r Trade
Ky
experienoe on ao
drills and genoers V - AREA saies position available in NW Tunnessee and have own tools Top pay fo VASSEv Fero.ison
W Kentucky with major experienced macho- st
cono top?"
feed co Must. have lives- Overtime benefits vaca
bon Sena 7es-ime to PO...Leer 4892741
tock and sales background
Want
with minimum 2 years col- Box 310TH Parts TN
- a mers 5'223
To Buy
lege degree in Agriculture 38242
'
eeep,
Send resume to PO Box
1040F Mi..rray Ky 42071

AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
reg $1795 on
$995 2021x
sale for 51O95 Call Mayfield 247-7831
CUSHMAPii-Goit Cart 1953
Chevy pickup 753 5814

1987 FLEETWOOD Buc
caneer. 1476, central air/
gas heat 3bedrm 2bath
Will consider any reasonable offer Must selll Must
be moved' 753 1932 after
5pm

KILN dried hardwood Hall 1988 2BEDRM 2bath
14x70 Cathedral ceiling
hardwood kiln Benton Ky
Jacuzzi
Country blue &
1097
52mauve custom design
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock $500 down, take over pay
lcu ft bag only $150 ea mts of $220 mo includes
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 insurance 753 4260
ea We also have sanitized
play seed 50Ib bag only
1991 1450 2br 1 bath
$2 1•:. and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag °el' $2 39 ea Coast to Total electric W D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
Coast Hardware 753-8604
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141
LAWN chaos of unusual
w000en oesign Also snake 24ft PERRY travel trailer
bone earrings 759-4401 to self contained skirted insulated underpinned Exorder
cellent condition brick paLUMBER wndows and tio privacy fence
See at
doors bore house at 8e2 N
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
16th 753 1390
'REPO" iosio is v.Ide
MOWER Maces Over 400 2hedrm home Nes er lised in
sizes in stxis Snapper 30" Keith Baker Homes,
blade $6 99 Snapper -of:, Pant n n44 ii
drive disc $.1 49 Snapper I -S0(1533-.1 hs
68 belt$5 99 Wein Hardware Dove tDan Paris Tn "REiN)—
Doubicwidc

OUTSIDE wood furnace
'-oeo being useo with
electric central H A May be
seen while ,n operation
753-9523

4hc.drrn, cx,c1

lent ,:ondition \ texcii‘leli:
itfcr Keith Baker 110TTICs,
11
-`91... Peri:. In
644-0012. I ils00-.533-37Tir,

Pees
&wise

NOW available lb( apartment with paid ublities No
pets Lease/deposit required near ddwntown
436-2755
UNIVERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br central H/A, appliances micro
wave $400mo 753-8096
753-2633

GROOMING done with LAYING hens 753-6446
TLC NOT TRANQUALIZ.. after 6pm
EFtS Pegs Dog Grooming
753-2915
410
Public
SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
Sale
sable/white 354-8211
YARD Work Mowing, trim
ming odd lobs of any kind
410
Free estimates 753-8463
Public
Sale
"mom.

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500/mo plus deposit Col
eman RE 753-9898
2BEDROOM house near
university All appliances
$250/mo 753 2967
2BR brick in country Central KA, appliances very
nice $400/mo Coleman
RE 753-9898
3BR 1 bath 2 story Leasedeposit
No pets
753-0932 753-5898
COMPLETELY remodeled
2bedrm 1 bath Gas heat
Now available $250 mo
753-2905
NICE brick home quiet
street, deposit lease $.400
753-3343 Available 4-16

Yard
Sale

Moving
Sale

6 miles out off 94
West on Charlie
Thurman
Road.
1st house on right.
Sat., April 13
8 a.m.-?
Antique replica iron
Stove, shower stool,
doors, lots of household items

218 Irvan
Sat., April 13
8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
Rain or Shinc
Free/cr, elestric stove,
.offcc table, end tables.
tiric5:er. smoke glass
table, t.hairs,
le,
tiller, .1.4hing. rin Nana

2 Party'
Yard Sale
Sat.
8-4

YARD
SALE
1307 Kirkwood
8 to 2 p.m.

14 mi. North of
Hazel on 641

1711

4

Baby
house
toys,
If R,

Sun.,
11
1502

ChildrE
thing
some

Canc

Sat. April 13 & 14
(;irk clothing.
baby clothes. toys,
hahy shoe, high
chair.

NICE furnished house in
residential area for shared
Mobile
PA70 stones 2's8"x 16"
Sofa sleeper. couch &
rental to two responsible
Horne. For Rent
gray or red 63c ea Also
chair, toys. children's
adults
$250
ea plus
2 12'square or hexagonal 3BR 2 bath double wide on
- -clothes. radio.
'A
utilities each Deposit
;at:stones gray or red lust Hwy 280 Close to School
Cancel in case of rain
and references required
5' 69ea We rave red '53 8231
Available June 15
.:ctagcn-square paving
or
stones for 55c ea and 18' RENT or rent to own 2br 7 5 3 - 8 1 4 3
scare- brickfased patio metoie home in Pirates 606-254-6583
stones 53 69 Coast to Cove Recreational Development near Aurora, Ky
370
Coast Hardware 753-8604
Recreaeona' facilities
Livestock
F.NE Bark Much or Nug
available to renters or ownSicpliss
▪
2co ft bad only $2 59 ers For information call
CUTTING horses trained
ea 'op szel 5C- e bag lust 753 2613
and sold at Cooper Ranch
79ea Pot:- so'i 5,3b,
QUALITY BUILT HOME!
and Arena in McKenzie Tn
nag orly $1 2
,
3 ea Also SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
Wiiii'ting for your family to enjoy Pi'llitiftyl Oak
e.ectric
901-352
or gas Walking dis-9524
- ;o1
eze
cabinets, fireplace, spacious
privetstance to college 753 5209
▪
ca aro ..of 52 99 ea
tack yard Thrt•ri
SADDLE colts 1 paint, 1
2 "- his $901o
Harinare
Ml.' 291h
sorrel 489-2476 6-9pm
3€-C it
YOUNG registered polled
..,-RISTCPHER S CONS
hereford bulls From weano I! at Ox Yoke Antiques
711 Main St.
753-1222
ing to service age Call
A
ooze
C
sero
ced
and cleaned
House
437-46
67 Ed Mize
anI Boos Rack Murray
Sperg special 436-2904
A
order service
380
o 'or'ree price ..st and
Pets
cc:- A otterent
Business
Supplies
&
-Co
ections
B'
Secretary RecepAerials
AVON representat•ves
tereign coins.
2 COCKATIELS male
tionist position
4
CAR
stop
wth ofice Ca 4lemal
Applications arc being accepted by the
i'2 95 bcte
needed Up to 50% come with cage
availa
ble
May
753-450
1st.
9
e. satisia:
mission, Door to door un
474-0116
\lurra -Calloway County. . Parks Dept. tor
Position requires
"-Tree gie
necessary Delayed billing
AKC
310
Boxers
lifegu
27,
yr
ards & concession workers. Applicaold
feabove
avera
Crest°
for kit Free gifts , Assist
ge
male. 1 4yr old male Call
Want
West
Mgr 1 -800-866-2243
secretarial skills.
tions
may be picked up at the: ,
489-2476 6 9pm
To Rent
-ay ,0000ky
Experience with
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
420.1 • aid
Park Office 10th & Payne St.
AKC registered yellow La.
to Murray in Jul y
Earn $200-$500 weekly
computers pre-a se "estates
-ristian tarn iiy brador puppies 527-2072
rna:ling 1991' 7ravel broDeadline April 20th.
ferred.
Salary
3 4 bedroom HAVE
chures For more informaan obedient safe
commensurate
Phone 753-7640
.ease Ex
tion send a starrped
dog for show or home
with experience.
Ailey to Classes
addressed envelope to A-•
or professionally
• me without trained Serving Murray
Send resume to
Travel
P Q
Box
for
_SFL: ti'ncow air oonc
lo Yen 2 over 12yrs 436-28
430780-B South Miami
P.O. Box 1 040 M.
58
4-34 2755
collec
t
FL 33143
Spoil
Murray.
Ky
PT 1. has a position aiosilahic for a responsible, career
° -448 early morn
AN- to oey Purley poond
310
E.: ...00nerit
EXCELLENT :NCOME
42071.
minded indisidual We has-ca long hi stor!, of growth
and are
age 753-1287
Public
; Easy work , Assemble
offering unlimited potential for the nght pervm .The starting
simple products at home
salary will hc Ycry ,ornpet.:is.t: with outstanding
545'
i•t=
benefits.
Articles
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
The successful candidate 'hill .h...Ye a C ollege degree,
For_
-e
.
For Sale,
24 hours
oo.t Barrel ,
knowledge of computer, exceliunt phone skulls. willingn
ess
exoa
; •z_ sa es.
• ised Sears
to learn, and a minimum of at ieJst scars V• ork expenence
• •
NEED help *sales aarl1
estyler multiROOM furnished apart"
S -1
7: 25M-:
Send resume
meg nee::
time full-Arne /Excellent
•
computer mert with refrigerator Pn.
iA -..;•-o -or:tor 2 meg
PASCH ALL. TRUCK LINES
opportunity for advance- ;
're-ace
2
Singer
-"E',.s
date
trea
bath
Availabl
April
e
5
Yoe has software or
'
ment Unlimited pay free IP"
Personnel Department
e
o
•
o
achine
10
Wood
$100
Also
2br furn`',ar7.* Cfn.e
51 2 95
•
training Must be neat in ce-e•
^ae 4 chairs (2 ished apartment Close to
P.O. Rox 1305
354
6600
".o tozoe
appearance For interview Pees
campus Water paid Availextra leaves
\Iurra
). K1 42071
send name & phone * to canoe:ate
ANT CUE sha.
".380 after 3pm
able May 12 $210 mo No
ea7'
Par
P 0 Box 252. Murray Ky experience
Golf
3
Course
oolIectioe 22
pets 753-5980
pickup or we
of these •e etre: eeo,
42071
crushes and wa.' despoo
Golf
753-0277 or 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
Carts
ness reanagernent ee-•
case 521 0.753-554 -o
NOW hiring in housekeep- rig accociroeg as
Weicr Sand and 753-4109
ter 5 00; y
Lighted
ing department Must apply •
al 64151 Amo
or or er
Immediate ()per.m.:s
ro -o
2BR apartment 1326 DiuDriving Range
in person at Shoneys
CRAFTSMAN 'awe rniowe
erce
quid
Rd
WD
hook up disoareco 18hp 44' cut with accessc
ONE of the nations largest reauired "os
Miniature Golf
hwasher,garbage disribs Like nee/ 'Cat' days
Medical Surgical
mortgage lenders is in need opporterposal $275ono plus depostorage build
753 ,C 593 e..enong Softball &
-Pediatr
ics.Endoscopy
of a loan officer for Graves caoleg on 7-7,
sit Available May 1st Ca
'6 stars at 51595
753-2163
Baseball
Marshall and Calloway arid
SIGN
ON
753-050
BONI'
4
FOR EXPERIENCE
S
759-45
•
57
424
after
50
12x24
aooe
counties Knowledge of fi- ray are
Batting Cages
FORMA_ orom dress s:
5Pm
Otter sites ava,i
NURS
ICU
ES
Serie.
;_
nance and sales experi5
Acre° Portable Build
Lessons By
2BR energy efficient duTo
Excelle
ence required Excellent MC:a'. "a, o
nt
benefits
_.gre oloe Excellent cord
- ge 502 247 7831
Appointment
j
2113 Brookhaven
plex New paint extra
• "-ore;
compensation package soc
noe 753-6.326 after 5pm
Alternative Scheduling
Jimmy St Ilivan PGA Pro
Paso-a
clean
Sat., April 13
Central
H
A
apSend resume and refer
Lynn
Reimbursement
Sullivan
Tuition
PGA
KEN
Pro
Hoiland
pliance
(Dents
s
Availab
15
le now
for
ences to Fleet Mortgage SA,_ES
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
.;ssa
Business
Velvet Jones
$500 Some e,y old
Coleman RE 753 9898
Commensurate with .Educ aeon -Experience
Salary
Corp PO Box 7808 Padu sof,
"
Baby
clothe
slOyS,
Serve.**
759-4971 leave message
7511152
cah Ky 42002-7808
Join the lSNIC CARE TEAM
ectr.
playpen,
A BRAND new brick dukitchenMURRA
Y,
KY
.A"E
investigator plex 2br ac gas heat, all
KlRB Va000n Cleaners
A
ware/glassware,
PART Time temporary help ence
CONTACT:
e A Confidential iroest;
sales and serese Cal
appliances No pets
furniture,
needed for insurance ofClothes,
F
a
Zeigler
0
1R
e2)
(
5
y
1-e
. 25N
;asors
Southsi
Shopde
terais.
.,erry
753-76
Myers
Adams
88
_,
-.tee• Cc
Mayfie.d
or 759 4703
fice Experience preferred
misc. Some new
cog Center Suite s'02
Director of Nursing
nights
1.5 ..••ay days 247-4704 nights
Mail resume to PO Box 500 .- S 4:items
- odds & ends
Vora', 753-2641
247-6663
1040L Murray Ky 42071 753-6450
BRICK lbr furnished or
copiers A ath
MARTIN houses 6 room
unfurnished Carport stor
**Equal Opportunity Employer**
PLASTERER Needed for
GOLF clubs(men and wo
zed dealer for sales ser
$2699 12 room $39 99 18 miens. Mens
age pakio no pets
temporary summer work
Pakner
..ce supplies parts eni $255 mo 753 6931
Big Apple
room $5799 24 room
May through August 1991
earn irons Ise/-3 iron, • yr rental units Local
$6999 Telescoping pole old also
Apply at Personnel SerCafe
women s Power Cary Call 1-800-248-4319
FJRNISHED apartments
extends' to 15f1 $3499 bolt countes
vices. Sparks Hall Murray
s irons IPW 3
efficiency 182 bedroom
Wallen
Hardwa
Downre
!roe) For more informaooe
State University Murray
and sleeping rooms Also
270
town Paris Open all day
KY 42071 Phone (5021
call Tim at 753-8355 during
1r
A:o ; 7
renting for May Zimmer
Mobile
Saturdays
762-4406 or 762-4291
o -4(2:
day or 753-5904 at nign
man Apts S 16th St
Horns. For Sale
EOE/MFVH
We represent several top rated companies
753-6609
MILLIONAIRES MIL.
April 12 & 13
2s44 MOBILE home to be
to give you the best possible rates. ben
210
AUTO MECHANIC High SECRETARY/Reception's: LIONAIRES PANG NEAR
University Large
321 N. 5th
movee Good starter or re
efits. and service.
school graduate or equiva- needed for local medical BURN'S CANDY IS RACK
2 bedroom apt Has large
ntal 51995 474-8042
Firewood
8-4
lent required Five years of office General office and IN MURRAY. Charlie's
p.m.
Irving room Large kitchen MAJOR MEDICAL
experience in automotive typeig skills a must Excel- Safe- T Pharmacy
A FIREWOOD for sale 1 2x50 partially furnished
dining area and ample
INSURANCE
Baby clothes, mater
4 companies
repair shops or service sta lent communication skills ORDER the spa
Air w d stove refrigerator
closet space Range redesigned 437 4667
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
nay
clothes
bons required Vocational required Send resume to
companies
,
7
men
and
Set
op
on
rented
frigerato
lot
r dishwasher, dis'or you Murray Hot 'ubs
WOOD for sale 753-9745 759 9847 after
training may be exchanged PO Box 10401 Murray Ky
5pm
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
posal and washer dryer
115 S 13th St
women clothes
'companies
for required experience 42071
hookup Fully carpeted
1470 1986 BREEZEW
CANCER INSURANCE
PROM dress biacichllite
3 companies
Will be required to perform
Electric heat and air Well
STORY
S
000
Chapel
2br
2
bath
Cemet2
decks
Size 7 $100 Call after
maintenance and repair of
ACCID
ENT
INSUR
ANCE
insula
3 companies
ted
$275/mo
satellite dish, nicely land
automobiles, trucks, light ery welcomes bids for 5 30prn 753-6200
Sale
LIFE INSURANCE
soaped on lakeview lot in $275/dep 759-1301, Mon
5 companies
machinery and heavy mowing Saturday. April 13, PROM
thru Fri 9am 4pm
UPRIGHT piano Grea Panorama Shores
dress Royal blue
Chess Club
ANNUMES
equipment in accordance 1991, 10am at cemetary
4 companies
floor length satin gown with condition $175 345 2270 436-2672 after 6pm
435-44
87
NICE
1
2.3br
apartment
with standard practices of
Sat,
April
13
princess
bodice
Please
call
us
the
time
next
you
need any of
Furnish
ed near campus
the trade. Salary $668 per TELEMARKETERS sweethe
14,170 2br 2 full baths
art neckline and
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
240
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
Also
1-3br
house,
hour Apply at Personnel needed no experience
1
4br
Good
conditio
n Furnished
basque waist Unique rut
Murray Middle Stool already have their insurance with us and
Services, Sparks Hall, Mur- necessary Management lies
Day 498 8911 evenings house WiD hook up Day
at shoulders & hemline
Miscellaneous
treat lima
we appreciate their business.
9-5 753-6111. night
ray State University. Mur- positions available Call Altered
492
9112,...
size 8 Matching
Ketke. antiuues, hale ha
753-0606
ray, KY 42071. E0E/NIFVH 753-2028
A
Caribbe
an
biow.uu
t.
We
cards, books. children s ca,
shoes & accessories Pur
over bought cruises Hunda to 14x70 EXCELLENT condi
TAKING applications for
thing, toys, des.orsong access',
POSITION available for WANTED handyman for chased and registered out
lion
the
Bahamas
on a luxury liner
section 8 rent subsidized
/ICS, ladies shoes,&Mud', TOft
hanged dental hygienist various odd lobs commer- of town 75.3 1866
753-4199
5 days 4 nights S249icouple 753 2429
Proceeds will Slap send the
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedFull or pal lime Send re- cial and home Steady emHopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
Hotel
paid
MIAS
No
Chess
lean.
PROM
NY
to
Me
gimmick
for
rooms
.
dresses
1490
Apply
3br
central
759
Hilldale
HiA
real
4503
Apts
sume lo: 324 Tyson Place ployment Call 753 4012 or
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
Tickets good for 1 year. good condition $14,30
National Tournament
Hardin, Ky or call
0
Paris, Tn. 38242.
753-8756
SUNTAN booth 753-3488 404-451'1908
"Our
29th year of service"
C
ant
el
Roo.
q
502-437
759 9501
-4113 EHO

Contact Video Elite
61 8-520388

Sat.,
7-4
94 E 11)
ner
Cleave
Crafts,
misc

Kopperud Realty

Lifeguards '13z Concession
Workers Needed

Career Opportunity

-

, „fir/it -'I,• -----

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Call
753-1916

REGISTERED NURSES
INTENSIVE CARE

GARAGE
SALE

Sat.,
7St.
Epl
Cl
1620
Lots
items

APPROX I
Aurora 5 m
Lake 437-4
BOB HALE
Sales anc
Roberts RI
or 489-2264
COMMER(
2800sq ft
course on
terback Rd
436-2165 a
DOWNTOVI
mercial bulk
apartmen
2200sq tt.,
corated
Company.
Paris,
1 -800-642Tern
GOOD bui
ment or a
compound
resort featu
owner/caret
slip boat doc
of pnme L
2967 Con
Realty 753KOPPERUE
fen a corn
Real Estate
wide selec
homes
753-1 2 22
1-800-251
711L
NICE hous(
4th St Mu
potential
759-1922 c

4 Family

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

Yard

McConnell Insurance Agency

••••••••••
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You ne
somethini
paycheck.
Join th
weeks a
discover r
life.
You'll
a soldier.
give you
You'll
team spin
All have
communii
That ct
you recei
coach mot
Stand

crowd! D;
Call toda
on your

SFC EDI

)c

a
-•

•

a
••••-• II,

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

520

Rad
Extols
3BR 17, bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
Shores 3br central H/A
near lake 2br on Ash St
$8000 Commercial property in city Wilson Real
Estate 302 S
12th
753-3263

Yard
Sale
1711 Rid
3

8-12
Baby
things,
household items.
toys, turn misc
If Rain Cancel

460
Homes
For Sale
2BR 1 bath Country home
on 1 acre 5 miles south o
Murray 759-1934
2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near Univer
sity $28000 753-3293

Yard
Sale
Sun., April 14th
11-4 p.m.
1502 Parkiane
Childrens
clothing.
dishes
some furniture
Cancel If Rain

Yard
Sale
Sat., April 13
7-4 p.m.
94E 1V2 mile corner
of
Van
Cleave & 94
Crafts
vases,
misc

Yard
Sale
Sat., ,April 13
7-2 p.m.
St. John's
Episcopal
Church
1620 Main St.
Lots of unique
items.

APPROX 67, acres nea
Aurora 5 minutes from Ky
Lake 437-4813
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq.ft. next to golf
course on N 16th and Utterback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm
DOWNTOWN Paris commercial building with studio
apartment upstairs,
2200sq tt . c/h/a, nicely decorated Moody Realty
Company. 414 Tyson Ave
Paris,
Tenn
1-800-642-5093 Bill or
Terri
GOOD business investment or a family/corporate
compound Fully operating
resort features 7 cottages
owner,caretaker home, 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
of prime lakefront MLS
2967 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753 1222
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222 toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
NICE house on 6 acres, S
4th St Murray Unlimited
potential $79500 Terms
759 1922 owner

3/4 BEDROOM 2"i bath
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Diningroom plenty of closets
cabinets, double garage
753-2223

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR
kochen,dining combination, utility room, 3
baths lots of closets
double garage. concrete
aouble driveway Ratio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot
489-2126
Nights 489-2387
3BR brick 5
east 1360sq
acre wooded
and septic
436-2742

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
\ 1.7th

miles south
tt . 1 bath 1
lot, new well
Mid $40s

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293
HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm, lbath, attached
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
'4 acres $25.000 negotiable 502-436-2010
HOUSE in country on 1,.
acres 3bedrm 1 bath cen
tral gas'heat & air $28 500
or first reasonable otter
489-2362

ISFST LOTS IN TOWN,
WOODGATE I-STATES'
nderground utilities Johnns
Robertson Rd
arc•d
llomeSellers
TS1 1117s

3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets, Germ Air
stove 20x28 family room
with woodstove. lots of
built-ins Shutters wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shopping Quiet street Reaso
nably priced
Ca''
753-2206
470
Motorcycies
1982 BIG Red Honda $995
1984 200E Yamaha shaft
drive $895 Both excellent
condition 753-0144,,
753-5463
1988 GOLDWING 1500
Lots
of chrome
502-443 0299

HONDA GL 500 Interstate
$1000 firm 489-2125

You need a pan-time job. But you'd like to find
something more meaningful than a simple
paycheck.
Join the Kentucky National Guard. For two
weeks a year and one weekend a month, you'll
discover rewards that last 24 hours a day - all your
life.
You'll get in great physical shape, learning to he
a soldier. You'll have training opportunities that
give you new expertise in new technologies
You'll find excitement - and you'll know the
team spirit of a group of people much like yourself.
All have joined to serve their country and their
community when people need them most.
That can be just as important as the paycheck
you receive from the Kentucky National Guard
each month.
KENTUCKY
Stand out from the
crowd! Dare to be different!
imommr=an
Call today and get started
immer=asar
on your future!
alatlosailaward

Boats
& Motors

Services
Offered

1985 CUTLASS Calais
loaded blue, good condition Call 759 4808 after
6pm

1711 MARK Twain 305 V8
Extra nice Only $4900
759-1882 after 5pm

BULLDOZING and back
hoe work Call after 4pm
354 8161
Financing
available

OUTFITTED 17tt Stryker
75hp Stinger, extra nice
436-2463 after 6pm

YAMAHA Enturo 100 Like
new $450 345-2270
1974 DODGE 4x4 LWB
85 model police entercepbye motor Like new tees
Good condition 492-8903
1977 DATSUN pickup
Sharp needs work $750
OBO 762-3515 after
3 30pm

CAR stereos 30yrs experience in sales and service
You cant beat our prices
Installation and service
(Factory stereo repair)
World of Sound 222 S 12th '1977 GMC '/,ton pickup
753-5865
350 V-8. air, PS/PB, LWB
with truck toolbox $1900
NEW and used tires Key
753-4832
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
1980 FORD 1 ton
492-8411
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special' Sunset 1985 FORD Ranger 4 cyBlvd. Music Murray's linder, 5 speed, one owner
Rockford Fosgate authorized $1600 1983 Ford LTD
dealer. Dixieland Center Crown Victoria White, 4
Chestnut St 753-0113.
door, 302 engine $2650
489-2690 after 5pm

NEW England Salt Box
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms NEW and
used parts for
arid 3 full baths Parquet Datsuns
and Toyotas
flooring and carpet, gor- 474-0116
geous staircase and toyer
Ceiling fans, lovely fire
place, beautiful decor
throughout Large roomy
kitchen with white cabinets
$124,500 MLS 2909
1966 THUNDERBIRD RePhone 753-1222 Kop
stored to near show condipartici Realty
tion 428cu in
ps pb.
READY FOR IMMEDIATE seats, windows air $9200
OCCUPANCY, And ideal 443-4621
for the young family Very 1967 MUSTANG convertinicely decorated well
ble 289, auto p s $6500
maintained 3 bedroom 753-8869 after 5pm
home Large deck, fenced
LTD
back yard and workshop' 1972 FORD
storage area are some of grandma's car 58,000
the quality features Just miles $650 345-2270
reduced Low $60's MLS 1976 CHRYSLER
Cor
2652 Phone 753 1222 doba Good
body, motor,
Kopperud Realty
transmission 98xx xx acSPACIOUS luxury home tual miles 1976 Cheverolet
5bedrm 3bath 1 acre 350 van 753-9673
wooded lot All city utilities 1979 VOLVO
242DL, 4
Bob Perrin RE 759-1681 or speed blue runs
great
evenings 753-2509
436-2174 evenings
UNDER construction three 1980 TOYOTA Celica
5
bedroom home that tea speed, ps/pb, ac
tures private master bed- 474-0116
room suite opening oft of
large deck walk-out base 1981 CUTLASS Supreme
ment that could be finished Sharp' 87xxx miles p/s.
for extra rooms living p/b, pAv auto air, pioneer
room formal dining room system new tires $1400
and eat in kitchen Located see behind 901 Olive
on Mockingbird Drive in 1983 OLDS 98 broughr
r
Martin Heights Call $3950 or $600
& take up
753-3903 or stop by notes 489-244
6
anytime
1984 CORVETTE silver'
WATERFRONT Ky Lake dark silver bottom 14,600
subdivision 4br 2 bath, actual miles Leather seats
covered deck 354-6006
glass top, never smoked in,
never wrecked all service
records garage kept covered, show room new
753-5763 after 5pm

Part-time jobs.
Full-time rewards.

Used
Care

1985 BERETTA bownder
1986 CHEVROLET Ca
1611 140hp I/O $5000
price Classic Brougham, 436-2158 after 5pm
excellent condition dean
1986 BOMBER Promaster
Michelin tires fully loaded
1987 90hp Mariner, trolling
753-7903 after 5pm
motor Classic trailer Lowrance
depth finder
1987 DODGE Dakota V6
auto Nice and excellent $7800 753 8869 after
condition 12,000 miles 5pm
$ 2 5 75
1988 CREST III pontoon,
75 3 6 2 1 5
753 2548
25ft 40HP Johnson Fully
1987 FIREBIRD Formula equipped Call 753-0380 after 4 30pm
350 All power AC cruise
Olt, ANVFM cassette new 1990 17,,
, ft WINNER tires 46xxx miles $7500 or Intrigue. 140hp Mercruiser
OBO 753-6158 after 5pm
I/O, low hours Built-in coolers, mooring cover, ski
1988 FORD Tauras L 4th
dark blue P'S. PB, air, tilt, equipment, trailer Excellent condition $8900
cruise
P/L $5300
75 3 - 1 4 0 4 days or
759-9359 or 753-2244
762-4051 after 4 30pm
1989 TOYOTA Tercel
1987 Pontiac Grand Am
502 443-0299
31ft BURNS Craft house1990 GRAND AM 2dr One boat Completely selfcontained with full
owner, white 18xxx miles
Auto tilt cruise AM/FM bath separate
shower stove refng kC
cassette sport wheels
newly redecorated ChrysWould consider trade
ler 225 V-8 marine with
753-6015 or 753 8648
Mercury outdrrve Moored
CAR Stereo Installation at Cypress Springs Manna
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard $16,500 753-8500days
Music Murray's Alpine Car 436-5371 after 5pm
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
39 HOUSE Boat Living
Center. 1 block from MSC
room kitchen/galley, beddorms
room and bath airFAMILY has outgrown conditioned Excellent boat
1988 Corsica LT Excellent at a great price $15,000
753-6487
condition 47,500 miles
$5000 759-4545 anytime
9'a hp EVINRUDE 1375
443-4621

NI
12TH ST COMMERCIAL
;real opportunity for
xpanding business Corner
12111 & Sharpe In best arca
imal \Like "Iler 'S;

250 R 3 wheeler Excellent
condition 753-7485

APPROX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area, new
house partially finished.
new septic central heat'
AC, outbuildings
492-8519

SFC EDDIE DILLION 753-8210

1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Excellent condition 60 000
miles with AMFM cassette
and toolbox $3700 Call
759-1799 after 5pm
1987 DODGE Ram, SWB,
local one owner low miles,
loaded $8000 753-8869
after 5pm
510
Campers
1970 17ft COACHMAN
Air, refrigerator, stove
shower furnace $1250
382-278.3 vi mile west of
Lynnvilie on 94
1972 21ft
SELF contained Dual axle. refrigerator, AC Reduced to
$975 or OBC 753-9827
after 6pm
1975 pop up trailer Good
condition Plus two new
700x20 tires $100 each
Call 753-2316
19.84 COACHMEN motor
home Less than 10xxx
miles $16 500 247-6699
1986 28ft TERRY self.
contained Never towed
Excellent condition
436 2959

A lA T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe trucks Levies, roads driveways
parking lots septic tanks
foundations basements
gravel, dirt and etc
753 0577

30
lienrkee
Offered

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bebber
759-1247. leave message
,CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi
ten discounts We sell chim
ney caps and screens
435-4191

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

QUALITY sewing and alter
atons Reasonable price
References For more information call 753-5980
days 753-5467 nights

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery Murray 436 5560

REMODELING and concrete work Experience and
references 759-9254

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

C & L Landscaping bush
hogging grading, clearing
tree removal, top soil, and
river rock 492-8254

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Instalia
bon and repair Free est
mates 753 7203

L&L Lawn Service Com
mercial or Residential
Free estimates 753-4001

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

tvicKINNEY Bookkeeping
service now taking new
clients 759 4173

RILEY'S HOME IM.
PRO YEMENIS Back from
Humcane Hugo, Roofing our
specialty 10% discount to
senior citizens. Phone
489-2693
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand dirt driveway rock 753 4545
753-6763 759-1823

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12 15
Mon Fri 9 2pm Sat
753-0530
WILL break and disc gar
dens Bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

WILL do general light haul
STARVING college student mg mowing
yards paint
needs yards to mow Best ing other odd
MOODY S mower repair
jobs
job
at
cheapes
price
t
759-9636
GENERAL office and Pickup and delivery All
'753-69
86
house cleaning Refer- work guaranteed
WILL do plumbing All guar
SUREWAY Tree & Stump anteed 435 4169
ences supplied 753 4897 753 5668
MOWING landscaping Removal Insured with full
GENERAL Repair plumb
line of equipment including, WILL do yard work and odd
'rig. roofing tree woo. and tree work All odd jobs
60t1 aerial trucks and brush jobs of any kind No lob too
Big
or
small
Free
esti436-2642
mates Good rates Have chipper To assure a safer small 759-4401
GRAVEL, dirt sand, white references 753 4254, operation at a lower com- WILL mow yards Reason
petitive cost Free esti- able rates
rock and all type hauling
753-2869
Free estimates
mates without obligation
Call Kenney Trar,s
No job to large or to smal'
MOWING. ROTO-TILLING
Day or mite, 753-5484
759-1039
474 2300
in town only Will take limGUTTERING By Sears
ited number of small to
Sears residential arid corn
medium size yards for '91
mercial continuous gutters season 753-0611
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310 MOWING, trimming, weedeating City or county No
for free estimate
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
job to large or to small Call
CUSTOM WOOOWOOKING
G W CONSTRUCTION 759-9708 day or night
or
All Types Of:
Gerald Walters roofing 759-9505
painting, vinyl siding, all
Custom Woodworking
kinds of remodeling Phone MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
mg wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753-3254

HARDIN Painting Rest
dential or commercial Re
ferences on request For
free estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
experience

PAINTING Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816. 753-0495

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

CARPENTRY, commercial
and residential work Remodeling, additions, decks.
fences Fast quality service Call 759 1424 after
5pm

HERMAN'S Janitor Service
- Floor Cleaning '24 Hours
A Day'Business offices
private homes churches
Weekly monthly, one time
job Call 474-2358

PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744
PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

ALPHA Builders - Carpen- JOE s Lawn C
PROFESSIONAL painting
try, remodeling, porches, denti
lal paperhanging wallcoverroofing, concrete, drive- mowi
ings furniture refinishing,
liz
ways, painting mainte- ing
T1bng 345-2312
touch-up and blending
nance. etc Free estimates
436-5002
'KEEN Constructor Do
489-2303
you have a Job to be done" PROFESSIONAL lawn
ANY remodeling, building (addition alteratisn Of re- care Mowing trimming
painting & roofing Free es
pair) I would like to do it for hauling landscaping Reayou 25yrs down Maine sonable rates Satisfaction
timates References
craftsmanship For free es
435-4632
guaranteed Free esti
tmate call Merle 924-0202
mates 759 4440
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
work and parts warranted
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller
Ask for Andy at The Aptracts: two 45 acre tracts on the south side of
pliance Works, 753-2455
Highway #280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA
easement to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood
APPLIANCE SERVICE
River Embayment. The property would
Kenmore Westinghouse,
be
Whirlpool 30 years experigood for any type development or the perfect
ence Bobby Hopper.
place for your lake home Near Panorama
436-5848
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course, only seven
miles from Murray.
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive-ways
hauling foundations etc
759-4664
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
BLOCK brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SJNBURY,MuRRAY aebra
Brea:
7S3-59a0

4
111114----A01,10111.116'•--:dfir

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappart-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-AlIbritten, Inc,
Beautiful 4 BR,2 bath brick borne with
all the extras. Including inground pool,
central heat and air, satellite, 30x60
shop with gas heat, paved drive and
much more setting on 50 acres.
Rare offer - 5 BR,
-ith brick, paved
drive, city water r x
gas available.
Trailer ready oW,, with city water,
electric and 6.. Setting on 13./4 acre
lot locatea . Lynn Grove.
Reduced price on 4 BR, I bath frame
house and 33 acres with 20x40 shop
and other outbuildings. All outbuildings have electricity. 9.,wner wants offer.

Terry D. Paschall
Real Estate
753-5814
Terry D. Paschall
Broker-Auctioneer

CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
Sliding front window $275
0/30 753 4359

BOAT DOCKS Over 20
years of satisfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
docks, rails and hfts. All work
approved by TVA or Corps of
Engineers. Former owner of
Twin Lakes Moonng Call
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
14ft POLARCRAFT Ion 354-8695 before 8am or after
boat 30hp Johnson & .i5prn for free estimates
trailer 436-2389
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
15ft BASS boat 50hp Evin
parking lots Over 20yrs
rude HD drive on tilt trailer
Depth finder, Evinrude troll- experience Free esti
mates 753-9552 or
ing motor Water ready
1984 MERCURY Topaz Used 15 times Locally 437 4391
GS 4 door auto air, AM/ owned $3425 Call
BREAKING and disking
FM excellent condition in- 901 247-5567
leave gardens Yard landscaping
side and out $1695 See at message
and bushhogging
Ruthie s BP Station 16th &
15ft Fishing boat, 40HP 436-S430
Chestnut Call 753-2079 or
Mercury and trailer $900 BUILDER, new homes
759-1559 anytime
436-5571
garages additions remod
1984 RENAULT Encore
eling framing decks pa
1990
STARC
RAFT 24ft
good conditien $1200
pontoon. deluxe 1990 Mer- tios solar green houses
4.36-2'03 after 3pm
cury 90H P with tilt-trim. pole barns Experienced
1984 TOYOTA Supra
20gal gas tank, water pres- carpentry Tripp Williams
loaded good condition
sure gauge, trailer, Minn 753-0563 after 5pm
new tires $4500 753 8500
Kota trolling motor, 40Ib CUNNINGHAM S Heating
days 436-5371 after 5pm
thrust 12:24 foot control 2 and Cooling Service Comdeluxe fold down fishing plete service on all central
1984 VOLVO 760 GLE
seats, privacy room with cooling all makes
loaded, 64xxx miles
and
porta potty, stainless steel models Call Gary
$5903 753-1362 days or
at
grill.
mounting-transducer 759,4754
753 2585 after 5pm Ask
and power cable for Humfor Etill
mingbird depth finder, cas- CUSTOM garden tilling
1986 DODGE Daytona sette player with AP.VFM - with Troy Bat reartine tiller
Turbo Z Shelby pkg 5 MPX radio, table, rear sun Small size garden $40 and
speed, white with white deck, front and rear sofas up 436-2003
wheels, tan interior New with storage 3 batterie
s
Ores/brakes Loaded Ex- Bought new 9,89 new con DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
cellent condition Low dition (only 3 tanks
gas on
miles 753 8839, 753-4961 engine) $12,200 and re roots Written guar
antee Local references
(work) Ask for Tom
436 5684
753 5812

44:Po

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
Miirray

Ledger & Times
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McDonald's to distribute trees

OBITUARIES

Staff Report

James Bennett Pryor
James Bennett Pryor, 55. of
Macedonia Road in Mayfield died
at 7:40 a.m. Thursday at Community Hospital.
Pryor was co-owner of Mayfield
Printing Co.
He was a member and deacon of
Seventh and College Church of
Christ.
Pryor was an avid golfer, winning the Irvin Cobb and West Kentucky Open golf tournaments several times, as well as other
tournaments.
Surviving are his wife, Nancy
Pryor: his parents. James B. and
Minnie Lee Pryor of Mayfield; five

daughters, Johanna Fox of Mayfield, Barbara Pryor of Albuquerque. N.M., Lisa Young of
Smithland, Susan Pryor of Phoenix.
Ariz. and Stacie Pryor of Mayfield.
and Sree grandsons.
Services will be at 11 a.m..
Saturday at Byrn Funeral Home.
W.E. Wardlaw and Hilton Royster
will officiate. Burial will be in
Highland Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of contributions to
the West Kentucky Childrens
Home in. Paducah.

Rob Ray
chairman of the board for the Murray Electric System. past president
of the Murray Lions Club, served
as trustee of the Kentucky Eye
Foundation, auditor at the Bank of
Murray from 1955 to 1968 and former partner of Buckingham-Ray
until 1985.

Funeral services for Rob Ray
will be 10:30 a.m., Saturday at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Chapel with
Minister Charley Bazzell
officiating.
Ernie Rob Bailey will be the
song leader. Pallbearers will be
brothers-in-law of Ray. Henry
Richardson, Roy Weatherly, Jerry
Hopkins. Harold Jones, John
Weatherly and Harold Weatherly.
Burial will be in the Murray City
Cemetery. Friends may call after 5
p.m. today. Expressions of sympathy may be made to your favorite
charity.
Ray. 60. of 1603 Kirkwood Dr.,
died at 10:54 p.m.. Wednesday at
Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Ray, a graduate of Murray State
University, was a veteran of the
Korean War and a member of the
University Church of Christ. He
was also a member and former

Ray was preceeded in death by
his father. Ralph W. Ray, who died
in February 1989.
He is survived by his wife. Kay
Weatherly Ray. Also surviving are his mother,
Mrs. Etoille Cain Ray of 1502 London Dr.. Murray; a daughter.
Robyn Hornsby and husband Raye
of Holly Hill, Fla.; one son. Kevin
Alan Ray and wife. Vicki of Ocala.
Fla.: one brother. Ronnie W. Ray
and wife Beverly of Mayfield and
two- grandchildren. Brandon and
Corri Catherine Ray.

Mrs. Lucy Elizabeth Ferguson
Mrs. Lucy Elizabeth Ferguson.
87. of New Concord, died at 1:30
p.m. Thursday at West View Nursing Home in Murray.
Mrs. Ferguson is the widow Of
Lynn Ferguson.
She was a member of New
Mount Carmel Baptist Church..
Surviving are three daughters.
Eva Farris of New Concord. Neva
McKinne y of Mu:Ta y and Sarah
Simmons of Buchanan. Tenn.:
three sons. Gre,gory Ferguson. and
Graves Ferguson. both of New
Concord. and Burman Ferguson of

Puryear. Tenn.; four sisters Ruby
Jewell. Rosene Malcolm and Beulah Fielder all of Murray. and Robbie Hutts of Royal Oak. Mich.; two
brothers, Troy Steele of Flprida
and Ray Steele of Michigan; 16
grandchildren and 20 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be at 1:30 p.m..
Saturday at .1.H. Churchill Funeral
Home .4
with burial in McCuiston
Cemetery.
Friends may call the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today.

Mrs. Jeanette W. Murdock
Jeanette W. Murdock of
formerly of Calloway County. 58. died at 8:10 a.m.
Tharsday at the Regional Medical
-Center in Madisonville.
. Mrs. Murdock Was preceecie.d in
her parents. James Hardy
Annie Eitzabeth Hume
Mrs.

Nor:or:y.1:1e as well as several
aunts. uncles and cousins.
Fanerai services will be :0:30
a.m.. 'Saturday. a: Bandy Funeral
Home. Bro. Lester Kamp will officrate. Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today.
A brief visit and service will be
held at Williams Chapel Church of
Christ at 3 p.m.., Saturday.
Barial will be at Szalen Cemezcr. near Murray.

Sna .s survived by her husband.
Pr.:lip of Madisanville, a daughter.
\17-:. Ann Buchanan of Smyrna.
. a son. itmirny Murdock of

McCracken jury to decide
fate of Boyle after today
A McCracken County jury wii hay field near his house. then going
decide the fate of former Mayfield
home and being 'arrested.
ophthalmologist Cornelius Boyle.
Defense attorney Mark Bryant
who has been charged with shoot- rested his case Thursday that Boyle
ing Robert Ritipan.
was in a state of alcoholic blackout
The jury wi4,1 hear final argu- when he -allegedly :shot Pitman.
ments for both sides today.
Prosecuton Tom Osborne. during
Paducah psychiatrist Ronald Kel- cross examination, argued that
ley testified that in his professional
Boyle, as a physician. was aware of
medical opinion, and after conduct- alcoholic blackouts. and had coning a psychological evaluation of cocted the story in order to be
Boyle. Boyle probably does not acquitted of the shooting.
remember the shooting incident.
which occurred near Pitman's
home
Boyle is on trial for first-degree
assault in the shooting incident.
Rail Services Inc, of Calvert
Boyle had called Jean Ann Miller.
City laid off about half of its worka former employee and neighbor of
Pitman's on July 1 and. according ers Thursday.
The company reopened Monday
to testimony, threatened to kill her
after being closed briefly by the
and her husband.
federal Environmental Protection
Boyle allegedly took a shotgun
Agency.
from his home and walkedto MillRail Services owner Charles
er's house.
Johnson confirmed that about 25 of
Boyle testified Thursday that he the 40 or so employees were laid
had no recollection of going to the off.
Miller's home or of the shooting.
EPA officials ordered Rail SerHe testified that the first thing he vices to close March 4 because of
remembered was waking up in a environmental violations.

Rail Services Inc.
lays off half

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
Parts
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To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Gene Buhmann
641 South

4;
,4,•••

753-2617

Mrs. Ruth
Houston
Services for Mrs. Ruth Houston.
71, of Old Benton Road, will be at
1 p.m. today at Lindsey Funeral
Home. The Rev. James 0. Green
will officiate. Burial will be in
Brooks Memorial Park Cemetery.
Mrs. Houston died at 1:25 p.m.
Wednesday at Western Baptist
Hospital.
She was a member of East BaspList Church.
Surviving are her husband. Fred
Houston; two sons. Donald Houston of Union City, Tenn., and Terry Houston of Paducah; a brother.
Ronald Garland of Benton; two sisters,' Genie Outland of Akron.
Ohio, and Charity Garland of-Murray, and four grandchildren.
Mrs. Houston was preceeded in
death by four brothers, Carlos Garland, H.C. Garland, Dallas Garland
and Kelsey Garland. Her parents
were Clay and Esther Bell Garland.
Friends amy call at the funeral
home.

The people with the golden
arches hope to put some greenery'
on the scenery with a white pine
seedling giveaway as a prelude to
Earth Day 1991.
McDonald's Restaurants in Murray, Mayfield, Paducah and Princeton have obtained 12,000 of the
seedlings courtesy of Westvaco

with 25 million Americans reportedly participating. Last year. the
20th anniversary of Earth Day
came in conjunction with the
nation's renewed interest in conservation projects
such as tree
plantings
and recycling
measures.

Honored at awards banquet

Prices as of 9:00 AM

(

Parvin Douglas
Rhoades
Parvin Douglas Rhoades, 82, of
Murray. died at 12:36 a.m., Thursday' at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Rhoades as a member of
Bethel Baptist Church.
He is also survived by his wife.
Virginia Polley Rhoades, a daughter. Mary Magdalene Embry of Guston: five grandchildren and two
step-grandchildren.
Five sisters and one brother preceded him in death. His parents
were James and Margaret Bristol
Rhoades.
Services will be at 11 a.m. Saturday' at Miller Funeral Home here,
with Paul Wanger officiating. Burbe in Fernwood Cemetery
in Henderson. Ky.
Friends may call the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today.

Mrs. Maude
Woodall
Maude Woodall. 85, of Dexter
died a: 5:30 p.m. Thursday at West
View Nursing Home.
Miss Woodall was a retired
school teacher of 27 years in Calloway and Harlan Counties. She was
a member of the Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Surviving are three sisters, Jessie
Jackson. Eugenia Hopkins and May
Denny all of Dexter.
I.
She was preceeded in death by a
brother. Robert Woodall. Her
parents were Eugene Woodall and
Ellen. Copeland Woodall.
Services will be at 2 p.m. Saturday at at Miller Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jtrn Glass will officiate. with
burial in Stewart Cemetery'.
Friends may call after 3 p.m.
today at the funeral home.

Industrial Average__.........9.65 )
Previous Close ...................2905.45
" Air Products
A.T.C.•ClaSS A .........443/46B3
514
4.57
/41/S
A
AT&T
35 4.3/8 '
Bank of Murray .......... ...150B
Bell South
52'4
,
454
Briggs & Stratton
291 14.
14
Chrysler
133:4 •"s•"s)
CSX Corp
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Niorniter New

Vacuum & Clean Windaws

615 S. 3rd (Noir Body won) Eddie Rhodes, Owner .753-8558

Ross Insurance Agency

York krnehcan and Mochyesi Sux•
nciSt PC

.change

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th 8. Main

753-0489

Pitect
tzza
It's Crust d'licious!

Introducing Mr. Gatti's New
Pan Perfect Pizza
with a Pan Perfect Crust!
Light and crispy with less oil than competitive
deep dish pizzas. Seasoned with just a hint of
garlic, parmesan and Italian spices.

Introductory
Offer...

12" 3-Topping
Pan Perfect Pizza

oritY

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
THROUGH THURSDAY,
APRIL 18, 1991
OMNI
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All-You-Can Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffet

99

•Ine.,.ery w
ate
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5 tn.nutes
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it. wnr•.. • •

MI Mill 111•111

IMMO

All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffet

Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Dinner 54,8:30 p.m.

2 $5"

2

for

for

•Iklust present coupon when order
Ins Not good enth any other ape
eta! Good thru Thurs. Apnl IS.
1991
IMB

'We accept Blue Cross Blue
PCS and others
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Capsule
Summary

519 S. 12th • 753-7688

10% Off Installation I Car Wash Wax. *35 base price

4LYONS
investment
Is -you.
ow=

Walter's Pharmacy

Among the current myths about
eyesight are that eyesight deteriorates faster with glasses, you
can ruin your eyesight by wean ng
the wrong prescnption lenses,
reading in dim light or glare or
straining to see fine print will hurt
the eyes. eye exercises can improve sight, and weanng hard
contact lenses will cure or reverse
nearsightedness Eyesight naturally deteriorates with age and is
not worsened with glasses Wearing the wrong lenses and reading
in poor light may cause eyestrain,
but that will disappear after correcting the situation Eye exercises cannot correct the anatomical problems that cause vision
problems Finally, while hard contact lenses can change the surface contour, of the eye temporarily. it quickly reverts after the
lens is taken out - Consumer
Peports Health Letter

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage Racks, Sun Roofs

-7(
1!
7 HILLIARD

Federal-State Market stern Service pril 12. 19/1
Kentucky Purctase krea Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Aslant Receipts 4c1454, FAL 52I Rar•nese & Gilts
15-50 higher, Some 30-10 hooey
IS 1-1 230.2.54 be
3‘1100-44.44
IS 1-2 2141-2.34 be
Sa,110-C 50
LS 2-3 2.34240 be
24.0.2"11
S
Soles
LS 1 1 1"0350
IS 1-3 300-490 be
542.4141-43.00
1 S 1-3 400-(2c lbs.S 1-3 525 and
$49.041-4&40
IS 2-3 300-500 be
3441.441-41 40
Roars S3500 woo

Seeing the Truth:

tSTOM CAR GI
c
Automotive
Accessories & Installation

41 4 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

HOG MARKET

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Carol Spann Bogard was recognized at the Spring Awards Banquet
sponsored by the Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants
honoring new CPAs and successful candidates from the Ninember
1990 CPA Examination. One of the most difficult certification tests in
the nation, the CPA exam was taken by over 75,000 candidates
nationwide last November. She was one of over 50 candidates to be
sworn in by Attorney General Frederic Cowan at the banquet.
Bogard is employed by Richardson, Howe & Wilson in Murray and is
a graduate of Murray State University. She is the daughter of Joe and
Sue Spann of Murray. President-elect James C. Sparrow (left) of the
Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants, congratulates
Bogard.
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Chestnut Street • 753-6656
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Corp. in Wickliffe, and will be distributing the seedlings free of
charge on a first-come, first-served
basis on Saturday and Sunday.
Earth Day will be celebrated on
April 22; the event began in 1970
and has since become the largest
organized demonstration in history

Stock Market
Report
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